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 Following the trend of my previous articles my next event was the Warcop Stages and while there 

was still some snow on the hills the stages were clear and the weather dry if very cold. The venue is ex-

cellent with lots of options of stage routes and the organisers put on six stages with a reverse of the di-

rection of the main section mid way through. It’s only the second the time the club has organised this 

event and I’m sure they will have learnt lots which they can take forward to next year. 

 Well the first closed roads stage rally has taken place in England and from what I have read and 

heard it went very well. I appreciate the sunny weather will have helped but there were thousands of 

spectators all enjoying the spectacle. Let’s hope that many more councils and businesses support this 

form of motorsport given it must have brought much needed finances into the community. 

Les Fragle,   Chairman/Secretary,   

  SD(34) Motor Sport Group 
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Accrington MSC 
Contact  : David Barratt 
Email   : davidpbarratt@gmail.com 
Tel.   : 01254-384127 
Website  : www.accrington-msc.org 
 

Airedale & Pennine MCC 
Contact  : John Rhodes 
Email   : rhodesj3@sky.com 
Tel.   : 07913 649131 
Website  : www.apmcc.co.uk 

 

Blackpool South Shore MC 
Contact : Dave Riley 
Email  : rileydavea@virginmedia.com   
Website : www.bssmc.com 
 

Bolton-le-Moors MC 
Contact  : Jack Mather 
Email  : jackmather95@hotmail.co.uk  
Website : http://blmcc.co.uk/  
 

Boundless by CSMA (NW) 
Contact : Steve Johnson 
Email  : steve.amsc@gmail.com 
Tel.  : 01254-392663 
Mob.  : 07718 051 882  
 

Clitheroe & DMC 
Contact : Maurice Ellison 
Email  : sd34news@gmail.com 
Tel.  : 01524-735488 
Mob.  : 07788-723721 
Website : www.clitheroedmc.co.uk 
 

Garstang & Preston MC 
Contact : Margaret Duckworth 
Email  : margret.duckworth42@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01772-700823 
Website : www.gpmc.org.uk 

 

High Moor MC 
Contact : Gary Heslop 
Email  : gary.heslop@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 0161-6430151 
Mob.  : 07973-816965  
Website : www.hmmc.co.uk 

  

Hexham & DMC  
Contact : Ed Graham 
Email :  : edgraham01@sky.com 
Tel.  : 0161-2919065 
Website  : www.hexhammotorclub.co.uk 

 

Knowldale CC 
Contact : Stephen Broadbent 
Email  :  
Tel  :  
Website  : www.knowldale.co.uk 

 

Lightning MSC 
Contact : Andy Rhodes 
Email  : andy.rhodes@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01772-632820 
 

Lancashire A.C. 
Contact :  Chris Lee 
Email    :  info@lancsautoclub.com 
Tel.       :  07831-124417  
Website :  www.lancsautoclub.com 
 

Longton & DMC 
Contact :  Paul Tipping 
Email    :  paul.tipping@uwclub.net  
Website :  www.longton-dmc.co.uk  
 
 

Liverpool MC 
Contact : John Harden 
Tel.  : 0161-9697137 
Email  : lmc-chairman@liverpoolmotorclub.com 
Website  : www.liverpoolmotorclub.com  

 

 

Manx  AS 
Contact : Mark Quayle 
Email  : pdschris@aol.com 
Tel.  : 07973-830695 
Website : www.manxautosport.org  

 

 
 

Matlock MC 
Contact  : Garry Evans 
Email   : garrydotevans@hotmail.co.uk:  
Website  : www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk2 
 

Mull CC 
Contact : Chris Woodcock 
Email  : pdschris@aol.com 
Tel.  : 07973-830695 
Website : www.mullcarclub.co.uk  

 

 

Pendle & DMC 
Contact : Ray Duckworth 
Email  : raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com 
Tel.  : 01282-812551   
Mob.  : 07484161972 
Website : www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk  

 

 

Preston MC 
Contact  : Louis Baines 
Email   : louisbaines@hotmail.co.uk 
Tel.   : 07792 903166 
Website  : www.prestonmotorsport.club  

 

 

U17MC-NW 
Contact : Steve Johnson 
Email  : steve.amsc@gmail.com 
Tel.  : 07718 051 882 
Website : www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk  

 

 

Stockport061MC 
Contact : Mark Wilkinson 
Email  : info@stockport061.co.uk 
Tel.  : 07879-657580 
Website : www.stockport061.co.uk  

 

 

Wallasey MC 
Contact : Tony King 
Email  : tony_king@msn.com 
Tel.  : 07989-616546 
Website : www.wallaseymc.com  

 

 

Warrington & DMC 
Contact : George Jennings 
Email  : gajennings@sky.com  
Website : www.warringtondmc.com  

 

 

Wigan & DMC 
Contact : Tony Lynch 
Email  : rallycrosser790@aol.com  
Website : www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk  

 

 

2300 Club 
Contact : Neil Molyneux 
Email  : 2300@fcs-uk.com 
Website : www.2300club.org 
 
 

SD34MSG  
Member Clubs & Contact Details 

LIMITED 

http://blmcc.co.uk/
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
mailto:info@lancsautoclub.com?subject=LAC%20-%20General%20Information
mailto:paul.tipping@uwclub.net
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
mailto:gajennings@sky.com


WANTED YOUR Clubs:- 
News, Views, Reviews, Club Profiles, Events, 

Birthdays,  Anniversaries. Club Nights  
Send to  :  Maurice Ellison 

sd34news@gmail.com   07788-723721 

Comprising the following 10 Clubs 
 

 Blackpool South Shore Motor Club 
 www.bssmc.com  

 
 

 Chester Motor Club 
 www.chestermotorclub.co.uk 

 
 

 Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club 
  www.eromc.co.uk 

 

 

 High Moor Motor Club 
  www.hmmc.co.uk  

 
 

 Fylde Motor Sport Club 
 www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk 

   

 Stockport 061 Motor Club 
 www.stockport061.co.uk 

 
 

 Warrington & District Motor Club 
 www.warringtondmc.org 

 

 

 Wallasey Motor Club 
 www.wallaseymc.com 

 
 

 Preston Motorsport Club 
 www.facebook.com/prestonmotorsportclub 

 
 

 Garstang & Preston MC 
 www.gpmc.co.uk 
 
 

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk  
Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk  

 Contacts 

 

President  : Alan Shaw 
U18 Championship  : shawalan555@gmail.com  
Marshals Compiler : 01282-602195 
C.P.O.   

 
   

Chairman   : Les Fragle 
Secretary    les.fragle@gmail.com 

     01995-672230 

 

Vice Chairman  : Bill Wilmer 
Radios                      Approved MSA Radio  
     Co-ordinator   
     Gemini Communications 
     07973-830705 
     w.wilmer@btinternet.com 
 

Treasurer   :  Steve Butler 

Road Rally     steven.butler9@btinternet.com  
Website     www.sd34msg.org 

 

Lancashire RLO  :  Chris Woodcock 
MSA Rallies Committee     pdschris@aol.com 
Chairman ANCC     01254-681350 
 

Sprint /Hillclimb : Steve Price 
      prstp739@aol.com 
 

League Compiler  : Steve Lewis 
Individual Compiler    slewisbb1@virginmedia.com  
 

None Race/Rally  :  Tracy Smith  

      tracey.amsc@hotmail.com 
 

Stage Rally   : Ian Bruce 
     ibroadrally@gmail.com  

 

Registrations  : Margaret Duckworth 
                    margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com 
     01772-700823 
 

Newsletter   :   Maurice Ellison 
    sd34news@gmail.com 
    07788-723721 
    01524-735488 
 

North West RDO : Steve Johnson 
   northwest@gomotorsport.net 
        07718 051 882  
 

Yorkshire RDO :  Heidi Woodcock 
       h.woodcock@me.com  
       01254-681350 

ADVERTISING  
in ‘SPOTLIGHT’ 

Readership in Excess of 10,000 
1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert  
for a full 12 issues (1 year) for just £100 

Sent to all 25 member clubs and then  

forwarded to club members + another 7000+ on 
the distribution list (25 X 100 + 7000 = 10,000+ readers) 

And now sent to all ANWCC clubs (114) 
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG 

Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison  
or Steve Johnson for more details 

 

Steve Johnson 

07718 051 882  steve.amsc@gmail.com 

Les Fragle    01995-672230   les.fragle@gmail.com 

Maurice Ellison 07788-723721 sd34news@gmail.com 

http://www.bssmc.com/
http://www.chestermotorclub.co.uk/
http://www.eromc.co.uk/
http://www.hmmc.co.uk/
http://www.stockport061.co.uk/
http://www.warringtondmc.org/
http://www.wallaseymc.com/
http://www.nwstages.co.uk/
mailto:secretary@nwstages.co.uk
mailto:shawalan.555@btinternet.com
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882
tel:%2B44%20%280%29%207718%20051%20882


 2018 SD34MSG  
Inter-Club League   

Division A   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 Clitheroe & DMC 411 1 1 

 U17MC-NW 331 2 2 

 Bolton-le-Moors CC 311 3 3 

 Preston MC 132 4 5 

 Wigan & DMC 110 5 7 

 Warrington & DMC 90 6 9 

 Garstang & Preston MC 63 7 10 

 Liverpool MC 14 8 18 

Division B   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 Airedale & Pennine MCC 154 1 4 

 Matlock MC  128 2 6 

 Blackpool South Shore MC 96 3 8 

 Accrington MSC 67 4 11 

 Stockport061 MC 62 5 12 

 Pendle & DMC 45 6 14 

 Wallasey MC 27 7 16 

 Manx AS 0 8 =20 

Division C   Position 

Club Points Div O/A 

 Knowldale CC 47 1 13 

 Hexham & DMC 29 2 15 

 High Moor MC 15 3 17 

 CSMA (NW) 13 4 19 

 Lightning MSC 0 5 =20 

 Mull CC 0 5 =20 

 Longton & DMC 0 5 =20 

 Lancashire A.C. 0 5 =20 

 2300 0 5 =20 

 Motor Sport North West 0 5 =20 

Updated 29th April 2018  

GAZZARD 
ACCOUNTS 
Registered Agent with  

HM Revenue & Customs 
Accounts and Book-keeping 

services for Small Businesses. 

 We specialise in  
 Self Assessment, 
 CIS 
 VAT Returns. 
 

We also cater for SMALLER 
Limited Companies. 

Workplace or Home/Evening  
visits can be arranged. 

We will offer you  
the following : 

 Regular contact and advice  
 Assistance for Self Employed 
 Simple accounting practices 
 Friendly service and assistance 

 

Serving Greater Manchester 
and areas of  Lancashire  

and Cheshire. 

Registered Office :  
33 Acresfield Road,   

Middleton,   
Manchester. M24 2WT. 

Office Tel No : 0161 - 643 - 7845       

E-Mail :  
gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 



Stage Rally Championship 

Individual Championship 

Road Rally Championship 

   O/A    Competitor           pts      Q       Club 

  

   1 Ben Holmes 56   Y Clitheroe 

   2 Stephen Holmes 51   Y Clitheroe 

   3 Steve Johnson 45   Y U17MC 

   4 Andy Williams 40   Y U17MC 

   5 Steve Butler 30   Y Clitheroe 

   6 Lauren Crook 25   Y U17MC 

   7 Dan Sedgwick 21   Y Clitheroe 

   8 Sam Ambler 19   Y Clitheroe 

   9 Steve Smith 14   Y Accrington 

 10 Elliott Shaw   7   Y Clitheroe 

 

  Rob Bryn Jones 45   N Clitheroe 

  Loiuis Baines 41   N PMC 

  Matt Flynn 40   N Clitheroe 

  Andrew Morris 39   N Clitheroe 

  Chloe Thomas 39   N Clitheroe 

  Kris Coombes 33   N PMC 

  Warren Nichols 32   N Bolton 

  Jason Crook 26   N U17MC 

  Matthew Hewlett 26   N Clitheroe 

  Jamie Foster 25   N U17MC 

  James Williams 25   N U17MC 

  Tony Harrison 24   N Clitheroe 

  Scott McMahon 23   N Clitheroe 

  Chris McMahon 22   N U17MC 

  Phil Clegg 20   N U17MC 

  Paul Taylor 20   N Clitheroe 

  Dominic McTear 19   N Clitheroe 

    Brandon Smith 19   N Clitheroe 

  Mark Johnson 18   N Clitheroe 

  Sam Coombes 16   N PMC 

  Mark Standen 16   N G&PMC  

  O/A    Driver                Class  Pts   Club       Rds   

 

   1 Matt Flynn  E   51 CDMC 4 

   2 Stephen Holmes  N   36 CDMC` 4 

   3 Dan Sedgwick  E   35 CDMC 3 

   4 Kris Coombes  E   34 PMC 3 

   5 Tony Harrison  E   32 CDMC 3 

   6 Chris Hewlett  N   30 CDMC 4 

   7 Mark Dixon S/E   29 CDMC 4 

   8 Mark Johnson  E   25 CDMC 3 

=   9 Ian Swallow  N   20 BLMCC 3 

=   9 Dominic McTear  E   20 CDMC 2 

 11 Steve Flynn S/E   18 CDMC 3 

 12 Mark Standen  E   17 G&PMC 2 

 13 James Taylor  E   16 CDMC 2 

 14 Dan Fox  N   15 CDMC 2 

 15 Jem Dale  E   14 G&PMC 1  

 16 Phil Shaw  N     9 CDMC 1 

= 17 Paul Pendleton  N     7 CDMC 2 

= 17 Charles Andrews  N     7 PMC 1 

 19 Pete Sharples  N     5 PMC 1 

 20 Andy Williams  N     4 U17MC 1 

 21 Russell Starkie  N     3 CDMC 1 

 

 O/A   Navigator          Class  Pts   Club        Rds   

   1 Rob Jones  E   57 CDMC 5 

   2 Sam Ambler  E   33 CDMC 3 

   3 Ben Holmes  N   32 CDMC 4 

   4 Louis Baines  E   30 PMC 3 

=   5 Matt Broadbent  E   25 CDMC 3 

=   5 Grace Pedley  N   25 CDMC 4 

   7 Stephen Butler  E   23 CDMC 3 

=   8 Matt Hewlett  N   22 CDMC 4 

=   9 Paul Taylor  E   21 CDMC 2 

= 10 James Swallow  N   16 BLMCC 3 

= 10 Jonathon Webb  E   16 Hexham 2 

= 12 Leah Brown  N   14 CDMC 2 

= 12 Ian Graham  E   14 CDMC 2 

 14 Grace Pedley  N   13 CDMC 2 

 15   James Chaplin  E   12 G&PMC 1 

 16 Elliott Shaw  N   11 CDMC 2 

 17 Sam Coombes  N     8 PMC 1 

 18 Harris Holgate  N     4 CDMC 1 

 19 Lauren Cook  N     3` U17MC 1 
 

 Results following  R5  

Kick Start RoD 

14/15th April 

One over Half to Count 

= Best 6 Scores  

   O/A   Driver                     Class   Pts    Club          Q 

  

 1 Andrew Morris C 104 CDMC Y 

 2 Calvin Woods A   78 WiDMC Y 

 3 Brandon Smith D   53 CDMC  

= 4 Steve Johnson    26 U17MC 

= 4 James Swallow D   26 BLMCC 

= 4 MicK Tomlinson D   26 PDMC 

  Matthew Alpe C     0 CDMC 
 

   O/A  Co-Driver                Class    Pts   Club          Q 

 

  1  Chloe Thomas  C    105 CDMC  Y 

  2  Conner Aspey  A    78 WiDMC  Y 

=  3  Steve Butler  A    26 CDMC 

=  3  Terry Martin  D    26 CDMC 

  5  Bruce Lindsey        26 PDMC 

  6  Lauren Hewitt        26 WiDMC 

 

Results following Round 4  

Stockport061MC 

SMC Stages 



Non Race/Rally Championship 

 O/A                              Class  Score     Club   

 

   1 Warren Nichols A 51.08 Bolton 

   2 Jason Crook E 47.34 U17MC 

   3 Andy Williams A 41.44 U17MC  

   4 Steve Johnson    40.29 U17MC 

   5 Lauren Crook C 38.50 U17MC 

   6 Ben Holmes A 31.12  CDMC 

   7 Chris McMahon A 30.19 U17MC 

   8 James Williams    30.13 U17MC 

   9 Jamie Foster B 30.08 U17MC 

 10 Scott McMahon A 30.04 U17MC 

 11 Stephen Holmes A 29.59 CDMC   

 12 Dave Graves B 28.77 Bolton 

 13 Phil Clegg E 20.52 AMSC 

 14 David Robinson B 10.79 U17MC 

   15 Louis Baines E 10.12 PMC 

 16 Sam Coombes A   9.39 PMC  

 17 Peter Sharples A/E   8.77 PMC 

 18 David Goodlad E   1.00 Bolton  

Following  Preston MC 

Preston Docks PCA   

8th April 

MARSHALS  CHAMPIONSHIP 
 

    O/A   Marshal                 Points       Club        Q  

 

   1  Maurice Ellison   97 CDMC   Y 

   2  Amanda Baron   47 AMSC   Y 

   3  Tracey Smith    37 AMSC   Y 

=   4  Colin Baines   30 PMC   Y 

=   4  Terry May   30 PMC   Y 

=    6  Steve Smith    27 AMSC   Y 

=   6  Alexander Baron   27 AMSC   Y 

=   8  Dave Barratt   20 AMSC   Y 

=   8  Ian Farnworth   20 GPMC   Y 

=   8  Peter  Schofield   20  PDMC   Y 
=   8     Peter Wright   20 PDMC   Y 

=   8  Joe Ring   20 PMC   Y 

=   8  Ben Coombes   20 PMC   Y 

=   8  Amanda Anderson   20 U17MC   Y 

=   8  Paul Flynn   20 CDMC   Y 

=   8  Jez Turner   20 CDMC   Y 

Still to Qualify 

 

       Barry Wilkinson   24 PDMC 
       David Hunt   17 Liverpool  
       Bill Gray   14 Liverpool  
       Phil Howarth   14 Liverpool  
       Sam Ambler   10 CDMC 
       Steve Butler   10 CDMC 
       Paul Buckel   10 CDMC 
       Chris Hewlett   10 CDMC 
       Ashley Kennel   10 CDMC 
       Steve Kennel   10 CDMC 
       Dan Sedgwick   10 CDMC 
       Phil Shaw   10 CDMC 
       Les Fragle   10 G&PMC 
            Andy Jones   10 G&PMC 
           Andy Benson   10 G&PMC 
           Steve Kenyon   10 G&PMC 
           David Nolan   10 G&PMC 
       Andy Collinson   10 G&PMC 
       Jem Dale   10 G&PMC 
       Andy Davidson   10 G&PMC 
       Matthew Harwood   10 G&PMC 
       Gavin Irvine   10 G&PMC 
       Hannah Jones   10 G&PMC 
       Andrew Richmond   10 G&PMC 
       Richard Sageant   10 G&PMC 
       Phil Myerscough   10 G&PMC 
       Peter Shuttleworth    10 G&PMC 
       Colin Todhunter    10 G&PMC 
       Chris Wellburn   10 G&PMC 
           Andy Rhodes   10 LMSC 
           Sean Rhodes   10 LMSC 
           Chris Andrew   10 PDMC 
           Rod Brereton   10 PDMC 
           Steve Dixon   10 PDMC 
           Les Eltringham   10 PDMC 
           Lindsay Fisher   10 PDMC 
           Toby Fisher   10 PDMC 
           Ian Mills   10 PDMC 
           Peter Schofield   10 PDMC 
           Alan Shaw   10 PDMC 
           Harry Tinker   10 PDMC 
           Peter Wilkinson   10 PDMC 
          Guy Williams   10 PDMC 
       Geoff Main   10 Liverpool  
       John Harden     7 Liverpool  
       Mike Cadwalleder     7 Liverpool  
       David Collier     7 Liverpool  

 

82 Marshals have scored Points 

U18 Championship 
  O/A  pts      Club 

  1 Matthew Nichols 39 BLMCC 
 2 Alexander Baron 21 AMSC 
 3 James Robinson 20 U17MC 

Following  A&PMMC  
Rock & Heifer PCA 

11th March  
 

Sprint & Hillclimb  Championship 

 O/A    Competitor            Score      Class      Club 

 
 
   

 

 







      

      

      

      

      

      

      

SD34 Motor Sport Group Calendar 2018   
Date Discipline League Club Title Venue - Notes 

11/12-May Stage Rally Yes Manx Auto Sport Manx National & Chris Kelly Rallies Isle of Man 

13-May Stage Rally Yes Wigan & DMC Cetus Stages 3 Sisters, Wigan 

13-May Trial Yes A & P MCC Yorkshire Dales Classic Trial Yorkshire 

19-May Autosolo Yes Accrington/U17 MC AMSC/U17MC Autosolo Nelson & Colne College 

20-May A/S & A/T Yes CSMA CSMA Autosolo  & Autotest Lymm Services, M6 Jt 20 

19&20 - May Sprint Yes Longton & DMC Sprint Blyton 

20-May Hillclimb No MGCC NW Scammonden Dam Hillclimb Scammonden Dam,  

20-May PCA Yes CSMA CSMA PCA 1 Lymm Services, M6 Jt 20 

27-May PCA Yes Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 3 Wern Ddu, Ruthin 

9-Jun Hillclimb Yes Liverpool MC Barbon Manor Hillclimb 1 Barbon 

10-Jun Car Trial Yes Clitheroe & DMC  Ingleton Car Trial Ingleton 

10-Jun Stage Rally Yes Blackpool SSMC Keith Frecker Stages Weeton 

17 - jun Spint Yes Longton Sprint  3 Sisters 

16/17-Jun Road Rally Yes G & P MC Memorial Road Rally Lancashire-Yorkshire 

23-Jun Stage Rally Yes Mull Car Club Dunoon Presents Argyl Rally Argyl 

24-Jun A/S, PCA, A/T Yes CSMA CSMA  Lymm Services, M6 J20 

30-Jun Sprint Yes Liverpool MC Aintree Summer Sprint Aintree 

1-Jul Stage Rally Yes Warrington & DMC Enville Stages Rally Anglesey Circuit 

7-Jul Hillclimb Yes Liverpool MC Barbon Manor Hillclimb 2 Barbon 

21-Jul A/S & PCA Yes U 17 MC NW U17MC Autosolo  & PCA Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

21-Jul Training No   New Marshal Timing & in stage Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

21/22-Jul Road Rally No Beverley & DMC Beaver Rally North Humberside 

22-Jul Hillclimb No Mid-Cheshire MC Hillclimb Scammonden Dam,  

22-Jul A/S, PCA, A/T Yes U 17 MC NW U17MC Autosolo, Autotest & PCA Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

29 July Sprint Yes Longton & DMC Sprint 3 Sisters 

11&12 - Aug Sprint Yes Longton & DMC Sprint Blyton 

18-Aug AS & PCA Yes U 17MC NW U17MC Autosolo & PCA Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

18-Aug Hillclimb Yes Pendle & DMC August Hillclimb Scammonden Dam,  

18-Aug Training No   Fire training Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

19-Aug A/S, PCA, A/T Yes U 17 MC NW U17MC Autosolo 5 Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

1-Sep Sprint Yes Liverpool MC Aintree Autumn Sprint Aintree 

2-Sep Sprint No Longton &  DMC Sprint 3 Sisters, Wigan 

07/08-Sep Stage Rally Yes Wallasey MC Promenade Stages New Brighton Promenade 

8/9-Sep Road Rally No Ilkley & DMC Colman Tyres Yorkshire 

15-Sep PCA Yes U17 MC NW U17MC PCA 6 Event City, Manchester 

16-Sep Autotest Yes Warrington & DMC Warringto DMC PCA 4 Wern Ddu, Ruthin 

16-Sep PCA Yes U17 MC NW U17MC PCA 7 Event City, Manchester 

22/23-Sep Road Rally Yes Clitheroe & DMC Taybridge Clitheronian Rally Lancashire-Yorkshire 

23-Sep Stage Rally Yes PDMC / GPMC Heroes Stage Rally Weeton Barracks 

Road Rally Stage Rally A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials Sprint/Hill Climb Training Dates 



Date Discipline League Club Title Venue - Notes 

6-Oct Sprint Yes Longton & DMC Sprint Anglesey Circuit 

7-Oct Sprint Yes Longton & DMC Sprint Anglesey Circuit 

7-Oct Stage Rally Yes Wigan & DMC The Adgespeed Stages  3 Sisters, Wigan 

12/13/14 Oct Stage Rally Yes Mull Car Club Mull Rally Isle of Mull 

14-Oct PCA Yes A&PMCC A&PMCC PCA 4 Rock & Heifer, Bradford 

20-Oct Tour No 2300 Club Andy Mort Tour Not in Championships 

21-Oct Autotest Yes Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 5 Wern Ddu, Ruthin 

28-Oct Autosolo Yes Preston MC PMC Autosolo 2 Preston MX 

02/03-Nov Stage Rally Yes Bolton-le-Moors CC Neil Howard Stages 2017 Oulton Park 

3/4-Nov Road Rally Yes Matlock MC Dansport Road Rally Derbyshire 

3-Nov Stage Rally Yes CDMC / Malton MC Malton Forest Rally Not in Stage Rally Championship 

09/10-Nov Stage Rally Yes Manx Auto Sport Poker Stars Stages Isle of Man 

11-Nov PCA Yes A & P MCC A&PMCC PCA 5 Rock & Heifer, Bradford 

24-Nov Stage Rally Yes Clitheroe & DMC The Hall Trophy Blyton airfield, Lincs 

1-Dec A/S & PCA Yes U 17 MC NW U17MC Autosolo  & PCA Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

1-Dec Training No   First on scene Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

2-Dec A/S, PCA, A/T Yes Accrington MSC  Autosolo, Autotest & PCA Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4 

2-Dec Autotest Yes Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 6 Wern Ddu, Ruthin 

9-Dec PCA Yes A & P MCC A&PMCC PCA 6 Rock & Heifer, Bradford 

SD34 Motor Sport Group Calendar 2018  

Road Rally Stage Rally A/T, PCA, A/S & Trials Sprint/Hill Climb Training Dates 

GAZZARD ACCOUNTS 
Registered Agent with  HM Revenue & Customs 

Accounts and Book-keeping services for Small Businesses. 

 We specialise in  
 Self Assessment, 
 CIS 
 VAT Returns. 
 

 We also cater for  

 SMALLER Limited Companies. 

 Workplace or Home/Evening   

 visits can be arranged. 

 We will offer you  
 the following : 

 Regular contact and advice  
 Assistance for Self Employed 
 Simple accounting practices 
 Friendly service and assistance 

 

Serving Greater Manchester and areas of Lancashire and Cheshire. 

Registered Office :  
33 Acresfield Road,   

Middleton,   
Manchester. M24 2WT. 

Office Tel No : 0161 - 643 - 7845       

E-Mail : gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 



 2018 Championship Rounds by Discipline at a Glance 

SD34MSG Road Rally Championship 2018  

Date Event Organising Club 

Jun 16/17 Memorial  G&PMC 

21/22 Jul Beaver Beverley & DMC  

Sep 8/9 Colman Tyres Ilkley & DMC 

Sep 22/23 Clitheronian Clitheroe & DMC 

Nov 3/4 Dansport Matlock MC 

6 Rounds to Count 

SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2018   

Date Event Organising Club 

11/12 May Manx National Manx AS 

11/12 May Chris Kelly Manx AS 

13 May Cetus Stages Wigan & DMC 

10 June Keith Frecker Stages Blackpool SSMC 

23 Jun Argyl Rally Mull CC 

1 Jul Enville Stages Warrington & DMC 

7/8 Sep Promenade Stages Wallesey MC 

23 Sep Heroes Stages G&PMC + PDMC   

7 Oct Adgespeed Stages Wigan & DMC 

12-13 Oct Mull Mull CC 

2/3 Nov Neil Howard Bolton-le-Moors CC 

9/10 Nov Poker Stars Manx AS 

24 Nov Hall Trophy Clitheroe & DMC 

10 Rounds to Count 

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship 2018  

Date Event Organising Club 

19/20 May Blyton Longton & DMC 

20th May Scammonden  MG CC (NW) 

9 June Barbon 1 Liverpool MC 

17 June 3 Sister Sprint Longton & DMC 

30 June Aintree Sprint Liverpool MC 

7 July Barbon 2 Liverpool MC 

22 July Scammonden Mid Chesh MC 

29 July 3 Sisters Longton & DMC 

11/12 Aug Blyton Longton & DMC 

18 Aug Scammonden Pendle & DMC 

1 Sept Aintree Sprint Liverpool MC 

2 Sept 3 Sisters Sprint Longton & DMC 

6 Oct Anglesey Sprint Longton & DMC 

7 Oct Anglesey Sprint Longton & DMC 

Training Dates 2018 

Date Event Venue 

21 July Timing Darwen Services 

18 Aug Fire Darwen Services 

1 Dec First on Scene Darwen Services 

Non Race/Rally Championship 2018  

Date Event Organising Club 

13 May Yorks Dales Classic Trial A&PMCC 

19 May AutoSOLO Accrington MSC 

20 May PCA, A/T, Auto Solo CSMA 

27 May PCA Warrington & DMC 

10-Jun Ingleton Car Trial Clitheroe 

24 Jun PCA, A/T, Auto Solo CSMA 

21 Jul PCA, Auto Solo U17MC 

22 Jul PCA, A/T, Auto Solo U17MC 

18 Aug PCA, Auto Solo U17MC 

19 Aug PCA, A/T, Auto Solo U17MC 

15 Sep PCA, Auto Solo U17MC 

16 Sep PCA, A/T, Auto Solo U17MC 

16 Sep PCA Warrington & DMC 

14 Oct PCA A&PMCC 

21 Oct PCA Warrington & DMC 

28 Oct AutoSOLO Preston MC 

11 Nov PCA Warrington & DMC 

1 Dec PCA, Auto Solo U17MC 

2 Dec PCA, A/T, Auto Solo Accrington MSC 

2 Dec PCA Warrington & DMC 

9 Dec PCA A&PMCC 



 

The Club Meets at 8-30pm       

Every Tuesday  

Waddington Sports & Social Club  
Waddington, Nr Clitheroe  BB7 3HW  

M/R 103 / 731  437                  
  Website : www.clitheroedmc.co.uk 

‘What’s On’ at CDMC 
 May 2018 

Tuesday 1st May 
Dave & Grace Pedley 

(Out on night rallies in the MX5) 

Tuesday 8th May 
Committee Night  

Club Members are more than welcome to attend and 
see & hear what goes on behind the scenes and you 

can also  express your opinions & ideas  

Tuesday 22nd May 
Trevor Roberts & Ian Grindrod 

 

Tuesday 29th May 
Everything you ever wanted to 

know about Road Rally Navigation 

Part Two 

Sunday 27th May 

Pendle Powerfest 
Meet up 9am 

Thatchers, Junc 13 M65 

More ‘What’s On’  
at CDMC in May 

Tuesday 15th May 
Navigational Run (1) 

Maps 102 & 103.  
Sign on from 7:30 

Pre-plot info issued from 7:45 

Route instructions issued from 8:01 

1st car away from Waddington 8:15 

Max 10 cars - So get those Entries In 

Maurice Ellison : 
sd34news@gmail.com 

No Spotlights  
(you wont need them anyway) 

Saturday 19th May 

Beer Rally 
AKA   ‘Spring Piss Up’ 

Following the success of the 
‘Christmas Targa’ 

Entries to Clerk of Course - Terry Martin 

Bowland Brewery 
Holmes Mill, Greenacre St, BB7 1EB Clitheroe 

Scrutineering & Noise 3pm 

https://www.facebook.com/bowlandbrewery/


Tuesday 3rd April 
Scalextric 

Tuesday 17th April 
Catch Up  

Tuesday 24th April 
Navigation Class (1) 

 

‘What’s On’ at CDMC 
 June 2018 

Tuesday 12th June 
Committee Night  

Club Members are more than welcome to attend and 
see & hear what goes on behind the scenes and you 

can also  express your opinions & ideas  

Tuesday 19th June 

G&PMC Memorial  
Rally Forum 

Tuesday 26th June 
Navigational Run (2) 

Map 103 
Sign on from 7:30 

Marshals needed Please 

Sunday 10th June 

Ingleton Car Trial  
A SD34MSG & ANCC  
Championship Round 

98 / 684 749.5 
Regs : www.sd34msg.org.uk 

  1st   Gareth Brookes 2:29 
  2nd Steve Lewis 2:30 
  3rd Lindsey Pilkington 2:39 
  4th Phil Scholes 2:48 
  5th Steven Hardy 2:49 
  6th Michele Holmes 2:52 
  7th Gareth Shepherd 2:53 
  8th Elliott Shaw 2:54 
  9th Samuel Shepherd 3:00 
10th Josh Lewin 3:34 
11th  George Jennings 4:13    

Thanks to George Jennings & Steve Ellison of  
Warrington & DMC for their equipment & time  

APRIL CLUBNIGHTS 

Tuesday 5th June 

Bentham A/T & PCA 
Tony Harrisons Garage 

98 / 664.5 689 

Not the best attended clubnight but with three changes in 

Guest speaker in as many weeks it was no wonder and 

even after the changes it was changed again at the last 

moment and we had a catch up. Unfortunately some of 

the crews who had been out competing recently couldn't 

make this night so it came down to just hearing the tales 

of two competing crews and one set of marshals 

Matt Hewlett was sat in with Mark Dixon in Marks immacu-

late Peugeot 306 on the Kick Energy RoD. Summer time 

cards were not used and Steve Butler had to explaine how 

these however they still managed to book in one minute 

early at the very first control which resulted in a massive 

thirty minute penalty. They were not aware of this penalty 

until the finish so didnt fret about it. 

Paul Buckel, Chris Hewlett & Jez Turner were with an ar-

my of Clitheroe & DMC crews out marshalling. Paul help-

ing a convoy of Frogs to cross the road at his control. 

Pete Whitaker/Maurice Ellison did the Ilkley Jubilee (see 

pages 54 & 55 for report) 

 



 Liverpool  
Motor Club 

Club members meet at  
The Unicorn Inn, Cronton  

on the 2nd Tuesday of each month   
from 8.00pm.   

The Unicorn Inn,  
405 Cronton Rd, Widnes,  

Hexham & DMC  
Meet every Wednesday  
at the Dr. Syntax Inn,  

Nr. Stocksfield 

WALLASEY MC 
The Club Meets at Every Monday  

at 9-00pm.   
Port Sunlight Village Social Club,   

Bridge St,  Port Sunlight  CH62 4UP 

Events 2018 

26
th

 May Track Day 1 

9
th

 June Barbon 1 

30
th

 June Aintree Sprint 

7
th

 July Barbon 2 

1
st 

Sept Aintree Sprint 

2
nd

 Sept 
Sporting Bears 

‘Dream Rides for Kids’ 

19
th

 Sept 
Greenpower Racing 
Electric Car Races 

6
th

 Oct Track Day 2 

Marshals wanted  
at Aintree &  

Barbon Manor 
More marshals are always needed for Liverpool MC’s 

Aintree sprints & track days, and the Hillclimbs at Bar-

bon in Cumbria. 

Can you help? Previous experience not required, nor 

are a pair of those fetching orange overalls. 

You can choose to go track side where inexperienced 

marshals are always stationed with one of our regulars, 

and help is required in the assembly area and on the 

start line too. 

At Aintree we give £10 per volunteer towards your trav-

elling expenses and provide a free buffet lunch too. And 

we guarantee a break of at least 40 mins for lunch. 

Interested?   Want to know more?  
There’s more information at  

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com    

or you can contact LMC’s Chief Marshal Bill Gray   

via our website too. 

Warrington & DMC 
www.warringtondmc.com 

Wern Ddu 
Gravel PCAs  

Remaing Dates for 2018 
1.  Sunday,   27

th
  May 

2.  Sunday,   16
th 

 September 

3.  Sunday,   21
st 

 October 

4. Sunday,   11
th

  November 

5.  Sunday,         2
nd

  December 

Regs : www.warringtondmc.com 

W&DMC  
meets at 20.00  

every Tuesday at  

Cock O Budworth,  
Warrington Rd, 

Gt. Budworth CW9 6HB  

NORTHERN DALES 
Classic Trophy 

15th July 
Eastgate Weardale 

 

20 Tests  
All on Tarmac 

No Road Mileage 
Regs & Enquiries 

Ed Graham 
edgraham01@sky.com  

http://www.liverpoolmotorclub.com/


Airedale & Pennine MCC 

  www.gpmc.org.uk 

Garstang & Preston  
Motor Club 

Matlock MC  
Meet every 2nd Thursday  

from around 8.30pm  
at the  

Black Swan,   
Ashover    

Meet at  

the Rock & Heifer Inn,  
Rock Lane, Thornton,  
Bradford, BD13 3RH  

 

on the second Monday of the month for our  
business meeting. Then we meet on the forth Monday 
of the month  Visitors are welcome to join us at either 

of these or any club meeting.  

meet every Thursday  
at Fiveways,  

Macclesfield Road,  
Hazel Grove,  

Stockport, Cheshire,  
SK7 6BE 

from about 20.30  

 Bolton-le-Moors CC 
The Club Meets at 9-00pm  

every Thursday  
@ Horwich RMI Club,  

Chorley New Rd,   
Horwich.  

Regular meetings are held on the  
second and fourth Mondays of each month at  

The Red Lion,  
324 Newton Rd,  

Lowton,  
Warrington, WA3 1HE  

www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk  

Meet every Tuesday at  
The Lonsdale Club,  

Fulwood Hall Ln,  
Fulwood, Preston PR2 8DB  

From 8:30 

061 Targa Rally 
Saturday 5th May 

 We've just had a very successful stage rally at Angle-

sey Racing Circuit, which was magnificently supported 

by marshals and we are now looking to our Targa Rally 

on the 5th May, which needs an equally great effort 

from our marshalling teams. 

 At the moment, we are getting volunteers  contacting 

us but we still need more, so could you please check 

your diaries and if you are free and want a relaxed but 

enjoyable day, marshalling on our event, which from 

experience, will be just as exciting, (well almost), as our 

event last weekend, so please contact our Chief Mar-

shal for the event, Martin Payne. If you don't, then I 

can't imagine what will happen to you. 

 We will have 5/6 venues, spread over maps 118 and 

119, with some run twice, with each test being run by 

friends from other motor clubs. This will give a geo-

graphical spread that will allow you to choose the one 

that best suits you. 

 Signing on will be at the test venue, carried out by 

the Test Commander. 

 There will be an excellent goody bag, with a range of 

healthy options chocolate bars, crisps, sweets and a 

bottle of refreshing water to help you with the heat. 

 If you can help, please contact Martin Payne, 

(Chief Marshal), on 01298 814186/07774 629334 

or marshals@061roadrally.co.uk. and also tell 

him if you are bringing anyone with you. He will 

be able to advise you which is the best test for 

you and will allocate you to that test.  

 As usual, we need your help, without it, we will be 

very lonely and the event won't run. Last weekend, the 

marshals played a pivotal role in the event's success 

and was widely praised by the competitors; so let's have 

the same result on the 5th May. 

 Regards 

Ken Wilkinson 
Club Chief Marshal 
Stockport061MC 



A View From The Shore 
News from Blackpool South Shore Motor Club by Phil James 

Robert Kennedy was the only Blackpool South Shore Motor Club 

member to complete the Warcop Stages Rally, bringing his Tri-

dent Motor Group backed Nissan Micra home in thirty-eighth 

place.  

With the dry weather, perfect for some high-speed action, Kenne-

dy and his Welsh co-driver Catrin Jones were at an immediate 

disadvantage competing in the smallest engine capacity car in the 

rally. Added to that as the event didn’t have a 1000cc Class their 998cc Micra was forced to run in the 1400cc Class that was 

mostly made up of a variety of Vauxhalls in Astra, Nova and Corsa guise. 

Their rally could hardly have got off to a worse start as the car’s engine cut out no fewer than ten times on the opening twelve-

mile stage. Back in service the problem was identified as an ignition fault and with that rectified when the same test was re-run 

as stage two they were more than a minute quicker.  

Unfortunately, more time was then dropped on the third stage when a panhard rod split. That was replaced in readiness for 

stage four through which all went well and they moved up to thirty-fifth place in the overall standings. A misfire and brake is-

sues then hampered their progress through the afternoon stages but at least they completed the rally, finishing eighth in class. 

Chris Ford had been on target for a podium place on the North Humberside Motor Club event before he and co-driver Neil Col-

man were forced to retire the MCC/Century Autosport Subaru Impreza WRC with fuel pressure problems. 

John Stone was another Shore driver to record a non-finish. He retired from the Cadwell Park Stages after sliding into the tyre 

wall after which Chris West unavoidably smashed his Peugeot 306 Maxi into the side of Stone’s Legend Fires Ford Fiesta 

S2500. That finally put paid to any hopes Stone held of winning the Motorsport News Circuit Rally Championship. 

Sadly, the Shore list of April non-finishers didn’t end there as Chris Sharpe-Simkiss, co-driver to BMW M3 pilot Chris Ransley, 

was another retiree as a result of an accident, his coming on the Get it Sideways Stages.  

Thankfully, the month did end with some positivity as Mark Holmes and Craig Simkiss restored some South Shore pride by 

winning Class C4/C5 on the Pirelli International Rally (Historic & Rally 2). South Shore members are hoping more results of 

that kind come their way in May!  

May Bank Holiday  
Motorsport Shows 

The May Bank Holiday sees not one, but two, brand new family 

themed North-West Motorsport Shows with each promising an 

action packed day featuring a wide range of motorsport disci-

plines.  

First off there’s the Motorsport & Performance Show on Sunday 

6th May at Singleton Grange near Blackpool (just off M55 junction 

3). Organised by Fox Motorsport, the team behind the Rally Vil-

lage concept often associated with the Legend Fires North West 

Stages, Cotton Competition are the main event sponsors of the 

show which is being held at the headquarters of Andrew Bowen 

Ltd. 

The show will feature a range of ‘super’ cars, performance cars 

and all manner of motorsport cars in addition to a Kids Zone, Stunt 

Shows, a Pit Stop Challenge, Auto Test passenger rides (weather 

permitting) and much more! A number of north-west motor clubs 

have already pledged their support in making it an event to be re-

membered. 

The following day, Bank-Holiday Monday, sees Wigan’s Three 

Sisters Circuit promote their inaugural Family Festival Day with 

support from Wigan & District Motor Club and the Manchester & 

Buxton Kart Club. There will be demonstration runs by a variety of track and rally cars together with drift and track 

attack displays. Preston & District Motorcycle Club will provide some two-wheel motorsport action. Open from 10.00 

– 5.00 follow the signs from junctions 24 & 25 of the M6 Motorway.   



The Howells Group PLC. 

Tour of the Peaks  
28th April 2018 

This was my first event of 2018 with Charlie Woodward in 

his trusty Sunbeam.I could not navigate for him on the 

Mini Miglia ..it was the same weekend as our Lee Holland. 

I was looking forward to this event as it is one of the better 

ones we did this in 2016 but last year it clashed with 

LAC’ds FELLSMAN which is more on our roads around 

Lancashire. 

The start and signing on was at the carding shed....not 

sure where the name comes from or what it means,but it 

is over Holmfirth  way,the road book is very professionally  

done with tulips  and location of various houses street s 

etc.All the instructions are there for you to ensure every-

one gets around the route. 

Code boards are put out along the route to ensure correct 

passage and as a secondary aid each code has its own 

number which tallies with the time card.Whilst you are not 

penalised for either early or late arrival  to maintain a sub 

30mph average speed you are held at the passage con-

trols along the route until your minute is up ! Each section 

has the inter mileage and the total mileage and also the 

distance to go to the next control ..the distance the taime 

to complete the section and the average speed is also in 

the road book ..so there is not excuse for getting it 

wrong.We traversed both sides of Lady bower reservoirs 

went around Monsal Head  ,and onto section 4 Hather-

sage which took us to the lunch halt at the DORE MOOR 

INN where sandwiches and chips plus a tea where sup-

plied. The after noon section started  with us going out on 

our minute 

 Section 1 took us out around Chesterfield,Baslow & bar-

low  using some great “yellow “ roads ,we headed up go-

ing around the roads to Chatsworth House, remembering 

the access roads  we used when running the Chatsworth 

Stage on the RAC. 

I was keeping a close eye on the code boards because it 

seemed we had missed one..more on that later.this 21 

mile section took us back to the lunch halt pub  and again 

booked in on time 15minute break and back out for the 

final sections al around the higher peak sistrict and Cas-

tleton ...where I remember as a very young youth a guy 

getting stuck in a cave around there who unfortunately 

lost his life and was left entombed in the cave,up and 

around the Snake Pass and all other classic roads the fi-

nal section Hartcliff took us back to the finish at the Card-

ing Shed ,where Charlie and I indulged in some home 

mad chocolate cake and Bakewell tart  and a cup of tea. 

At the finish we were discussing the missing code board 

number 17 which everyone we spoke to had also missed 

it.Stephen Cawley and his wife (Bolton Le Moors) could 

not understand it. 

Some of the other code boards wer placed in awkward 

places ..ie straight ahead of you as you are pulling out  of 

a junction. Also sited parallel along the road .at that time 

there is no 30 minutes provisional results etc..you just get 

what you got !!!. 

 
Continued on Page 18 



Pendle & DMC 
INTERCLUB QUIZ 
18

th
 APRIL 2018 

 

First off many thanks to Peter Wright for another brilliant quiz, for 

those that were there I think you will agree, Peters quizzes are not 

just interesting but the attention to detail on the answer sheets is just 

awesome, he does not just give you  a set of A4 sheets stapled to-

gether, but a complete booklet with an F1 racing cars name & also 

there logo on the front, which became your teams name ie Lotus, 

Ferrari ,a well sorted and professional set up  only to be let down 

this year by a lack off teams only teams from Bolton-Le-Moors & 

Preston & Garstang took part, A total of around 20 people, Good 

news was Pendle  had two teams one of which won ! . 

Pie & Pease supper supplied by the club  and prepared and dished 

by Diane and Jenifer Heap. An amusing tale here,”Pep” the long 

standing barman fell ill at the start of the quiz. This necessitated a 

stand in bar man. Oh dear he was not happy. .Dave Heap ...wanted 

to do the quiz, and was geared up ..but as happened last year he 

had to run the bar..still all went well he did answer some of the ques-

tions !! 

Pendles teams consisted team 1 was Ian Mills, Mick Tomlinson, 

Chris Andrew and Steve Dixon,Pendles other team had Ray Duck-

worth, Micheal Speak, Roger Mitchell and Peter Barret alternating 

between Dave. The barman ..whilst I just sat back and had a few 

pints and pie & peas. The questions were varied from General 

Knowledge ,music F1 football a whole range of topics 

Pendles 2nd team came in as winners with the no 1 team came sec-

ond just a a couple of points behind. 

One or two amusing answers ..What is the Capital of Italy ...Milan 

said a member of one of the teams, albeit I believe he redeem him-

self with a correct answer about some Rapper music..for which I 

cannot remember . good night enjoyed by all ..maybe not For Neil 

Byes team as the young lady driving them was involved in an acci-

dent when a taxi drove into the back of her..no injuries just a little 

late for the start. Many many thanks to Peter especially after the hor-

rific accident that Jamnes ..Peters son and his wife Zoe were in-

volved in..righting there car off, but thankfully the only injuries were 

seat belt and air bag ..plus the whiplash effect, I was gld to hear all 

was ok so to both get a speedy recovery. 

Tour of the Peaks 

Continued from Page 17 

However looking at the results it appears that out of the whole entry only one  crew  got code board 17 ..mighty sus-

picious  that said me and Charlie finished second with 34 code boards with the winner taking 35 . 

No worries it was a great day out  and a good route everything anyone needs to get around novice or expert ..I must 

admit having the Terratrip is a big advantage  to getting the slots right.. 

Our next event is the Fellsman in a couple of weeks . 

A slightly different approach to this event John Hartley appeared at the club night looking for entries ..there are two 

classes Masters and begineers..Masters get the route in notation form ie,spot heights ,grid lines herringbones etc 

where the beginners get it in 6 (8) figure references. 

Just a light heaterted moment from Charlie..It appears Charlie was talking with Sue (wife) bout how is hands get cold 

on tese events and he was thinking of getting some gloves..cue Charlie with his Xmas present a pair of leather 

gloves ..just see the pictures Another great day out and many thanks to Charlie. 

Rod Brereton  :  Pendle & DMC 



Matlock MC 

Kick RoD 
14/15th April 

 The trusty Clio was meant to be retired after the Primrose 

Trophy as MJ cracked on with building a new rally car, also a 

Clio. Difficulty sourcing parts in time to get it completed for the 

Kick RoD meant that we were back in the old car, but not until 

after a heroic effort and some late nights by Mark to repair it 

after our little indiscretion on the Primrose. 

 This was Mark’s second trip to Derbyshire with the infamous whites and his first Kick Rally of Derbyshire (formerly 

known as the VK for many years). His first trip down here was on the 061 a few years ago which almost ended earli-

er than planned with a puncture on the last section, but we managed to limp home to secure a finish.  

 Starting in Buxton instead of the usual Chesterfield, this year’s RoD was a bit more “Rally of Staffordshire and 

Cheshire”, keeping to the Western side of map 119 and venturing over on to map 118. This didn’t in any way detract 

from a superb rally run by Gary and his team. Even though we weren’t in Derbyshire much, the whites and the off 

road test still proved somewhat challenging for the very standard Clio. As did the potholes that we were warned 

about (again) in the drivers briefing and amendments. It seems that Lancashire County Council isn’t alone in allow-

ing its roads to deteriorate. 

 Given that that the car was meant to be retired and was hastily repaired after the Primrose, we were really just 

aiming to have a steady run, no heroics and get a finish. 

 The navigation was very much like the Primrose, straightforward plot and bash style instructions, tulips, gridlines, 

map features and the like, with time to plot after MTC1 and at petrol. The difficulty, navigation wise, was that we 

were on unfamiliar roads and finding my place back on the map at control and passage checks was causing a few 

problems. That said, we managed to stay on the right roads and get all the PCs, eventually. The very first NAM took 

a bit of getting. Turning left going the long way around a grass triangle, we couldn’t see the board. Spectators were 

helpfully pointing us in the right direction, but still looking for the board we went round the triangle again only for the 

following car to have caught and passed us. Found it eventually. Not a good start. 

 As the night went on the less than smooth roads and whites were taking their toll on the poor Clio and on the last 

section before petrol, Mark announced that not all was right with the car. The handling was all over the place and 

there was odd squealing sound coming from the front wheels. However, we would press on and have a closer look 

at petrol. 

 There was no obvious damage but Mark suspected a bent strut. We decided to continue, albeit more carefully and 

get a finish. It didn’t help that straight after petrol was the off road test which was done twice. 

It was a bit rough for the poorly Clio, but Mark skilfully got it round, although we were now dropping great handfuls of 

time, probably as much as 2 minutes per section more than we might have with both wheels pointing in the same 

direction. After closer inspection after the event, it turned out that both front struts were bent, the tracking was a mile 

out and both front wheels and tyres were cabbaged. And we drove home in that. 

 Despite the beating taken by the car, we both thoroughly enjoyed the event. The route and roads, roughness 

aside, was superb and the event flowed really well. This was definitely the best Derbyshire rally I’ve done in all my 

years going down there. I should add, if you haven’t done a Derbyshire (or Staff and Cheshire) rally, don’t be put off 

by our problems on this one. The Clio is a completely standard car with just a sumpguard added. A fully prepared 

rally car should have had no major problems. 

  A massive thank you and well done to Gary and his team for a great night’s sport. Thanks also to MJ for getting 

the car round and getting us home and thanks again to the marshals who were spot on all night. I think we saw most 

of them twice and some three times. 

 If we can look forward to more of the same next year, I’ll be back. 

Steve Butler  (Clitheroe & DMC) – from the left hand seat of a now fully retired Clio. 

 



  This was only my second event of the year but my first 

night event, so it was with a degree of trepidation that I 

travelled over to Burnley to meet Steve Flynn and travel 

over with both Steve and Matt Flynn who was also doing 

the event in his efforts to win the SD34 Championship after 

going so close last year. I was nervous because it was a 

plot n’bash event and also, I had only been to the Buxton 

area once before a few years ago with Ken Quinn in his Golf…we finished I think …but I did recall that it was hard! I 

had no concerns re the car or driver as the car looked immaculate as ever . . . . the driver less so but then he is much 

older than the car! 

 The start was at the lovely old spa town of Buxton and upon getting there and getting scrutineered without issue I 

settled down to plotting the first section or so…we had an hour to get the first half down, but the bash bit was to 

come approx. half way through the half…bit puzzled for a while about the missing section but it all became clearer 

after a chat with Matts expert navigator..thanks Rob! In practice the navigational instructions were clear and not too 

hard consisting of tulips, map features, grid lines etc but just enough time was built into the schedule that allowed 

one to get it all down without having to plot whilst traversing a notorious Derbyshire “white. The route itself I couldn’t 

fault as it was varied (and not too rough at all) with some great tests and sections that allowed some rythem to be 

established plus it was  extremely well marshalled I thought . . . . in fact I felt Gary Evans and his team from Matlock 

MC did a superb job on the night . . . .i f only I could say the same about my performance!! 

  The night turned into a catalogue of errors for the man in the silly seat and is best described as a learning oppor-

tunit . . . . . in future I must do the following... 

a. Put all the NAM numbers on the map . . . . we missed a board during the first half as I didn’t relate the map to 

the NAM sheet correctly (there were two boards not one! Funnily enough this wasn’t picked up in the results . 

. . . I must have guessed correctly or used Sam Spencer type font/handwriting!!  

b. Cross off the individual instructions as I plot on the map . . . I missed one and assumed I knew where the con-

trol was on the map . . . consequently we went the long long way round a large triangle and missed the con-

trol completely . . . doh! 

c. Concentrate more re the instructions generally . . . . missed a slot which the following day was obvious when I 

reviewed it on Google Earth 

d. Possibly denote the OTL times on the timecard as I found it a struggle to understand if we were OTL or not 

after the large detours and missed control . . . . . mental arithmetic at 04.30 in the morning is not my strong-

point!! 

 A finish was obtained but finishing third from last was a bit of a downer tbh . . the car and Steve both performed 

well with Matt/Rob finishing 4th providing some cheer at least for the journey home… 

 Well done again to Matlock MC . . . . overall one of the best events I have done I think in the last few years. 

 Tony Vart – Car 33 
 Clitheroe & District Motor Club 

Matlock MC 

Kick RoD 
14/15th April 

Some Medical explanations courtesy of North West Blood Bikes -  a bit of fun. 
(Works best when read out loud with a strong accent of your choice) 

Artery                    The study of painting 

Bacteria                    Back door to Cafeteria 

Barium                      What happens when patients die 

Benign                      What you are, after you are eight 

Caesarean Section   A neighbourhood in Rome 

Catscan                     Searching for kitty 

Cauterize                  Made eye contact with her 

Colic                         A sheep dog 

Coma                       A punctuation mark 

Dilate                       To live longer 

Fester                      Quicker than someone else 

Fibula                     A small lie 

Impotent                   ` Distinguished or well known 

Labour Pain         Getting hurt at work 

Medical Staff         A Doctor’s walking stick 

Morbid                   A higher offer 

Nitrates                 Cheaper than day rates 

Node  I knew it        

Outpatient  A person who has fainted 

Pelvis                    Second cousin of Elvis 

Post Operative     A letter carrier 

Recovery Room    Place to do upholstery 

Rectum                  Nearly killed him 

Secretion               Hiding something 

Seizure                 Roman Emperor 

Tablet                    Small table 

Terminal Illness    Getting sick at the airport 

Urine                     Opposite of “You’re out” 



Clitheroe & DMC 

Primrose Trophy 
Navigational Rally 

24/25th March 

Photos Courtesy of Chris Ellison 

 Ever since my first Lancashire rally with Richard Heming-

way, the Primrose Trophy 2015, I’ve been drawn back to 

rallying on maps 97, 98, 102 & 103. Since then, I’ve been 

back to Lancashire with four different drivers, Richard 

Hunter, Mark Standen, Alex Green and Ben Briant and ei-

ther finished in the top 5, went off and retired, or limped to 

the finish with a broken clutch/gearbox. 

 So, to the 2018 Primrose - pre-event job list: 

 Study Beacon Fell Country Park on google maps in 

case it’s used (went wrong there in 2017). 

 Study Crag Hall on map 97 (GS 6266), learn from go-

ing off there on 2016 Memorial Rally. 

 Memorise the junction on map 97 that I always get 

wrong (GS 5889) 

 Meeting friendly and familiar faces at noise, scrutineering 

and signing-on, formalities were soon done and surprisingly 

the quiet zones took a bit of working out and comparing 

notes with fellow navs. Then an early start to run out and 

plot the route on the outskirts of Preston.  

 The route was easy to plot, it was down on my map 40mins before we had to leave for the first regularity. Time to 

study the route, especially the first two droppers; firstly around Beacon Fell (aha!) and then on the east side of the 

M6 near Garstang. It was at this time that Matt Broadbent popped his head through the window to tell me he was a 

few marshals short and that some TC’s had to be cancelled. What a shame, and almost unknown for a CDMC 

event? I was really surprised. So, we left the plotting area after signing an amendment which cancelling 4 regularity 

controls and therefore the loss of 4 potential droppers. 

 Regularity 1 was spilt into 5 sections, lots of junctions close together weaved the route towards Beacon Fell, the 

start of the 3rd section of the regularity and the first dropper. We set off with great purpose, got every RC/PC, no 

wrong slots and dropped 1:13s. This seemed a lot but running car 1 means you’ve no idea of relative performance. 

The rest of the regularity headed towards the M6 near Garstang using some great roads. We had a significant mo-

ment at the 90R bridge cautioned by the organisers (Walmsley Br) and went straight on down the “escape road” 

white. I did call the caution to Rich and we were braking early – I dread to think where we’d have ended up if that 

wasn’t cautioned! Despite this we cleaned the last 2 sections. 

 Regularity 2 was a shorter section, split into 2. This headed north, roughly parallel and east of the M6 alongside 

Garstang. Again, no wrong slots for us on this section. That said, we had to pause for a moment to get a tricky fork 

left in GS 5146 (Tudor House?). The junction is as map but is tricky because of a huge green dot which almost ob-

scures one of the roads, I think this caught a few crews out. Most notable on this section was the first of the organ-

iser’s cautioned potholes – I dutifully called the caution as we approached, and Rich said “yep, got it” and we 

swerved left to miss a huge hole on the right. Pressing on hard around the next open right hander we hit the mother 

of all potholes, “@#!;&@” said Rich, then silence …………… we were both waiting for signs of a puncture. Fortu-

nately, there was no puncture and we dropped 25s on this section. 

 Regularity 3 was another short section, again split into two halves. This headed towards the Trough of Bowland 

but went left at the T junction away from the “Trough” and headed uphill over Lee Bridge. It was a straightforward 

section – we dropped 10s on there. 

 Regularity 4 was the first to have a cancelled control, the dropper here was to be the first section. Starting just 

north of Dolphinholme, we headed on a loop past the end of Kit Brow white then onto map 97 using a fantastic road 

which took us to Crossgill.  

Continued on Page 23 



Primrose Trophy Rally 

Continued from Page 22 

 I don’t remember much about this section other than be-

ing grateful that almost all the code boards were located on 

SGW’s – so no stress looking for them on some of these 

fast roads. We were clean on this regularity and headed to 

petrol at Lancaster and the rest halt in a lay-by near Caton 

on the A683. Regularity 5, with 2 cancelled intermediate 

controls eliminating 2 potential droppers meant that it would 

be the first section that counted……well that’s what I 

thought! Starting just north of Wray, we headed around a 

loop to the north east before entering that memorable road 

passing through Birks Farm and Crag Hall. As we ap-

proached the point where we went off on the 2016 Memori-

al, I said to Rich “remember this bit?”, “yup” he replied as 

we locked-up and slid the escort into the NAM 90R and just 

regaining grip in time to make the double 90 bends. To be 

fair, we were pressing on and only dropped 13s on this sec-

tion. What caught us out was the next section over White 

Moss towards Lythe Fell which I assumed would be slack 

due the cancelled control. We took this one easy and 

dropped a massive 52s – we were gutted. The next section 

took us south, down Lythe Fell and onto map 103, we don’t 

know this road intimately and drove it with a little margin to 

spare as we had come across some icy patches. Here we 

were caught and passed by car 3 at the NAM RC almost at 

the end of the section. This one was not a dropper, and we 

passed car 3 as we entered the control with several 

minutes spare. I guess we were fortunate that the main leg 

of Lythe Fell wasn’t a dropper, considering Tony Harrison 

(car 3) knows it like the back of his hand. 

 Regularity 6 comprised of 5 sections, with 3 potential 

droppers. The first was a straightforward section heading 

north through Gisburn Forest taking in one of the car park 

NAMS where we went too deep into the car park and wast-

ed time. Then there was the 2nd of the organiser’s pothole 

warnings - I called it but not hole appeared, and then just 

over a crest it felt like we hit a crater. No harm done, we 

pressed on back onto map 98, turning right before Clapham 

Station onto the final sections using some great roads over 

Black Bank and Sandford to the end of the section right at 

the bottom of map 98. It was here we dropped 2:04 which 

surprised us as we thought we had gone well! 

 A short neutral took us back to map 103 and the final regularity with 2 potential droppers. The first heading to-

wards Tosside saw us drop 17s and after a slack section, the final dropper used some fast roads with loops to Pay-

thorne Moor and Gisburne Park before finishing at Bolton-by-Bowland. Here we dropped a further 14s and were 

disappointed to realise this was the end of the rally, by now we were nicely warmed up and could have done it all 

again! 

 A fairly long neutral took us to the finish where a welcome breakfast was ready straight away. Several tales of 

wrong slots, getting stuck turning round, damage caused by the potholes – plenty of punctures and unbelievably 

cars 2 & 3 having pushed front damper tops into their bonnets. Hats off to Matt and Rob (car 2) for pushing on so 

well with a poorly handling car, having bent the steering early on. Maybe we rode a little luck through the potholes 

but we were delighted that we got everything right first time and with sufficient pace to achieve our first win in Lan-

cashire. Thanks to Rich for another impressive warp-speed drive - we really got into a groove on this one. 

 Most of all, thanks to all the marshals, Matt Broadbent, Moz Ellison, Paul Buckel and the CDMC team for another 

excellent rally, I’m looking forward to the Clitheronian already. 

Gary Evans  : Car 1  : Matlock MC 

Photos Courtesy of Chris Ellison 



Clitheroe & DMC 

Primrose Trophy 
Navigational Rally 

24/25th March 

Photos Courtesy of Chris Ellison 

After the disappointment of an early finish on the John Rob-

son due to running out of tyres with air in them, it was good 

to be back out again in the Clio Sport with MJ and on famil-

iar territory. It was also good not to be spending the best 

part of three hours getting to the start venue, the rally start-

ing at Blackburn services and finishing just the other side of 

the motorway at the Oakenhurst Brewers Fayre. 

It seems to be commonplace now on every event that we 

are warned about the third world state of our roads and a 

number of potholes were cautioned for us. Hopefully we 

wouldn’t end up in the same boat as the John Robson, tyre-

wise. Sadly, that did turn out to be the case for the course 

closing car, but that’s another story and a salutary lesson 

for manufacturers who sell cars without spare wheels and 

those who buy them.  

Initial plotting of quiets etc done, some helpful diagrams 

took us away from the services and to a holding area in 

Preston where we were given plenty of time to plot up the 

entire route using a mixture of plot and bash style instruc-

tions and map references. All fairly straightforward, despite 

Maurice’s attempts to catch us out with an unusually 

lengthy description of how the get from the top of Lythe Fell 

to the bottom. 

The first regularity took us around “Chipping maze” and 

around Beacon Fell, a collection of slotty roads to test the 

crews’ navigational skills straight away. The next section 

took us North up the Eastern side of the M6 through 

Pedders Wood and the first collection of potholed roads. 

Definitely a good shout to caution these, rough as hell. 

Up around (but not through) Abbeystead and on to map 97 

to finish the fourth regularity at Crossgill and then on to Pet-

rol. No run over the Trough this year. A total of 11 minutes 

dropped to this point leaving us in 10th overall. Not bad in a 

standard car that was going to be retired at the end of this 

rally, or so we thought. 

The second half started from Wray, turning left a Mill Hous-

es and looping round to go West through Cragg Hall and 

down towards Botton Mill and Ivah and over on to Lythe 

Fell. Sadly, a shortage of marshals meant a control went un-manned on this section, rendering Lythe rather less 

competitive than planned, which was a real shame. 

All night we had been pursued by cars 11 and 12, a 2.5 litre Impreza and Dan Sedgewick and Sam Ambler (the 

Dukes of Ribblehead) in their Peugeot 106. We had pulled over several times to let them past, Mark apologising 

that there was no way he could keep either the Subaru or 106 behind him. The run down Lythe was no exception 

and the Subaru went past, followed not far behind by the Dukes. I shouldn’t have been surprised, but was none the 

less impressed by seeing that Seddy had somehow managed to get past the Subaru by the time we reached the 

bottom. Finishing 3rd overall on this event after only a handful of rallies, that first win can’t be far away for Seddy & 

Sam. Continued on Page 25 
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Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson went on a camping trip. 

After a good meal and a bottle of wine they laid down for 

the night, and went to sleep.  

Some hours later, Holmes awoke and nudged his faithful 

friend. 

"Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see." 

Watson replied, "I see millions and millions of stars." 

"What does that tell you?" 

Watson pondered for a minute. 

"Astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galax-

ies and potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, I ob-

serve that Saturn is in Leo. Horologically, I deduce that 

the time is approximately a quarter past three. Theologi-

cally, I can see that God is all-powerful and that we are 

small and insignificant. Meteorologically, I suspect that we 

will have a beautiful day tomorrow. What does it tell you?" 

Holmes was silent for a minute, then spoke. "It tells me 

that someone has stolen our tent." 

A drunk man who smelled like booze sat down on a 

bench next to a priest. The man's tie was stained, his 

face was plastered with red lipstick, and a half-empty 

bottle of gin was sticking out of his torn coat pocket. 

He opened his newspaper and began reading. 

After a few minutes the man turned to the priest and 

asked, ‘Say Father, what causes arthritis?' 

The priest replies, 'My Son, it's caused by loose living, 

being with cheap, wicked women, too much alcohol, 

contempt for your fellow man, sleeping around with 

prostitutes and lack of a bath.' 

The drunk muttered in response, 'Well, I'll be damned, 

'then returned to his paper. 

The priest, thinking about what he had said, nudged 

the man and apologized. 'I'm very sorry I didn't mean 

to come on so strong. How long have you had arthri-

tis? 

The drunk answered, 'I don't have it, Father. I was just 

reading here that the Pope does. 

Primrose Trophy  

Continued from Page 24 

Next was a trip up through Gisburn and more cautioned 

potholes. Here’s where the course closer met it’s undigni-

fied end where Dave (Barratt) and Paul (Buckel) ended up 

waiting for Britannia Rescue because a can full of gunk is-

n’t going to put a tyre back on its rim.  

Turning right at Keasdon Crossroads and through Black 

Bank, we were heading South towards Tosside, via Wham 

and Sheep Wash. The roads were fairly slippy and 45 left 

over bridge just before Sheep Wash caught Mark out, who 

calmly announced “Steve, we’re going into this wall”. Be-

fore I could say “what wall?” we’d just cleared the bridge 

and gently slid into the wall on my side. Only cosmetic 

damage meant we we’re carrying on, but Mark was unsure 

as to the extent of the damage, so a cautious drive for a 

finish was the aim from then on. 

The last section went through Tosside, Grunsagill and a 

loop round to take us down Paythorne Straight, the start of 

which helpfully had a camper van in place of a code board 

in the NAM.  

The rally ended just before Bolton by Bowland and then it 

was a long run back to the finish and a well earned break-

fast. 

Happy with 10th overall, Mark left just before the awards 

presentation, neither of us realising that we had won the 

pot for best placed CDMC crew. Even better. 

Thanks to Matt, Maurice, Paul and the rest of the team for a superb event. The shortage of marshals didn’t detract 

from an excellent night’s sport. Thanks also to Mark for an almost impeccable drive (I can forgive a brush with a 

wall) and thanks as always to the marshals who stood out in the cold night air so we can have our fun. 

Steve Butler – from the left hand seat of a semi-retired Clio. 

Mark Johnson/Steve Butler (Clitheroe & DMC) – Car 9 



Pendle District MC and Garstang & Preston MC  

Lee Holland  
Memorial Trophy  

18th March 2018  

 Pendle and Garstangs event for 2018 had a new spon-

sor !!!, with the late call from the 2017 sponsor, who had 

originally confirmed at the Neil Howard stages ,that things 

were on track to offer support  for the 2018 event,but on 

the 23rd December contacted me to say business commit-

ments ..meant he had to withdraw his offer. So on De-

cember 27th ...I had a eureka moment ...when I realised 

the North West stages was not running ...John Stone and 

his company may just be prepaed to tke on board and 

help us out. So after ringing John and explaining the in’s 

and outs of what the clubs required ,he promised he 

would give it some serious thought ,once he was back at 

work...Next thing 20 minutes later I received a text with a 

thumbs up emoji and the words “lets go for it”,where upon 

both club organisors sighed a a deep breath.At this point I 

was in negotiation with the F1000 junior championship 

asking if our event would be a round..as it has been since 

Tristan & Alastair Dodds involvement in getting the cham-

pionship off the ground,However it became apparent very 

early on,that these two pathfinders were no longer any-

thing to do with it..Then came the bombshell” the champi-

onship contenders have decided that they want a break 

from Anglesey”..seems a strange decision, after all we 

provided the most mileage etc etc ..and too loose 15 en-

tries would hurt us...but what hurt even more was the fact 

that both the SMC stages & the Glynn memorial are both 

rounds and are both at Anglesey. The positive things that 

come out of this, we would save an hour over 8 stages ie 

the 15 minute break after the seniors had completed there 

stages. Also the awards presentation would be done with 

quicker 

 Both Steve and Alan did an excellent job in getting the 

paperwork and MSA stuff sorted well early.On line entries 

opened on January 28
th
 in reference to the MSV champi-

onship rules where as the next event has to wait 2 weeks 

after the regs going out from the previous round. 

 As usual there was  the same instant rush of about 30 

cars /crews which is always heartening.but unfortunately 

things did not get better...Eventually we ran 48 cars ..I 

had received 62 entries but 12 withdrew before the clos-

ing date ..So 50 paid up runners...not the ideal situation 

but the event was running. 

 Whether the AGBO running on the same day had any 

affect..I do not think so as only one of of “our” regu-

lars ..Rob Hughes was the only entry on the AGBO..I had 

recognised.` 

 Any way all hands to make this event worthy of its inclu-

sion in the championship ,Several MSV rule changes to 

clubs were brought in..at the request of the MSVR 

group...a self refuelling area to be available and all en-

trants must use it...deposit there fuel and re-fuel as / when 

required in the designated areas.  

   

 Continued on page 27 Photos Courtesy of Steve McKenna 



Lee Holland Stages 
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 One controversial rule was that for tyre traders, who had to 

prove that they complied to the MSVR rules, mainly appertain-

ing to insurance and waste management. Off the event I ac-

companied Pendle member Mick Tomlinson..who was “shaking 

down” his recently acquired BMW rally car on Fridays track 

day ..just as well ..after his first run,he came in and the engine 

was on max temperature..originally thought to be a duff water 

pump..Mick ordered a new one form a motor factors in Ban-

gor,quickly swapped and oh dear..nothing wrong with the old 

one..However due to all the water being drained out ...Mick had 

to re bleed the system..Which became apparent was the initial 

problem,after that trouble free motoring for the Rally track day 

Of the entries ,car 1 was Anglesey regular winner Wil Owen in 

the Escort this time with new co-drer Paul Maund,I believe Wil 

and ex co-driver had a difference of opinion.Car 2 was the very 

quick and special engine Peugeot who won the last round, the 

engine is rated at 2300cc which I believe to be an over bored 

2.0 litre 16 valve,car 3 was the 2017 championship winner of 

Ian Woodhouse/Jason Leaf in another quick Escort.next in Car 

4 was the Tilemaster supported car of Mark Kelly / Andy 

Baker ...again in another quick Escort..allegedly believed to be 

an ex Calum Duffy ( Mull winner). 

 Following Mak,was event sponsor John Stone with Jack Mor-

ton on the maps in the trusty Fiesta WRC having finished sort-

ing the car the night before after fitting a new engine !!!. 

 The eventual event winner was running at 6 Alan Kirkaldy / 

Cameron Fair in a Fiesta R5 + 

 Scrutineering took place with no problems ,,and the weather 

bitter cold..I was grateful to be doing signing on in the warm !!!. 

 Back to the alley (hotel) for food and drink and then an early 

night. 

 Sunday morning came around and oh dear lots of the white 

stuff all over..once t the track, Steve and Alan made the deci-

sion to run it albeit running later (30 mins). 

 First retirement of the event car 1 Wil Owen..who decided to 

drop back and try to get the lines from the previous 

cars,however his maps man,had not read the regs ...penalty for late arrival at an MTC...1 minute not the usual 1 

secs..with 2 minutes adrift ad also suffering power steering problems,Wil put the car on the trailer and left. Talking 

of steering problems Car 2 had someone drive up from London with a new pump, which was fitted over night !!! 

 Quickest on Stages 1 &2 was car 6 Andrew Kirkaldy who had put his marker down for others to reach but alas the 

remainder of the field were struggling to keep up,John Stone putting pressur on him in the early stages,However 

lady luck was to deal John a very bad hand..At a very tight  hairpin John caught and was held up by a slwer car who 

was struggling to take the corner ..the resulting hold up on stages 5 and 6 caused John to drop a lot a time ..which 

ultimately caused him to lose a podium spot by just 1 second , 

 Of interest lower down the field was Ciro Carannante / Simon Coates in a very rare rally car a Porsche Cay-

man ,Ciro consistently posted top 15 times to finish 12 o/all,Another car / crew of interest was the Paul Sheard MX5 

which Paul had loaned / hired to the BTCC CTV COMMENTATOR OF Paul o’Neil and Motorsport News reporter 

and 2016 winning co-driver Jack Benyon ..who finished 30 o/all and 3rd in class... 

 So ended another excellent event plenty of mrshall who I have to thank ,,,only 3 marshalls failed to turn up,an in-

credible achievent ..hats off to all who helped...Me I got to accompany the circuit manager who I volunteered to run 

the commentary,..with help ??? from me. Andrew the manager was just completely overawed by how enthusiastic 

the rally people are, and at the awards presentation, when the bar was heaving,he admitted the racing fraternity 

( which was his background) would not ot very rarely stay ...quoting ties when only 3 or 4 drivers attended..A perfect 

end to a horrendous day ...very few accidents but plenty of fun. 

 Once again on behalf of the two organising clubs, many many thanks who supported the event ...by marshalling, 

entering etc etc. 

Rod Brereton : Pendle & DMC 



EDWARDS DOMINATES 
RALLYNUTS STAGES  
TO CLAIM MAIDEN  
BTRDA VICTORY 

With the Malcolm Wilson rally falling victim of the 

weather, the BTRDA contingent would instead head to 

mid Wales for round 2 of the championship, the re-

cently re-branded Rallynuts Stages Rally (previously 

Severn Valley Stages).  And, after a month or two of 

less than pleasant weather, it was rather apt that one 

of the warmest days of the year so far would welcome 

the Midland Manor Motor Club Organised event to the 

championship after several years of association with 

Historic rallying. 

Much like the Cambrian Rally, the entry list was filled 

with rapid machinery, including 4 WRC Ford’s.  But, 

also following a similar theme to the season opener, it 

was an R5 machine, more specifically a Fiesta R5 in 

the hands of Matt Edwards and Darren Garrod, that 

would take centre stage. 

OVERALL 
Edwards truly was in a league of his own on this event 

and with no protruding logs to halt his progress, would 

go on to record fastest time on all 7 stages and claim a 

maiden BTRDA victory by a mammoth 40 seconds 

from the WRC Ford’s of Luke Francis and Paul 

Bird;  the Welsh star clearly enjoying his home stages 

having now set fastest time on 12 of the Champion-

ship’s first 14 stages, all 12 of the stages completed by 

the Swift backed Fiesta man (missed stages 2 & 3 of 

Cambrian)!  With pace like this, there is little doubt Ed-

wards will be at the sharp end of the British Rally 

Championship battle when the series kicks off later 

this month. 

Behind, Luke Francis and John H Roberts had a much 

stronger second BTRDA championship outing in their 

Melvyn Evans Motorsport prepared Fiesta 

WRC.  Forced into retirement after clipping a rock on 

the Cambrian, the North Wales based duo registered 

second fastest time on every stage bar the last to fin-

ish the event in a very comfortable second. 

Rounding out the podium positions, Paul Bird, with 

Jack Morton alongside, continued his strong start to 

the season after a 2 year lay off.   

Continued on Page 29 



Rallynuts Stages 

Continued from Page 28 

Locked in a tight battle with the Fiesta of Hugh Hunter 

throughout the morning stages, the North of England 

duo managed to snatch third in stage 3 before inching 

away from their rivals over the final 4 tests; thus ensur-

ing they maintained their early championship lead. 

CLASS RESULTS 
Well inside the top ten, class B13 victory went the way 

of Tom Cave and Dale Bowen.  Cave, making a guest 

appearance in the family owned Subaru, was near un-

touchable over the classic Welsh terrain, finishing the 

event 1.5 minutes clear of his nearest class rival; his 

speed further rewarded with 7th position overall and 

the honour of first non Ford home. 

With 11th overall, Russ Thompson and Andy Murphy 

claimed a comfortable class NR4 victory in their 

Mitsubishi Evo 9.  Their day was perhaps made a little 

easier when usual front runners Patrick Naylor and Ian 

Lawrence suffered a stage 1 mechanical, however a 

40 second class victory over the similar machine of 

Tom Naughton is proof they would have been a match 

for anyone on the day. 

A thrilling Silver Star battle produced a somewhat sur-

prise result with Max Utting and Mike Ainsworth mak-

ing a mockery of their seeding to claim category victory 

in their Ford Fiesta ST.  It was in fact a sensational 

come back by the Oxford based duo who, hav-

ing  found themselves 14 seconds behind the Category 

leading Escort after SS3, completed the Radnor and 

second Crychan tests some 29 seconds faster than 

their rivals!  And with just the 2 short stages remaining, 

Utting and Ainsworth would maintain their advantage 

to record a very impressive top twenty finish. 

B12 Class winners, Owen McMakin and Lee Taylor 

had lead the Silver Star category through the first 3 

stages, however the remainder of the event did not go 

so well;  The Irish / Welsh pairing not only losing the 

lead to Utting in stage 5 but also falling behind the 

Class B11 Escort of Rob Dennis and Andrew Bos-

well.  McMakin’s strong early pace was however re-

warded with his second BTRDA class win of the sea-

son and third overall in the Silver Star Category. 

Class B10/R2 honours went the way of Josh McErlean 

and Aaron Johnston in their Fiesta R2; the pairing hav-

ing snatched the lead from the similar machine of 

George Lepley in Radnor before gradually pulling away 

over the afternoon stages to record a 9 second class 

victory with 24th overall (4th in the Silver Star Catego-

ry). 

Rounding out a very successful day for the blue oval 

marque, James Giddings and Sion Cunniff claimed 

class N3 victory in their Fiesta ST with 46th position 

overall; the 4th class win of the day for a Fiesta crew! 

Continued on Page 30 



Penriths Paul Bird continued his great start to the 

2018 season by claiming a podium finish in the 

second round of the Jordan Road Surfacing BTR-

DA Rally Series following the Rallynuts Stages Ral-

ly based at the Royal Welsh Showground in Builth 

Wells. 

Along with Hexham co-driver Jack Morton in the 

Ford Focus WRC08, Bird, from Langwathby village, 

took a third place finish to add to his maximum points haul in the opening round to lead the series. 

Using the forests of central Wales, the British Superbike team boss was fourth fastest on the opening stage before 

a series of top three times edged him into third overall after four stages. The former National champion dropped 

some time in SS5 but clawed his way back into contention and by the finish, claimed the final podium spot after 45 

miles on the fast Welsh stages.  

Paul Commons  
Motorsport Photography 

 Paul Commons is an accredited motorsport photogra-
pher covered by public liability insurance to the value of £5m. 

 His weapon of choice is a Canon 5d MKiii, backed up by 
a Canon 7d, and combined with a range of ‘L Series’ lenses. 

  Product 

 JPEGS, prints, press releases and reports. 

 Standard prints are available at very reasonable prices from 

his website. 

 For a little extra he can arrange for professional prints to be 

delivered direct to the customer via the excellent Loxley 

Colour. 

For pricing and any other enquiries please get in touch via 

email 

paul.commons@yahoo.co.uk 

Or visit the website  

http://paulcommonsmotorsport.com 

Rallynuts Stages 

Continued from Page 29 
In the 1400 category, round 1 winners, Chris Pow-

ell and Jim Lewis exploded into a 31 second lead 

after the first 3 stages only to find themselves con-

demned to the retirements list just one stage lat-

er.  This left the door wide open for Dave and Toby 

Brick, this time in a Vauxhall Corsa, to take a com-

manding 3.5 minute victory with 37th position over-

all.  Meanwhile Perry Gardener and Steve Link 

would take the 1400C honours with 78th position 

overall in their Vauxhall Nova. 

By the end of SS4, two of the leading Historic con-

tenders, Nick Elliott (engine issues in SS1) and 

Rudi Lancaster (Gearbox) were out of the event, 

which left the Escort’s of Ernie Graham and Terry 

Brown to battle it out for category victory.  There 

was absolutely nothing to choose between the two 

cars over much of the morning before a slow time 

in Radnor for Brown and co-driver Den Golding put 

pay to their challenge; the 18 seconds lost allowing 

Graham and co-driver Robin Kellard to go on and 

record their second BTRDA Historic victory in as many events. 

Behind, Tom Coughtrie and Baz Green seemed to have the H4 spec, ex works, Mitsubishi Galant running well and 

duly claimed class honours with 4th in category and 47th overall.  Whilst, just one place further back in 48th, Gareth 

Lewis and Mark Crisp dominated class H1/H2 in their MK2 Escort, claiming class victory by nearly 2 minutes from 

the similar Ford of Jeff Wincott. 

After a day long battle with Bart Lang, Andrew Wheatley made it two Rally First victories out of 2 in his Ford Pu-

ma.  He and Ian Nichols finishing the event in a very commendable 62nd position overall. 

Next up, the BTRDA contenders head further North for another Welsh outing, this time for the Knutsford & District 

Motor Club organised Plains Rally on 12th May.  A rally in which Stephen Petch will be hoping to repeat his 2017 

success and keep himself at the forefront of the title battle.  If the in-form Edwards should make an entry however he 

and co-driver Michael Wilkinson may well have their work cut out! 

 Report & Images 

 Paul Commons 

http://http/www.photoboxgallery.com/commons
mailto:paul.commons@yahoo.co.uk


Unfortunately the Rallynuts Stages at the weekend 

didn't go to plan at all for us. We only managed to 

complete 5 miles of stage one before being forced to 

retire, so there wasn't much worthy of a press re-

lease. Instead, I thought I would let you know what 

happened this way.  

After a really solid run on Rally North Wales 2 weeks 

prior, we were looking forward to this event and I was 

confident that I had the speed and feeling in the car 

to net another good result. Just one corner into the 

first stage the alternator belt came off, meaning that 

the battery wasn't getting any charge. Apart from dy-

ing a bit on tight sections, the car was drivable and 

so I made the decision to carry on and try and finish 

the stage, with a view to sorting out the problem in 

management service afterwards.  

Regardless of this issue, the feeling was still pretty 

good in the car and I know that I have found that 

sweet spot with it. However just a few miles further 

into the stage the car suddenly filled with smoke and 

we pulled over immediately. After opening the bonnet I was greeted by an engine fire which luckily I was able to ex-

tinguish quickly before it could cause any serious damage.  

On inspection, we have found that a plug from inside gearbox had broken and caused it to drop all of its oil. Some of 

this oil was being spat onto the hot exhaust manifold which is why the car went on fire. In the midst of all this and 

unbeknownst to us, something has knocked the crank sensor out of place which caused the car to misfire badly and 

stop us from continuing any further. We weren't aware of any of this until getting the car back after the rally. It could 

be seen as a blessing in disguise really as if the crank sensor hadn't have been affected, we probably would have 

tried to continue the event as we weren't immediately aware of the gearbox problem. If we did carry on then the 

gearbox would have absolutely destroyed itself which would have been very costly.  

It's still a bitter pill to swallow. I have not enjoyed much reliability in this car and what I really need is some con-

sistency to be able to go out and put in the good times that I know I am capable of. We are working hard to have 

everything repaired for the Plains Rally in just under a month's time. The gearbox is out and on its way to the manu-

facturer so fingers crossed that we get it back in time. We are reviewing our options for the remainder of the year.  

I'd like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your invaluable support. It really is appreciated and is a massive 

help. I will keep you all updated with any progress made and fingers cross you'll see us on the start line of the Plains 

Rally with a car back to full health.  

Tommi Meadows   :  Clitheroe & DMC 



Thousands of spectators enjoyed a successful Corbeau Seats Ral-

ly Tendring & Clacton (22 April), the first closed-road event organ-

ised under new legislation in England. 

Melvyn Evans and co-driver Sean Hayde made history by winning 

the inaugural event, organised by Chelmsford Motor Club and a 

team of 500 marshals and officials. Hugh Hunter and Rob Fagg 

took second, while Kevin Proctor and Andrew Roughead complet-

ed the podium. 

An estimated 3500 people visited the service areas in Clacton-on-

Sea, while 2500 more witnessed the competitive action from the 

spectator areas. 

David Richards CBE, MSA Chairman, said: "It was an historic day 

in Clacton with the first closed-road motor sport event in England 

and it couldn't have been a better start to this exciting new era. It 

was wonderful to see thousands of people enjoying the event, es-

pecially so many families and youngsters getting their first taste of 

motor sport. Congratulations to Chelmsford Motor club and the 

hundreds of volunteers who made it all happen. It bodes very well 

for the future." 

Mick Skeels, Tendring District Council Cabinet Member for Leisure 

and Tourism, said: “Speaking to spectators around the start in 

Clacton there was a real buzz of excitement. Some were local resi-

dents, many not motor sport fans usually but who were keen to 

watch something different right on their doorstep. Helped by the 

brilliant weather, the whole rally is a wonderful advert for Ten-

dring." 

Tony Clements, Event Director, said: “Putting this event on has 

been a huge effort over several years. The feedback from our com-

petitors and the local community makes this all worthwhile. My 

team’s been helped by a huge team of volunteers and the wider 

motor sport community, to whom I say the very biggest and most 

heartfelt, ‘thank you’.” 

The victorious Evans added: “The rally was brilliant and to win the 

first one in England was special. The event ran like clockwork and 

the spectators were amazing. Hopefully it’s the start of a new era 

with more of the same to come.” 

The new closed-road laws commenced on 10 April 2017, following 

a long campaign by the MSA and the motor sport community. Inde-

pendent research commissioned by the MSA and conducted by 

the Sport Research Institute at Sheffield Hallam University has 

shown that local communities across Britain could generate up to 

£40m of additional revenue by closing roads to host a limited num-

ber of motor sport events. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqKpnEWIjRU&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.facebook.com/ChelmsfordMotorClub/?fref=mentions


Making History 
 Closed road rallying in England, a dream few had dared 

to believe would ever become a reality, but in early 2018 

Chelmsford MC announced they had achieved the impossi-

ble and would be running the first event of it’s kind. The 

Corbeau Seats Rally was a small affair in comparison to 

Mull, The Jim Clark etc but it was closed road rallying, prop-

er rallying in the English lanes and in no uncertain terms I 

had to be there. First job, find a driver. Thank fully Geoff 

Dean didn’t take much cajoling, second job, get a run. En-

tries opened at 9am on the day after the Bruce Robinson 

and with demand likely to be high Tom dutifully submitted 

our entry while I slept at the side of the A59.  

 The last event Geoff had done was Rockingham in De-

cember 2016 where gearbox failure had seen him fit a 

spare box loaned by a friend mid event. Since then the car 

had been outside under a sheet and required some TLC 

before being used in anger again. Thankfully Geoff had se-

cured some indoor parking complete with four post ramp at 

a farm handily located for both of us so with three weeks to 

go we burnt the midnight oil and changed the gearbox, 

driveshaft, handbrake master cylinder, welded and painted 

the drivers floor, removed and serviced the fire extinguish-

ers, replaced the back windows, gave the car a thorough 

clean and spanner check and MOT. The Friday before the 

event we assembled the spares and went to load the car, 

only for it not to start. The starter motor didn’t seem to be 

turning over so we checked the engine earth, gave the bat-

tery a boost and it roared into life, hopefully that was it 

cured as the starter motor is a bugger to change. 

 Early Saturday morning Geoff and I headed to the rally’s 

base at Clacton-on-Sea, signed on and headed out to rec-

ce. The event was set out in a similar way to Irish and Bel-

gium events, a loop of 5 stages run 3 times with service be-

tween each loop. The stages were all quite short at around 

3 miles each, with 45 miles in total, but they were all interesting, mostly single track with the odd B road blast, bumpy 

and flat, good news for the underpowered BMW. We elected to write the pacenotes from scratch as experience on 

the Isle of Mann has taught me this is often quicker and easier than modifying bought notes and they are less cau-

tious so you tend to drive quicker. Mark Simpson and Tom headed down a couple of hours after us with the van and 

trailer and had the car stickered up and scrutineered by the time we returned to Clacton, all that was left to do was 

bolt on the new tyres and copy up the pacenotes in my neatest handwriting. 

Continued on Page 34 



 Corbeau Seats Clacton Rally 

Continued from Page 33 
 Sunday dawned dry and sunny with no sign of the overnight rain 

that had been forecast and with temperatures predicted to reach the 

high twenties it was set to be a hot day. We checked out of parc 

ferme and I executed my customary early wrong slot on the way to 

service but judging by the number of cars turning round I wasn’t the 

only one that had failed to consult the road book and assumed the 

control was on the road into service. After a quick U turn we booked 

into the control on time so there was no harm done. After a 25 mi-

nute service we headed north from Clacton to Tendring for the first 

stage. Geoff had bought four new Hankook T209 super soft tyres 

and given the days conditions and short stages they turned out to 

be the ideal choice. Our event didn’t get off to the best of starts as 

half a mile in James Slaughter had balled his Escort into a field and 

distracted by the wreckage I looked back down at the wrong 90L in 

the notes and it took me half a mile to find my place again. The pe-

nultimate corner of the stage was a tight hairpin left and Geoff exe-

cuted a beautiful handbrake turn only for the back brakes to stick 

on, forcing us to limp the last few hundred metres of the stage. With 

the back brakes locked solid Geoff pulled off the stop line and we 

tried to fix the problem. Geoff took the pipe off the back of the hand-

brake cylinder but to no avail so I dived underneath, slackened off a 

bleed nipple to release the trapped fluid and we were back in busi-

ness. With no penalty free lateness we hot footed to Stage 2, thankfully on time. To avoid the problem reoccurring 

we couldn’t use the handbrake which was less than ideal on stages with numerous tightened junctions in a car that is 

less than agile.  

 Stage 2 was the best of the five and the main spectator stage so we had to be seen to be trying. Even on the 

short stage we managed to take the best part of 30s out of the 2 Litre Anglia in front of us which left the assembled 

spectators including our entourage suitably impressed. Stage 3 saw Geoff testing the width of the Essex lanes on a 

deceptive right hander but this and the other stages in the loop passed without incident, other than having to put a 

couple of shunts in at a few tight junctions. I also managed another wrong slot on a road section thanks to an overly 

helpful security steward. Thankfully we didn’t get all the way to the stage mid point like several other crews did.  

 Back to Clacton for service Tom had sourced a replacement master cylinder thanks to Ian Rix and with a proper 

Girling cylinder fitted we had a working handbrake again. Back to Stage 6 for the start of the second loop we were 

both on top form with the notes working well and Geoff sliding the car around on the bar with ease. We were now 

running behind Chris and Heidi Woodcock and off the line of Stage 7 all didn’t seem well with the Proton and sure 

enough on the road section to Stage 8 they stopped with a horrendous misfire. We stopped to offer assistance but 

with Chris suspecting a fuelling problem there was little we could do to help. The heat was now getting unbearable in 

the car with racesuits on and small windows but our pace wasn’t relenting. With another loop complete we headed to 

the final service where I cooled myself down with an ice lolly while Mark and Tom threw some spanners at the car. 

Thankfully Chris had managed to limp his Malaysian Mistress back and set about lifting the back of the bonnet to try 

and release some of the heat he suspected was evaporating fuel at the throttle bodies.  

 We started the final loop and were unable to shave more than a few tenths of a second off our previous times 

showing we were already at maximum attack. On Stage 13 as we leapt off the line the car suddenly sounded like a 

Messerschmitt as the exhaust came apart just after the manifold. Even with the intercom at full blast and me shout-

ing the notes Geoff could barely hear me and was forced to lift off the throttle to stand any chance of hearing the 

notes. At the end of the stage we dived underneath, lined the exhaust up and kicked it back into place. The final two 

stages were completed under the legal noise limit and we returned to Clacton where I was surprised they hadn’t ar-

ranged a finish ramp of some sort. After sorting a few timing errors we ended the event 29th overall and 8th in the 

over 2 litre class, a very pleasing result from a seeding of 70 in a 170bhp gravel car. The event had been thoroughly 

enjoyable and a complete triumph for Chelmsford MC. The rally was thoroughly well organised and marshalled and 

had run like clockwork all day. The number of spectators in stage, on the road sections and in service proved how 

much local support the event had and served to thoroughly silence the anti’s that had been so vocal on social media 

prior to the event. My thanks of course go to Tom and Mark for servicing and to Geoff for pedalling a thoroughly un-

suitable car as fast and as sideways as it would go.  

 
Sam Spencer : Malton MC 

Photos Courtesy of John Gorton 

Chris & Heidi Woodcock 

Tom Preston 



North Humberside Motor Club 

Warcop Stages 
2nd April 

 Having thoroughly enjoyed the Pendragon on 

our first ever visit to Warcop last summer, it was 

a cert that we were going to have a crack at this 

one. These stages are the closest we’re likely to 

get to something like the Manx (which we’re 

going to later this month), which is essentially a 

daylight road rally with pace notes and for me it 

doesn’t get much better than that. 

 For this event the weapon of choice was the 

1 litre Micra from the Johnson stable. We 

thought it would be interesting to see how the 

lower powered car might tackle the more technical roads found at Warcop. Also, this was a F1000 round, so we 

also wanted to see how we might fare against the current crop of Micra enthusiasts. As it turned out, we only man-

aged to double the number of said individuals and our competition was young Robert Kennedy with Catrin Jones. 

Shame really. F1000 aint what it used to be, I suppose. 20 little Micra’s all buzzing round at the back seems to be a 

thing of the past. Happy days. 

 The good news, however, is that Mr J has finally seen the light and invested in some proper tyres. Some nice 

sticky Yokohamas replacing the Falkens. With any luck we might stay on the road this time, unlike on the Pendrag-

on where it was “large rock 1, Micra nil”. 

 The weekend didn’t start off particularly well, especially not for the pheasant whose flight path took it into the radi-

ator grille of the Zafira tow car on the M6 near Forton. Feathers everywhere and blood smearing the windscreen 

meant we had to pull off at the next junction and remove the unfortunate creature from the front of the car where it 

was buried head first like a badly fitted mascot.  

 Scrutineering went okay, except that Steve has a collection of at least half a dozen OK/SOS boards.......all neatly 

stored away in his garage. At bit of business for the purveyor of rallying goodies at rally HQ and one more OK 

board for Steve’s collection. 

 The rally consisted of six stages in all, 2 runs of 3 different stages. Not much, you might think, but they were pret-

ty long at around 12 or 13 miles apiece with each stage looping round 3 times. You knew you’d done a rally by the 

end of it. Mostly tarmac except for a particularly rough section which separated the back box from the rest of the 

exhaust system on the first loop of stage 3, so we were a bit loud for most of the stage. So much so that we were 

met by a rather stern looking official at the end who recommended that we ought to get it fixed. Luckily the back box 

was still attached to the car and just needed re-connecting and sealing. It held fine for the rest of the event.  

 With there being 3 loops of the course, the stages got rather busy. Being the lowest powered car there, our times 

weren’t helped by having to let others past, which was the sensible thing to do. By about half way through the event 

we were running last car on the road, which was great because, for the rest of the rally, after the first loop we had 

the stage to ourselves. 

 There’s nothing much to report on our performance. No excursions into the scenery, except for one “moment” 

which for some reason rendered the bloke next to me hysterical with a fit of the giggles. That was new. “what’s up 

with you? Come on, concentrate, 5 right over bridge. Jesus.” 

 Results wise, we managed not to finish last, ending up 33rd out of 38 finishers and beating our immediate compe-

tition in the other 1.0L Micra. 

 Thanks to the organising team for running a mint event. The format worked well, especially for us running clear at 

the back. A couple of hold-ups, one of which I think was to let a coach load of cadets on to the ranges for some 

training or something. Didn’t cause a problem and in the end all the stages were completed in good time. 

 Thanks as ever to all the marshals for standing out in the dry but bracing weather. Thankfully, we gave you noth-

ing to do, but from what we could see plenty of others did. Warcop takes no prisoners, it seems. 

 Hopefully we’ll be back for the Pendragon later in the year. 

 Steve Butler (Clitheroe & DMC) – 50% of two old blokes still in a Micra. 
 Steve Johnson/Steve Butler – Car 56 - Nissan Micra (all 998cc of it) 
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Motor Sport Team 

The Golden Microphone 
Previous Winners 

Golden Microphone  
Trophy 2018 

After 5 Rounds 

G 25 CHRIS WOODCOCK 39 points 

G 55 STEVE BROADBENT 39 points 

G 23 IAN DAVIES 38 points 

G 59 MAURICE ELLISON 30 points 

G 13 STUART  DICKENSON 29 points 

G  50 DAVID PEAKER 20 points 

G 19 JAMES ATKINS0N 20 points 

G 14 ADRIAN LLOYD 20 points 

G 33 JOHN ELLIS  20 points 

G 21 DEREK BEDSON 19 points 

G 03 LES FRAGLE 19 points 

G 11 MARK WILKINSON 19 points 

G 04 IAN  WINTERBURN 19 points 

G 02 GRAHAM COOKSON 10 points 

G 56 TONY JONES 10 points 

G 70 DAVID MAINPRICE 10 points 

G 17 ROBIN MORTIBOYS 10 points 

G 12 CHRIS JARVIS 10 points 

G 42 ROGER WHITTAKER 10 points 

G 39 KEVIN JAMES 10 points 

G 65 BRIAN EATON 10 points 

G 31 DUNCAN STOCK 9 points 

G 24 PAUL HENRY 9 points 

G 48 PETER LANGTREE 9 points 

G 24 PAUL HENRY 5 points 

G 28 ANDREW TAYLOR 5 points 

G 32 BRIAN FLINT 5 points 

G 25 GERRY MORRIS 5 points 

G 37 LEE SKILLING 5 points 

1994 - Dave Crosby 

1999 - Keith Lamb 

2000 - Ian Davies 

2001 - Tony & Avril Lee 

2002 - Keith Lamb & Adrian Lloyd 

2003 - Stuart Dickenson 

2004 - Dave Crosby 

2005 - Chris Jarvis & Stuart Dickenson 

2006 - Tony & Dan Turner 

2007 - Tony & Dan Turner 

2008 - Chris Jarvis & Lee Skilling 

2009 - Paul Henry 

2010 - Eve Fisher  & Graham Bray 

2011 - Stuart Dickinson 

2011 - Stuart Dickinson 

2012 - Tony Jones 

2013 - Tony Jones & Peter Langtree 

2014 - Peter Langtree 

2015 - Ian Davies 

2016 - Ian Davies 

2017 - Ian Davies 

2018 
It could be You 



Gemini Communications : 2018 Events Calendar 

Sat 12 May 

Plains National  
Knutsford & DMC 

Dyfi Forests  
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Keith Frecker Stages 

Blackpool South Shore MC 

Weeton 

Sun 01 July 

Enville Stages   

Warrington & DMC 
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Sun 08 July 
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 July 

Frank Williams    
Memorial Rally 

Rhyl MC 

Trawsfynydd Ranges 

Sun  12 Aug 

Gareth Hall          
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Wales Rally GB 
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Nov 

Neil Howard         
Memorial Rally 

Bolton le Moors CC 

Oulton Park  

Sat 24 Nov 

Hall Trophy           
Stages Rally 

Clitheroe & DMC 

Blyton 

Sun 25 Nov 

Glyn Memorial    
Trophy Stages 

C&A MC 

Anglesey 

May 6
th

 
Raw Dyfi Indro 

Dyfi Forest Bike Trail 

Sun 10
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 June  
Manchester to  

Liverpool Bike Ride  

Sun 8
th

  July 
Manchester to Blackpool             

Bike Ride 

Sun 2
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  Sept  
Manchester to Nantwich 

Bike Ride  

BIKE RIDES 

FIRE TRAINING 

Sat. 18
th

 August 

Darwen Services 

Radio Operation  
TRAINING 

Date : TBA 

81     C System 

Accrington 



Radio Mutterings  
The NHMC  

Warcop Stages  
1

st
 April 2018 

 After an enforced break in March due to the adverse 

weather and in particular the loss of the Malcolm Wil-

son Rally, it was back to normal service and the East-

er Sunday running of the NHMC Warcop Stages on 

the challenging Cumbrian military ranges. A ‘GCE’ or 

Gemini Controlled Event, I joined Chris Woodcock 

and Heidi in the Rally Control based in a ‘retreat’ just 

off the ranges complex. Based in the retreats lounge 

area, we had the 81 control, Ralitrak control, man-

agement radio control and the Clerk of Courses team all based together. Thankfully the set up worked well and the 

CoC particularly appreciated being able to hear and observe the event’s three networks, alongside the stewards 

and MSA Safety Delegate. 

After the mandatory safety checks, including the MSA Delegate Sue and spec safety car on a closed non spectator 

stage we see Car 0 off the line and into the long 12.4 mile first stage at 08:21, with first car in at 08:26. Almost im-

mediately the radios light up as we see Car 5 stop for a puncture and Car 16 reported by Gem...no Swift 39 

“smoking badly”. Next Swift 5 reports an under bonnet fire affecting Car 23, although they make it safely to the stop 

line. More worryingly Car 43, our very own Gemini, Adrian Lloyd flies of the stage at Junction 7 and is reported 

‘beached’ on the wet moorland ground. No sooner has Mercury 10 reported 57 starters in and we hear another 

‘safety’ shout from Swift 5 as Car 59 stops with an under bonnet fire and the crew deploy extinguishers and thank-

fully get the fire under control. Eventually an eventful Stage One is completed by 09:13, with a total of 54 cars get-

ting to the Stop line. 

Stage Two follows on and the action doesn’t let up in control, as first we hear Car 30 off in a ditch at post 10 and 

another puncture affecting Car 49 out at Junction 4. More seriously Car 33 finds itself in trouble at Junction 27, 

needing a suspended tow and then Car 19 slides off into another one of the infamous Warcop ditches at Junction 

31. In the end of the reduced 50 starters into this second stage, only 47 make is out and back into service. Our two 

recovery crews Atlas 3 and Lake 3 Recovery begin the task of recovering some of the stranded cars, which for both 

of them will prove only the start of a very busy day !. Whilst the recoveries get underway the organisers make the 

changes necessary for the next pair of ten mile stages to follow. 

By 11:35 the action is back underway and the event that just ‘keeps on giving’, delivers Car 11, off in the same ditch 

cum bog as Car 43 earlier around Junction 7 and then yet another puncture this time for Car 35. Gemini 3, Les calls 

a ‘safety’ as he finds Car 5 now in a ditch near his location at Junction 24, with the car stuck on the outside of the 

bend, so a verbal warning is given at the start. Keeping my control skills occupied and Heidi getting writer’s cramp, 

we next hear Car 35 of with no front brakes at Junction 25 and a slowing Car 14 limping to the finish. By now we 

are down to a total of 45 runners still, moving more or less. 

Stage 4 starts with Car 3 at 12:43 and keeping up the momentum the action is fast and furious out on the stages. 

Car 9 is reported off at Junction 15+, needing a suspended tow and Car 37 stops pretty much in the same location 

with a busy Ferret 4. Car 37 is reported as having front end damage and according to Swift 5, at least one of the 

front wheels is at 45 degree to the bodywork !. Car 45 comes off the stage at Junction 9 and then Car 34 at Junc-

tion 10, with another busy radio crew Rede 14. A restarted Adrian’s luck runs out again as he is reported as being 

“well off the stage”, after the split running up to the finish. By the end of this run we are down to 38 runners and the 

two recovery crews have their work cut out winching (including our very own Car 43) and lifting the various stranded 

cars as the next major change around takes place. Meanwhile as we relocate the Calder and RAF Rescue units 

around the stages, the Club Stewards play a game of ‘pin the checklist on the rescue unit’ as they chase down the 

Rescue Units for the obligatory equipment checks !. 

Unfortunately the necessary stage change around and then safety checks take somewhat longer than planned, as 

these things often do and it is not until just after 3pm that we get the penultimate ten mile Stage 5 underway. The 

only real drama in stage is Car 49 who manage to get stuck off stage at Junction 9, with Rede 14 and after much 

manhandling by the marshals they resume meaning that by some Easter miracle all 38 starters get to the stop line 

and no recoveries are needed !. Our luck holds out for Stage 6 and all 38 runners and riders make it safely to the 

finish. By just after half past four we have the Sweeper Car into the 

stage and can stand crews down and begin the process of de-rigging. Continued on Page 39 



Warcop Stages  
Continued from Page 38 

 

All in all a very busy event and enjoyable event, with no significant drama, although a very busy day for Atlas 3 and 

Lake 3 Recovery, who between them recovered over a dozen cars from the Cumbrian countryside. A big thanks to 

Chris for letting me run the 81 Control as further valuable experience towards my Controllers Licence and to Heidi 

who wrote an event radio log of biblical proportions.  

15 April 2018 

Anglesey Circuit 

Altratech SMC Stages 

A fine day is forecast as I leave Liverpool and head to the Isle of An-

glesey for my first visit of the year and the SMC Stages, now by virtue 

of ‘the beast from the east’ the final round of the Motorsport News Cir-

cuit Rally Championship. The trip across is uneventful and I arrive a 

little before 8am to a packed and buzzing paddock. I make my way to 

unusually the first floor of the circuit control tower where Mark has set 

up the Gemini Control and sign on with the rest of the ‘usual’ sus-

pects’. The goody bag is much appreciated and as usual we catch up 

with old and not so old friends before everyone heads out to their 

posts across the circuit complex and for me a place in Control with 

Mark. 

The first drama of the day arrives before a wheel is turned in anger as 

Crossrigg 4 can’t offload their rather fine Defender 90 Recovery Unit 

as someone has left the vehicle keys at home...oops!. Never mind as 

the organisers have arranged for three recovery units to try and keep 

the ebb and flow of the event to time, so we ‘make do’ with Crossrigg 

1 and Gemini Recovery, whilst Crossrigg 4 reports that “they are 25 

minutes away from ignition” !. Stockport 061 have made an innovative 

use of the circuit layout and roads and present a series of new and 

challenging stage layouts. On the stroke of 10am the action starts with 

Car 1 in the main field, running two consecutive stages before the Jun-

iors come out to play, setting the rhythm for the day. With so many dif-

ferent championships being contested the 61 main field is of a very 

high standard, with some very fine and well prepared cars on show. In 

the end we only lose Car 25 who pull off the circuit opposite the tower 

with some sort of mechanical problem, perhaps to do with the foot 

long piece of metal one of the crew pulls out of the nearside front 

wheel arch !. Stage 2 immediately follows on and we lose only Car 36 

with a broken driveshaft and gain Crossrigg 4 who are back in action. 

The Juniors have had a long wait to join the action as MSA rules mean 

that they must only be on the stage without other cars and Car 101 

starts at 11:18.Like their bigger brothers and sisters the cars are im-

maculately presented and sparkle in the Sunday morning light (for 

those who have forgotten what the sun looks like). The Juniors tackle 

the stages with some gusto from the off and at total of 12 cars start 

and finish the first stage, although Car 103 is on hazards and some-

what slow. The second run is equally uneventful as far as incidents go 

and all 11 starters get safely to the stop 
Continued on Page 40 

https://www.angleseycircuit.com/events/stockport-061-motor-club-3/


SMC Stages  
Continued from Page 39 

The event is being live streamed on ‘Twitface’ or some other 

social media platform and we get to watch some of the live ac-

tion out on the circuit. After the Juniors have finished the inevi-

table stage layout changes are made and Crossrigg 4 gets a 

run out. The main field is soon back in action, with the top few 

cars trading places and the odd second or two throughout the 

day. Car 1 flies off the start line just after 12 o’clock and it’s not 

too long before the action stresses begin to show. Car 11 is off 

at the side of the road with an unknown mechanical malady 

and Car 35 succumbs in a similar manner. The action is fast 

and furious across the innovative stage layout, which provides 

for some spectacular viewing from our high control tower van-

tage point. A total of 57 cars make it safely out of SS3 and into 

SS4. Car 19 then limps to the stop line with a suspected 

driveshaft problem, Car 56 hits the tyre wall but continues and 

then Car 43 stops with a broken brake calliper and seized 

wheel, more business for the recovery boys. 

For Stages 3 & 4 the Juniors ‘benefit’ from their very own extra 

chicane, although to my eye it didn’t seem to slow down the 

action much. The radio crews that number a magnificent and 

perhaps crowded 14 out on the stage are well behaved and 

only call control when needed, making life in control that bit 

easier. Both stages 3 & 4 pass off without any real incidents. 

Once again we are into the stage turnaround and this time 

around the changes take a little longer than planned. 

The new layout sees the start move out to just behind the main 

circuit entrance and to be honest the space is less than ideal 

with a very congested start area, perhaps something to review 

for next year. The main field start their fifth run at 14:22 and the 

new stage layout is not very forgiving and we lose three more 

crews. Car 42 goes straight on at J5 and onto the grass, Car 59 

is off at J5 and finally Car 60 is also off at J2 with a reported 

“seized diff”. In the end a total of 53 runners make it to the new 

stop line. The second run is also challenging and Car 9 is off at 

J6 with a “halfshaft issue”. 

The Juniors are soon back in action and by the look of the way 

most of them throw themselves into the corners they are having 

a great time of it. On SS5 we lose Car 105 just by J8 and then 

in SS6 Car 108 are reported off with a ‘badly misaligned wheel’, 

making 9 finishers. Sadly we also see the demise of Crossrigg 

4 whose day goes from bad to worse with a blown clutch, but 

being the committed chaps that they are they offer their Discov-

ery towing vehicle as another pair of hands if needed. 

Unfortunately due to a combination of a very strong entry, the 

need to run the Juniors alone, stage turnarounds and the nec-

essary recoveries the decisions is reluctantly made to only run 

SS7 & 8 and not the full ten stages originally intended. With the 

venue noise / time limits the organisers sadly didn’t have much 

choice in the matter. The main field start SS7 at 16:31 with 53 

cars straight out of the blocks as key places continue to be 

traded by the second. In the end a very creditable 50 cars finish 

the last stage 8, before the remaining 9 Juniors enjoy their final 

two runs of the day. 

All in all a most enjoyable days sport, with an excellent main 

and junior field, with some of the cleanest and best presented 

cars I have seen in a very long time. Well done Stockport 061 

and thanks to Mark for letting me have another go in Radio Control. 

Ian Davies (Gemini 23) 



15 April 2018 

Anglesey Circuit 

Altratech SMC Stages 

Toyota IQ Rally debut = done 
Result - 6th Junior 

With the car only being declared 'finished' and put on the trailer at 

6pm last night and Rob never having driven the IQ before, we 

were always going to be in for a difficult first pair of stages but 

fuel surge issues meant we dropped 40 seconds and left us 

chasing our tails for most of the day. 

Progress, however, was made with every mile, gradually perfect-

ing the set up of the car meant we were able to climb the leader 

board from 8th to 6th overall and went into the final pair of stages 

just 8 seconds off a top 5. We pushed hard on SS7 setting a 4th 

fastest time and managed to haul ourselves into 5th but a half 

spin on the first corner of the final stage meant we lost the place 

again by a mere 2 seconds. 

Great to have got some competitive miles under our belts and G-

WIZZ never missed a beat after we filled it with fuel. Absolute 

credit to Cotcomp's build quality and effort in getting it ready in time for this weekend! 

Today's result is a solid grounding and one we can certainly move forward from. We were happy with our sec/mile 

differences on its first outing to other far more developed cars. 

Thanks to Rob for another good drive, getting faster and more confident with every mile and HUGE thanks to Steve 

Cotton for not only service today by yourself, but for the hours, effort and never give up attitude in the last 3 weeks 

getting the IQ ready! #BestTeamAround  

There's more to come from this little car this season... 'To be continued........ 

Chris Williams (Co-Driver) 

Grass Roots 
Motor Sport 

Wanted  
Co-Drivers Bag.  
Doesn't have to be brand new, 

as going in a door.  

Contact Ann Forster on 

ann.forster21@gmail.com  

or 07871426719  

https://www.angleseycircuit.com/events/stockport-061-motor-club-3/
https://www.facebook.com/robert.cotton.3998?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/steve.cotton.39142?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/steve.cotton.39142?fref=mentions
mailto:ann.forster21@gmail.com


Grass Roots 
Motor Sport 

Track Day at  
Oulton Park 

 A grand day out at Oulton Park today with Clitheroe & 

DMCs esteemed Vice -Chair (Matt Broadbent) who to-

gether with Joe Cruttenden were getting some seat time 

ahead of their enduro debut this coming weekend.  (See 

report on Page 44 & 45) 

 As one can observe they didn't keep it on the black 

stuff . . . . . Joe guilty in this particular instance although 

Broadbent did try . . . . team completed and supported by 

family sponsors Tim and Stephen!.  

 I must admit to never having been to a track day (as 

against a more formal test day) and was amazed at the 

eclectic mix of cars and driver abilities present . . . . some 

of the speed differentials were huge . . . Citreon C1 to 

Radical !!!  

 Large number of red flags in the greasy conditions . . . 

. . . . . not surprising really with the PA announcer asking 

folks to calm down on a number of occasions. 

Tony Vart  :  Clitheroe & DMC 



SD34MSG 
2018 Amateur  

Motorsport 
Photo Competition  

Competition Rules  
(I have tried to keep them simple) 

1.  Entrants must be  of an amateur status (if you have an msa photographers tabard that rules you out) 

2.  Maximum of 5 photos per month per entrant 

3.  Photographs to be no more than 2 months old when submitted and previously unpublished (other than in this mag) 

4.  Each month one photograph will be selected as that months winning entry 

5.  The 2018 competition will commence on publication of the March edition of Spotlight 

6.  The 2018 competition will end  on publication of the January 2019 edition of Spotlight 

7.  From the 10 monthly winners an overall winner will be selected (winner announced in Feb 2019 edition) 

8.  Entries to be emailed to sd34news@gmail.com  (subject line March etc   Photo Comp) 

 

PRIZE for 1st Overall 
A day of Tuition / Advice / Tips and help from Ex Motoring News & CCC Pho-

tographer 

Tony North   
1 day with Tony on a Classic/Targa Rally 

You could not buy this 
Entries Email to  :  sd34news@gmail.com 

 

(Chris Ellison has unfortunately had to 
withdraw due to personal problems) 



750MC - Club  
Enduro Championship  

Oulton Park 
14th April 

Towards the end of last year, I went down to Snetterton with 

Joe Cruttenden, my old road rally navigator. Joe had been 

competing all year in the MG ZR Cup, having made the 

switch to racing earlier that year. On the way back from what 

was a successful race meeting with Joe, we were talking 

about how cool it would be to do an endurance race. Fast 

forward a few months, and I’ve done my ARDS test, we’ve 

registered for the Cartek Club Enduro championship, and it 

all seems very real! 

Our first round at Donnington got called off due to the snow. 

We still participated in a test session the day before, which 

included a rather disastrous spin down the Craner Curves – 

on my outlap no less! Turns out we were running the tyre 

pressures way too high (must check next time!), but it was 

good fun nonetheless. A bit odd thinking I was sharing a 

track with a GT86 GT4 car when I’d never been in a race car 

before! 

After the anti-climax that was Donnington, we had our home 

track at Oulton Park to look forward to. Rather than do an 

official test day, we did a track day in preparation for this 

one. That went quite well I thought and allowed both me and 

Joe to get some serious seat time in the car. This was in-

credibly valuable for me, but also important to Joe: the car 

he’d raced last year had changed quite significantly, so it 

was vital he get used to the changes. This included a bit 

more power, and arguably worse tyres.  

It was Joe’s turn to do the spinning on this occasion however 

and bringing the car back full of mud brought back flash-

backs to my outing at Donnington. I’m happy to say that we 

didn’t repeat any of those shenanigans during the actual 

race! 

On to race day. We had a 30-minute qualifying session on 

the Saturday morning, followed by the 2-hour race in the af-

ternoon. This included at least one mandatory pit stop of at 

least 3 minutes. For us, this included a driver swap and a full 

refuel.  

Qualifying went well, with no major issues. It also gave us 

chance to practise a live driver change; way more violent 

than you might imagine! We didn’t set the world alight with-

out qualifying times, but Joe’s fastest lap was respectable. 

To be honest, the qualifying advantage is all but eroded by 

the endurance aspect of the race, so it was more about get-

ting our minimum laps in to be eligible to race (3 each).  

We elected to put me in the car to start the race, mainly so 

that Joe could chase positions for the second half. Being a 

rolling start, I wasn’t too concerned. Being so far back, it was 

a bit odd not been able to see the lights, but the radio system 

we have in the car let me know when we were racing. Argua-

bly I got to do this much sooner than a few others around 

me. This gave us a good start, and we were looking good.  

As I said before, this advantage all but evaporated after a few laps though. Despite the class structure in the champi-

onship allowing for some decent multi-class racing, the car specification can still vary massively. The classes are 

based upon power-to-weight, with no consideration for aerodynamics, braking or suspension, which is otherwise 

free. This does cause some variance amongst those in the same class. 

 Continued on Page 46 

https://www.facebook.com/ClubEnduroChampionship/?hc_ref=ARQtU_7S5l5f43DQsTpdexo_uDr7OZm7QvSPO0Tn5qQ7CfMG4T4hIDRiTcl9j2GLfqw&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/ClubEnduroChampionship/?hc_ref=ARQtU_7S5l5f43DQsTpdexo_uDr7OZm7QvSPO0Tn5qQ7CfMG4T4hIDRiTcl9j2GLfqw&fref=nf


Enduro Championship  
Continued from Page 45 

Throw in different driver abilities, and you actually have some 

pretty close racing. I got into the groove a little when the initial 

excitement of the start had passed, and I put in some OK(ish) lap

-times. I was consistent. Consistently slow, perhaps. A couple of 

battles with some MX5s and a Porsche kept things interesting, 

and the faster cars lapping kept you alert. What a speed differ-

ence! A few short yellow flag periods ensued as cars went off in 

some quite peculiar places (the exit of Shell anyone?). 

Having never raced in a ‘normal’ race, I’m not sure what it’s like 

usually, but you have to have your whit about you like nothing 

else. This was probably the biggest difference to me: on a rally, 

it’s you, the person sat next to you, and the car. You’re battling 

the clock. In a race, that gets flipped on its head. I had no one to 

swear at (although the radio helped with that), and you have to 

keep your focus for what felt like a long time. You spend a lot of 

time looking in your mirrors! 

We planned a 60-minute stint each, which was going well until a 

felt the car cutting out occasionally. At first, I thought it was my 

imagination. Then I noticed it again. And again. The car was get-

ting fuel surge and cutting out under hard cornering. I don’t think 

the car had been run with this little petrol in the tank before, so it 

was somewhat unexpected. Given that this started close to my 

pit window, we decided to keep me out until my slot. There was 

also added complexity around upgrade signatures; to get two of 

these, I had to race for at least 60 minutes. Without the signa-

tures, I won’t be able to get my National A, which is necessary 

for the double-header at Spa, later in the season! Complicated or 

what! 

Anyway, I brought her home after my hour was up, and we pitted 

for what is quite a frantic 3-minutes. The procedure is expectedly 

strict. No one in the car during fuelling, and it has to be done by 

those in fireproof gear, extinguisher at hand, etc. Despite not 

having practised it beforehand, I’m pleased to report that it went 

really quite well, with time to spare.  

Joe set off for his hour like a man on a mission. He was catching 

cars left right and centre, and his experience in both the car and 

on the track really showed. We made a number of places, and 

everything seemed to be going well, with no visits to the gravel!  

Then came the message over the radio: Joe was getting fuel 

surge again, but there was still 20 minutes of racing to do! We 

were going to have to bring him in to top the car up. Unfortunate-

ly, this meant another 3-minute pitstop, which undid Joe’s previ-

ous charge. 

That too went without issue – we were getting good at it now! 

Joe got back in the car to finish the race and managed to take 

some of the places back. We finished the race 31st overall out of 

48 starters, which we were quite happy with. Apart from the fuel-

ling, we had not major mishaps. Lots to do on my side to get 

quicker in the car, but I’m told that will come with time. 

A few bits to fettle for the next outing (3-hours of Rockingham!), 

including a swirl pot to cure those fuel surge issues. I think we all 

enjoyed the weekend, and I want to thank the team that got us 

there and supported us. It’s a real clubman effort and compared 

to some of the other teams (with articulated lorries and TCR tour-

ing cars), it’s easy to forget that we are doing it on a fraction of 

their budget. Still, we’re sharing the same track… Until next time! 

Matt Broadbent  :  Clitheroe & DMC 

Northern Offroad  
Club Championship  

Round 2 - Ellington Banks 

 

Round 2 of the NORC championship was held at 
the MoD site at Ellington Banks, a venue used 
several years ago for stage rallying. 

 

Rick Mann took the win, finishing over 6 minutes 
ahead of Andrew West after 14 runs of the 
course. Ben Gill was in third with Karl Gudgeon 
fourth in his Mini. Gary Bowers rounded off the 
top five in his KRS 6R4. 

 

The next round is at Tong forest on May 12/13. 

https://www.facebook.com/ClubEnduroChampionship/?hc_ref=ARQtU_7S5l5f43DQsTpdexo_uDr7OZm7QvSPO0Tn5qQ7CfMG4T4hIDRiTcl9j2GLfqw&fref=nf


Have I got News for You ? 
 President Trump to deploy military personnel along 

 Mexico border until the wall is built, though experts 

 predict many Americans will still try to escape. 

 Tony Blair tells Labour MPs they must vote with their 

 conscience, saying he would do the same if he had 

 one. 

 As mustard maker Colman's announce the closure of 

 their headquarters in Norwich, major stakeholders 

 table a vote of no condiments. 

 Liam Fox describes Brexit as a "golden opportunity" for 

 international trade, with some countries offering up to 

 six magic beans for 1,000 tonnes of fish. 

 In the USA Walmart removes “hyper-sexualised”  

 Cosmopolitan magazines from view in its stores, as 

they were proving too distracting for people buying 

twelve handguns. 

Monday MAY 7th  
(May Day Bank Holiday) 

Three Sisters  
Family Festival Day 

Have you ever wondered what it’s like to drive a rally or 

race car? 

Or to enjoy handling a powerful racing kart? 

How about finding what ‘Supermoto’ motorbikes are all 

about? 

Each club that runs here at the Three Sisters Circuit will 

be performing demonstrations and showing us their skills 

through the day.  

If you have any questions or in general just want to know 

a bit more about how to get into the different motorsports 

ran here then we will have representatives from the clubs 

present on the day to help you out! 

It’s a Family Festival Day and we have rally cars, drifting 

cars, karts, motorbikes and all sorts of motorised enter-

tainment for you and the kids. 

We have just had its entire 1.5 km length completely re-

surfaced too  

Three Sisters Road 

Ashton in Makerfield 

Wigan  WN4 8DD 

www.threesisterscircuit.co.uk  

Welsh Hill Rally  
to take place at  

Walters Arena 
That's Motorsport Ltd have announced that the Welsh 
Hill Rally will take place at Walters Arena from 6-8 Ju-
ly. 

The National B event is planned to commence with two 

stages on Friday evening followed by a full day of ac-

tion on Saturday. The competition will continue on 

Sunday with the successful crews receiving their tro-

phies on Sunday evening. 

All the stages will be within the Walters complex with a 

central service area which will include a marquee and 

hot food. The event will be filmed by Special Stage and 

photographed by Songasport. 

The event has already attracted some of the top comp 

safari drivers in the country, including entries from two 

former BCCC champions. 

For further details and a link to the online entry form 

please visit www.thewelshhillrally.com. 

The event will need plenty of marshals, if you'd like to 

help please visit www.thewelshhillrally.com/marshals/. 

http://www.thewelshhillrally.com/
http://www.thewelshhillrally.com/marshals/


Grumpy Old Git  
Still Wittering On & On & On 

 

 I had only just got the last edition of Spotlight out and my 

Computer went Belly up. The PSU had failed once again (I 
seem to go through PSUs about every 18 months). Once the 

new PSU was installed it was noticed that the CPU fan was on-

ly running intermittently, so a new (and bigger) CPU fan was installed. All Tickety Boo 

on Friday the 6th of April.  

 On Saturday the 7th of April I trotted off to Ty Croes (Anglesey) to marshal on 

Longton & DMCs Anglesey Sprint Weekend. This was the first ever Sprint that I have 

Marshalled at. Being a Sprint Marshal Novice I was buddied up with a pair of experi-

enced marshals for the Saturday runs. The weather on Saturday was not the best and 
the track only started to dry up late on Saturday afternoon and consequently a lot of 

cars that had decided to call it a day suddenly came out for another run.  

` I found a few strange things compared to SV Rally Marshalling at the same venue.  

1)  I was required to wear orange overalls and fire proof gloves.  

2)  nobody checked or even looked at my msa marshals licence 

3)  I did not need to help rearrange the course after every two stages.  

4)  When a car went off - everything stopped until it was removed (and then we swept 

 the track to remove any mud) and a car shown a red flag got another run.  

5)  No chicanes to reduce the speed and road cars were running without having to 

 have very expensive seats. 

 Sunday the weather gradually improved throughout the day The competitors are 

using the International Circuit on the Sunday and with a drying breeze and eventually 
sunshine the lap times drop 

 Get home Sunday night and go to my shed to email both Alan Shaw & Dave 

Thomas to claim my Marshalling Points and my computer wont go on line. It looks like 

my Ethernet Switch has failed. A new Ethernet Switch ordered at 8pm from Amazon. 
The new Ethernet Switch is delivered before 10am on the Monday morning and I am 

back on line by 10:30 - cracking service. 

 On Sunday the 15th I was out on one of my few competitive events in 2018 : the 

Ilkley Jubilee with Pete Whitaker in the Consul Lotus Cortina Mk 1 - Report on Pages 
54 & 55 

 Just about recovered from my bout of Laryngitis (see the Ilkley Report) and I am 

off to Wern Ddu from my second event there this year - I did all bar one of the Wern 

Ddu events in 2017 . Of course - as I was marshalling at Wern Ddu - I couldn't take 
part in the London Marathon - Well there is always next year! Wern Ddu has really 

taken off and these days has a full entry of 36 cars within days of the regs going live. 

Talking of Regs - the Regs for  Clitheroe & DMCs Car Trial at Burnt House, Ingleton 

on the 10th of June have gone live and are available at www.sd34msg.org and also at 
www.clitheroedmc.co.uk 

 Saturday the 28th and another Sprint but this time at Aintree with Liverpool MC. A 

bit different as I dont have to wear orange overalls or Fireproof gloves.  Liverpool are 

very slick with getting competitors onto the Start Line and we never seem to be wait-
ing for cars. Really impressed. Report next month 

 Sunday the 29th and I am at Myerscough College for Boltons PCA/AutoSOLO. 

What a  very good event that was and very well organised. The only fault I found had 

nothing to do with the PCA the organisation or Bolton-le-Moors CC it was all down to 
Myerscough. You can tell that the dont have a catering side to the education they de-

liver. The food was terrible (I left most of it), overpriced and the service very poor. 

(just over an hour to queue behind 11 people  to serve up expensive inedible crap) 

 I dont want to frighten the Children & Horses but  I got my photo in Pacenotes 
Magazine Courtesy of Phil James (I was marshalling at Three Sisters on Blackpool 

South Shore MCs Keith Frecker Stages)  

Aintree Sprint Wern Ddu 

Ilkley Jubilee 

Ty Croes Sprint 



Inside the Industry  
with Paul Gilligan 

March Sales Down As Expected 

It came as no surprise that when the figures were released UK new car sales in March were well down, almost 16% 

down on last year in fact. Diesel car sales dropped by a massive 37%. The figures for the first quarter of the year 

are perhaps more meaningful than a single month, total over 12% down and diesel 33% down. 

Within those figures there are of course winners and losers. Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Nissan, Renault and Vauxhall are 

having a bad time. Jaguar and land Rover after a golden period for LR at least are really suffering and drastic ac-

tions are being taken (see below). Bucking the trend are Audi, BMW, Honda, Mitsubishi, SEAT, Skoda, and VW. 

Interesting that VW Group seem to have come back from the diesel emissions scandal more quickly than many ex-

pected with all 4 of their volume brands in the “winners” category. 

Alternative Fuelled Vehicles were up almost 6% on last year, hardly the boom many have been forecasting, and 

they still only represent one in every 20 new cars sold.  

 

Tesla Finds The Car Business Tough 

Tesla’s Model 3 was the car that would rescue the company from continuing losses by dramatically increasing sales 

volumes. Priced at $35000 it’s less than half the cost of other Tesla models and opens up a whole new market 

place. When it was announced over 400,000 people put down a $1000 deposit to get in the queue. 

Most of these customers are still waiting two years later. Production was supposed to running at almost 8000 cars a 

week by now. Currently it’s less than 25% of that. Tesla say they will be building 5000 Model 3 cars a week by 

June, but nobody believes them. If and when Tesla can make more than 5000 cars a week they should stop losing 

money. Until then there is every chance of them coming back to investors for more cash to keep the company go-

ing.  

 

Some Good News At Least For Vauxhall 

When Peugeot-Citroen (PSA) completed the takeover of GM Europe there were well founded fears for Vauxhall’s 

two UK production centres, Luton for vans and Ellesmere Port for cars. So there was a loud sigh of relief when it 

was recently announced that Luton was safe for the next ten years with new investment of £170M and 450 new 

jobs being created. It seems it will be some time before PSA bosses decide the future of Ellesmere Port. With the 

success of the takeover depending on cost reductions while hoping for the best I fear the worst? 

 

But Worrying News for Vauxhall Dealers 

Vauxhall is to carry out a total review of the number of dealers it has. Currently that’s about 325 yet VW sell pretty 

well the same number of new cars with less than 200 dealers. This week all Vauxhall dealers received notice of ter-

mination of their franchise agreement in two years’ time. New dealer contracts will be issued in 2020 for “those part-

ners with whom we see, for them, a stable economic future beyond 2020”. Vauxhall admitted there will be a reduc-

tion in the number of dealers they will have once this exercise is complete but won’t disclose a figure. Industry 

speculation is that around 100 of the existing Vauxhall dealers won’t be offered a new contract. 

There is also talk that Ford might be next to look at reducing its dealer network. Currently there are over 450 Ford 

car dealerships in the UK to sell about 55% more cars than Vauxhall and 60% more than VW. Not only do these 

networks need reshaping to mirror the falling market share of the manufacturers involved, there is also the gradual 

but continuing reduction in reliance on dealers as part of the buying process. (See below).  

 

What Dealerships? 

This week at an industry conference the head of Automotive for top accountants KPMG bluntly told the assembled 

dealers that they will be “largely replaced” by online retail and mobility schemes. KPMG predict a growth in manu-

facturers’ online sales with the dealer only responsible for handover (and perhaps not even that). They also forecast 

big growth in car sharing in large cities. 

Chillingly the KPMG advice ends: We expect to see new car sales by dealers to continue at close to current levels 

for a couple of years but not much longer”. 

A separate survey has only a third of customers saying they are most likely to use a showroom for their next new or 

used car purchase. Two thirds will go online using Autotrader, E bay etc. 

 Continued on Page 49  
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Dirty Finger Nails Club . . . . (Old Codgers) 
Wild Duck at Branthwaite 

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk 

www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk  

07785 293222 

Paul Gilligan  

Demand For Used Diesels Remains Strong 

While sales of new diesel cars continue to decline rapidly the used car buyer is still very much a diesel fan. Even 

though the used car buyer is normally a lower mileage user the better fuel economy of diesels remains a strong sell-

ing point. Dealers and auctions report sales of used diesels “strong”. And demand for used electric and hybrid cars 

is very strong with demand outstripping supply. 

The used market as a whole is doing better than new. Lower new car sales means less part exchanges going into 

franchised dealers. Thus they are keeping a higher percentage of them for themselves with less going out into the 

trade. This has created stock shortages which inevitable support values. There was a fear of a glut of used cars as 

PCP and Contract Hire agreements came to an end, but it seems many people have elected to extend these agree-

ments rather than buy a new car. 

 

Jaguar Land Rover Cut Production and Jobs 

After a long period when they could apparently do no wrong JLR have been badly hit by falling demand for new cars 

in general and diesels in particular. They are a company very biased towards diesels, so hurt more than average by 

customers switching to petrol or hybrid cars. In fact they have supported a lot of growth in recent years by discount-

ing heavily into the contract hire market. In 2016 and early 2017 cars like the Evoque were almost ridiculously cheap 

in terms of some of the monthly payments offered, in fact those who paid cash spent a great deal more in the end. 

Now these discounts have been cut back, lease rates are in some cases more than 50% more than they were. Inev-

itably this reduces sales and earlier this year the factory that makes Evoques and Discovery Sports reduced from 3 

shifts a day to 2 reducing production by a third at a stroke. 

Production is also being cut back at the West Midlands factories and around 1000 agency staff have seen their jobs 

terminated. JLR UK sales are down by well over 20% so far this year so clearly something had to be done   

 

More Changes At The Top for VW 

Not much more than 2 years ago in the wake of the diesel emissions scandal VW ’s then boss fell on his ceremonial 

sword and was replaced by Matthias Muller. Most observers would say given the mess he inherited he’s done a 

great job. However it seems he has not achieved the cost reductions shareholders were demanding and Herr Muller 

has been shown the door. With a generous payoff no doubt. As he was earning over 10M Euros a year he should 

manage a comfortable retirement? 

On the same night as our normal 2nd Wednesday gathering 9th May  David Agnew will be running a grass autotest for 

Wigton motor club on his land at Blackbeck which is just south of Egremont first car starting at  7pm so be there 

about 6.30 pm if you wish to be involved marshalling or competing.  Map Ref 89-027068,(Post Code CA22 2NY) its 

right beside the main A595 Egremont to Gosforth road and will have some form of rally arrows at the venue. If you 

need further information about the autotest ring Dave Agnew on 01946 841 455 or 0781018901 

Quite a few of our regulars will be competing or organising so it may be advisable to give me a ring for up to date 

information as to how many are not going to be at the Wild Duck at Branthwaite. 

Contact Keith Thomas on 01900 603073 or 07778 659 338 

mailto:pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
http://www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk


The MOT is changing to the new  

"Roadworthiness Directive" 
The MOT test will change on 20 May 2018, with new defect types, stricter rules for diesel car emissions, and some 

vehicles over 40 years old becoming exempt. 

The changes will affect cars, vans, motorcycles and other light passenger vehicles. 

Defects will be categorised differently 

Defects found during the MOT will be categorised as either: dangerous and major (fails), minor and advisory (pass). 

The category the MOT tester gives each item will depend on the type of problem and how serious it is. 

Testers will still give advice about items you need to monitor. These are advisories. 

This article is in relation to the New Diesel Emission Test. 

There will be stricter limits for emissions from diesel cars with a diesel particulate filter (DPF). A DPF captures and 

stores exhaust soot to reduce emissions from diesel cars. Check your car’s handbook if you don’t know if your car 

has a DPF. 

Your vehicle will get a major fault if the MOT tester: 

1. Can see smoke of any colour coming from the exhaust 

2. Finds evidence that the DPF has been tampered with or removed 

3. Exceeds the emission level for that vehicle 

Vehicles will be tested to the manufacturer’s plate value (when present), or a 

new lower default limit for newer vehicles. 

1. How to find the manufacturer’s plate value 

The ‘plate value’ is the emission limit specified by the vehicle manufacturer. You 

can find it on the vehicle manufacturer’s VIN plate. The one with the 17 digit 

chassis number on it usually under the bonnet, on the front door pillar or even 

on the boot floor (most Fiats). 

It will be a number (usually in a box) and often at the bottom-right corner of the 

plate. 

Where there is a visible plate value then that will be applied by the tester. If 

there isn't one or it's missing or illegible then the default limit based on the vehi-

cles age and type will apply, see below. 

Example 1 

In this example, a 2007 Saab 1.9 TiD, the plate value is 0.50. Pre 20/5/18 the 

value for this car was 3.0.  As you can see this is a much lower amount and as 

it has a DPF it will need to meet the new limit. An earlier 2006 version I tested 

without a DPF showed 1.2, but this will still only need to meet the default limit of 

3.0 

Example 2 

In this example, a 2012 Ford Tourneo (Transit Minibus), the plate value is 0.53 

with a DPF. Pre 20/5/18 the value for this van was 1.5.  As you can see this too 

is a lower amount but not as severe as the Saab. 

Example 3 

In this example, a 2001 Mercedes ML, the plate value is 0.8 but as it hasn't got a DPF it stays at the default turbo 

limit of 3.0, this one went through at 0.68 when I tested it. 

The new default limits are 

Vehicle first used                                         Type                     Value 

1. First used before July 2008     Non-turbo    2.5m-1 or plate value if lower   

                                                              Turbo  3.0m-1 or plate value if lower 

2. First used on or after 1 July 2008 All diesels       1.5m-1 or plate value if lower 

3. First used on or after 1 January 2014 All diesels  0.7m-1 or plate value if lower 

Remember this only applies if your vehicle is fitted with a DPF. Generally all vehicles after mid 2008 are fitted with 

them but not all. If they aren't then the default limits will apply. 

I hope this helps explain the new Diesel MOT rules 

The information contained has been taken from DVSA provided publications, emails and websites as well as from the author. More infor-
mation is available on the gov website under the MOT headings or www.gov.uk/dvsa E&OE 

Andy Williams  : U17MC (NW) 

http://www.gov.uk/dvsa


Lancashire .A.C 

St Georges Day Tour 
April 22nd 

One of the first events I marshalled at was Lancashire Automo-

bile Club's Demdike Rally way back in the 60's. That event may 

be long gone but given the opportunity it is always great to rekin-

dle the spirit. This year we decided to follow in the tracks of the 

Pendle witches (otherwise know as Demdikes) quite literally. 

So a lot of research was undertaken to get together the story be-

hind the events surrounding the Witches. Based on this research 

a route was put together starting from Blackburn Northern Sports 

in Blackburn and visiting many of the places associated with the 

witches. For example passing Read Hall where the Magistrate 

interviewed Mother Demdike and Roughlee home of Alice Nutter 

and of course the route they walked to Lancaster over the Trough 

of Bowland for their trail at Lancaster Castle. 

Now the route and the story came together with a Route Book 

which not only gave simple 'tulip' directions but also told the story 

of the Demdikes. On the day we had over 70 entries and all we 

needed was good weather. Sadly this was not the case for the 

early part of the run - we were truly experiencing 'Mist over 

Pendle'! 

We had arranged with Lancaster Castle to use their grounds as a 

control and to give a classic car show. We had parking for about 

30 cars but an entry of over 70. To manage this trick we held the 

cars until the parking area was full then started releasing cars as 

more arrived making a sort of moving car show which proved 

very popular with the waiting public. The Castle is well worth  visit 

by the way and is where the witches were held awaiting trial. 

Most were found guilty and our final bit of the story took us 

through Lancaster to Williamson Park - formerly known as Hang-

mans Hill for a short comfort break. 

To get back to Blackburn we chose to follow in the steps, or ra-

ther wheel tracks of our forebears by using many of the roads 

followed by pioneering Lancashire Automobile Club members in 

an early run to Lancaster in 1903. 

Back at Blackburn Northern Spots the entrants shared a buffet 

and stories of the day. All in all a thoroughly enjoyable event. 

By the way it is very nice of Kate and Prince William to pay tribute 

to the LAC by naming their some Louis Arthur Charles! 

Chris Lee  :  Lancashire A.C.  

Photos Courtesy of Brian Taylor 

Whitedog Photography 

www.whitedogphotography.co.uk  



Cup and Rings  
on the  

Ilkley Grand National 
March 24th 2018 

Most of you will of heard of the Grand National horse race but 

how many have heard of the Ilkley and District Motor Clubs mo-

torcycle Grand National? Born in 1926 this time and observation-

al trial has been a popular battle of man and machinery against 

open moorland,  fast flowing streams and bogs that have claimed 

both flat capped and lycra clad competitors over the years. 

Bruised ribs ache as tales of journeys over the handlebars are 

exchanged in raised voices between the gathering of vans and 

peat clad trials riders during their post event de brief to anyone 

who will listen! It’s a real test of endurance, speed and of course 

skill in both trials riding and covering rough, usually unseen ter-

rain, at speed. 

However, perhaps the greatest challenge in today’s world of 

preservation and frowned upon motor sport is making the event 

run in the first place. The route is much shorter than it was back 

in the days of black and white, when you were just as likely to see 

the riders wearing trench coats and drawing inspiration and nerve 

through a Camel cigarette as you are to see a risk assessment in 

the organisers pack today. Crowds use to come by the bus load 

to watch the riders tackle the infamous Kex Beck and then crack 

and bang off up the moors, in to the distance. The risk assess-

ment nowadays asks if the crowds are safely separated from the 

sections, well yes, there aren’t any crowds anymore! 

As well as gaining the ACU permit and landowners permission 

the following bodies also need to be notified and their permission 

granted, Natural England, Historic England, North Yorkshire 

Rights of Way and this year the Inspectorate of Ancient Monu-

ments wanted a word! Dotted next to and in close proximity of 

previous and the current route are ancient monuments of later 

Neolithic and early Bronze Age cup and ring marked stones. 

While an inconvenience these are also fascinating insight in to 

our ancestors who didn’t concern themselves with keeping their 

feet on the foot pegs or taking a tactical dab, they wanted to know 

where they were and where the next meal was coming from. After 

a very brief bit of research the internet tells me ‘cup and ring 

stones consist of a concave depression, no more than a few cen-

timetres across, pecked into a rock surface and often surrounded 

by concentric circles also etched into the stone. Sometimes a lin-

ear channel called a gutter leads out from the middle.’ That was 

actual modern day cut and paste there! 

So, a 10 mile route with 20 sections which is covered two or three 

times as fast as possible by competitors on motor bikes, which 

can set you back £7,000 if you get the all singing and super light 

one, runs over ground that is littered with art left by our ancestors 

over 2.6 million years ago! It’s mind blowing when you think about 

it, £7,000 for a trials bike!!! Errr… I mean 2.6 million years ago 

early stone age people were chipping away at the rocks on the 

moors totally unaware of the consequences their actions may 

have in the distant future. 

Continued on Page 53 



Ilkley Grand National 
Continued from Page 52 

Many Ilkley members have taken on the Grand National 

clerk of course duties including Maurice Rispin and Barry 

Robinson. The current master of the ring is Adrian Tate 

who has to ensure the riders, giddy with excitement and 

WD40 fumes, do as they are told in order to preserve the 

event and make sure they stick to the intended route and 

not leave a Michelin shaped adaptation to the art work left 

by our Stone Age cousins. I think he would have more luck 

herding cats because once the riders allotted 30 second 

slot comes up they are off and tend to follow previous rid-

ers tracks rather than the route markers. All his hard work 

and communication with the landowners and various stake 

holders can be undone by one stray competitor and keep-

ing an event like this running year to year takes a lot of 

hard work and dedication. 

And all Adrian’s hard work is rewarded by around 60 huge 

grins as the competitors start to trickle in, some with bro-

ken machinery but none with broken spirits. To ensure all 

riders are safely back they have to hand their riders bibs in 

and they are usually high on adrenalin and covered head 

to toe in peat from the bogs they have had to cross or dig 

their bikes out of. A common sight is gaffa tape around the 

top of the riders boots to stop them from filling up with hun-

dreds of years of leaf decay and ice cold water! The words’ 

I’ll be back next year’ ‘superb event’ and ‘thank you’ are common place and the satisfaction of achievement for the 

riders who have completed the event keeps them on a high for days.  

Then the next bunch of enthusiastic participants in the event turn up, the observers! Having carried out this task I 

understand just what a difficult yet enjoyable day out observing on the Grand National is! Some sections are on the 

side of hills exposed to the elements, others are in the middle of nowhere and only accessible by foot unless you 

are a competent trials rider! As they arrive at the club caravan with their section markers and score cards clutched 

tightly in their frozen hands they too start relaying tales of impressive dismounts from bikes and riders whose num-

bers weren’t clear due to the amount of bog matter they had on them and their bikes. It’s a great atmosphere and 

again one of accomplishment for the hardy observers who make the whole day worth it because without a score the 

event would simply be a thrash around moorland over ancient artifacts on expensive machinery! 

And that’s it, day complete! Everyone is buzzing, 3 months of preparation and hard work are over in 3 hours and 

everyone goes home and reflects on a great day………except chief results guru and her right hand time keeper, 

Jane and Francis Tindall, who know they have a long night ahead of them deciphering the score cards! And what a 

job they have! Adrenalin fueled riders whose eyes are stinging from the cold air and flying peat arrive at the sections 

with the intention of clearing them as quickly as possible and if there is another rider already tackling that section 

they will ride around or over them to keep their momentum up! The observer has to watch all riders in the section, 

record their individual scores and capture their numbers! It can be manic and requires huge amounts of concentra-

tion. The score cards sometimes come back with as much muck on them as the riders especially if the observers 

get in the firing line of a spinning back wheel and are covered in the resulting debris. After lots of referencing and re 

checking a result is achieved and released for scrutiny by the riders. 

It is a fantastic and unique event, with only two others like it still running over this type of terrain. Like all events it 

takes a lot of putting on but with so many stake holders requiring their specific requests are met the challenges are 

mounting and our merry band of observers are also starting to feel the cold. Ilkley and District Motor Club was initial-

ly born as a motorcycle club and has a rich history of successful motorcyclists on a local and national level and is 

well known for its excellent motorcycle events. Hopefully this heritage will continue and be supported by its own 

members and local clubs alike, the future is in your hands! 

Thank you to everyone for making the event the success it is and a special thanks to Adrian and Jane for all their 

hard work to make the event run and give so many a Grand National day out! 

 Neil (Basket Weaver) Raven 

 Pictures courtesy of Kath Pickard 



 Looking at the above title you might be thinking that Pete 

Whitaker and I did the ‘Historic Rally’. Well we didnt. We 

opted to do the simple stuff the ‘Run’. You do all the Tests 

and all the Regularities but dont have to mess around fry-

ing your brain working out where you should be going us-

ing complex navigation. For us it was relatively simple with 

a Tulip Roadbook and Pre-Printed maps. 

 As soon as entries opened I sent off our entry for the 

‘Run’and the completely forgot about it until mid March. Al-

so in March I received an email from  Charlie Wheeldon 

(Chief Marshal on the Kick Start RoD) asking if I would be 

available to marshal on the Kick. Nothing else on so I said 

yes (blame it on my being pre-occupied with the Primrose)  

Next I got a call from Mark Dixon - Was I available to Navi-

gate for him on the Kick - of course I was (hadn't I just vol-

unteered to Marshal - NB remember to cancel with Charlie 

Wheeldon). A week goes by and it suddenly dawns on me 

that the Ilkley clashes with the Kick. I contact Mark and say 

that as I have said I will do the Kick with him then I will but 

can he try to find a replacement for me if at all possible. 

Three years ago I did both events (back to back) and I was 

OK on the morning stuff but by the afternoon I was drop-

ping asleep on the Road sections. I then get a call from 

Matt Hewlett who asks me if I know of anyone wanting a 

navigator for the Kick. Like a shot Matt is given Marks Tele-

phone number and email address. Problem solved. 

 On Wednesday the 11th I call round at my youngest 

daughters to do the Grandad bit and take my granddaugh-

ter to and from Nursery. Her baby sister has a bit of a cold 

but I am not at my daughters very long. On Saturday morn-

ing (2 am) I wake up coughing & sneezing . Looks like I 

have caught my granddaughters cold.  I dont seem to be 

suffering very much from this cold on Saturday and wonder 

if its just a 24hr thing. On the morning of the Jubilee I am 

on the road to Ilkley by 6:30 am and arrive just after 

7:30am. Whilst waiting for Pete Whitaker to turn up I find 

myself chatting away to Ron Beecroft like we were old pals. 

Could be seeing more of him on future classics. 

 Pete had run the Cortina through Noise & Scrutineering 

on the Saturday evening and had even calibrated the trip. 

Once he arrived we signed on and grabbed breakfast be-

fore even looking at the route or test instructions. With a 

wait of a tad over 2 hours to our start time we had a mosey 

round the plethora of exotic machinery 

Photos Above Courtesy of Melissa Peakman 
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Ilkley Jubilee 

Continued from Page 54 

 Seems like forever before we depart MTC 1 on our due time at 9:49 

more so because the early runners were back at the Millstones (MTC 1 & 

MTC 2 & finish) after doing Regularities 1 and 2.  

` Eventually we are off.    Remember the visit to my daughters and me 

saying that I was not suffering any ill effects?. Well, I wasn't. . . That is I 

wasn't until we left MTC 1 and then on Regularity 1 my voice disappeared 

and from then on all instructions for the regularities and the tests were all 

hand signals. 6 Regularities and eleven tests . . .  Bugger  (It is now the 

Friday after the Jubilee and my voice is only just returning) Thank Good-

ness we are only doing the Run which uses only tulips and distances. 

None of this complicated Navigation stuff. Might be able to cope with that. 

Not a chance of doing the other and keeping track of time whilst busily 

gesticulating when to speed up/ slow down and where to turn.  The long-

est regularity is around 2 hours and with only one wrong slot (an Over-

shoot) all day on the road sections . . .  Chuffed to bits . . . Sort of 

 Whilst I was relatively pleased to have got round the road sections with 

almost no faults (penalties for being early and late yes)  but the Tests 

were going to be a lot harder. (Test one was Cancelled) 

 Test Two : Overshot the Stop Astride line  

 Test Three: Wrong way round a cone  

 Test Four : Got it right ! 

 Test Five : Going wrong way and anchored up. Stalled Car.  

  Car following us into the test did 3600 round us and the cone.  

  Eventually got the car started - Test Maximum 

 Test Six (a rerun of Test Two) Got it right this time 

Break for lunch at Pateley Bridge. We park up and grab a sandwich and a 

cup of coffee. Back to the car for the second half & the starter motor jams.  

It wont free off with rocking so its out with spanners to loosen it off. Anoth-

er attempt at rocking with it loosened and we are off.  

 Three Regularities & 6 Tests to go. 

 No Wrong Slots on the Regularities - Still not as good getting the tim-

ing spot on but Hey Ho 

 Test Seven  :  No Problem 

 Test Eight :   No Problem 

 Test Nine :   No Problem 

 Test Ten :  No Problem  (must be getting the hang of Handsignals !) 

 Test Eleven  : A Run on Scargill Reservoir. A bit of over exuberance 

 saw us sideways on the grass triangle. Downhill and two sets of 

 Chicanes. The second set is a bit muddy and we slide past a cone. 

 Lock up and try to reverse and it stalls and does not want to restart. 

 Marshals Bumpstart us but the car behind has now passed us.  

 Bugger 

 Despite the cock ups and lack of voice a very enjoyable run out 

Maurice Ellison  : Clitheroe & DMC 

Dam Willan / Simon Frost 

Ron Beecroft / Kevin Savage 

Paul Crosby/ Andy Pullen Pete Tyson / Neil Harrison Martyn Taylor (Driving) 



Sunday 25th March 2018 

This was the 9th running of the North Yorkshire Classic Rally 

and shows this format of rallying proves ever popular amongst 

competitors.  Roger Burkhill returned as clerk or the course 

ably assisted by Suzanne Barker and the pair had organised 

the same fantastic venue at Hawkhills south of Easingwold, the 

same start position as my only other attempt at this rally in 

2016 

A high quality field assembled with last year’s winner Darell 

Staniforth navigated by his daughter Nicky seeded at 1.  It 

would not be easy for them with Paul Crosby/Andy Pullan re-

united again in the green 911 and Warren/Tullie in the orange 

911 chasing them, both pairings prodigious winners on historic 

road rallies. I was grateful that I came across James Griffiths 

and James Howell (seeded car 2) before the start as they had 

played a significant part in making sure my father and I were ok 

on the Devils Own after we found ourselves upside down and 

stuck in a burn.  In doing so they had given up any hope of a 

good result and I am very grateful for their assistance, as I am 

to top lads Kev Haworth and Phil Griffiths who continue to take 

the piss, adding light to a dark situation. 

In this event I was paired with John Abel, originally in his mk1 

RS2000, but a late change moved us into the Sunbeam Tiger, 

now that’s a car!  4.7ltrs of V8 with the soundtrack to match, 

although a rolling road tune had still left an intermittent misfire 

which continued to the end of the event, fortunately only on part 

throttle…. we didn’t come across that situation much on the 

tests! 

The route outlined was a clockwise tour of York and the myriad 

of roads and whites at the organisers disposal.   After 3 quick 

tests at Tholthorpe, Staniforth was leading, a rare cone penalty 

for Crosby showing how tight some of the tests were.  Test 4 

was an opportunity to regroup and watch the master in action, 

throwing the Mini around and flicking it into a 360 was a good 

way to fire ourselves up.  Not that the tiger took any notice, 

gracefully spinning off throttle and dropping a few seconds. 

The first regularity was a pre-plot and a case of missing black-

spots with a sneaky LWR triangle on the opposite side of the 

roads at Yearsley gravel heaps, catching out Griffiths/Howell 

who came screaming back past us after doubling back.  Sadly 

an incorrect sign instruction at Skewsby meant the final two 

controls were scrubbed, keeping the results tight at the top. 

Continued on Page 57 



North Yorkshire Classic 

Continued from Page 56 

Following coffee some more test entertainment at East Moor 

airfield and even the bank got a taste of sunbeam power as a 

little nudge set us back straight to the finish of test 5.  John 

Haygarth was by now getting himself well involved with the 

fight at the top in the forever sideways Kadette navigated by 

Bob Hargreaves, a technicality on the regs ruling them out lat-

er of a top position. 

Reg 2 was relatively simple with many crews dropping very 

little time, despite the reg starting on private land the first con-

trol was over 2miles away, double bluff from the organisers 

perhaps?? 

Reg 3 dropped us onto map 105 and a chance encounter with 

a motorbike rally going the other way caused momentary cha-

os trying to exit a t-junction which for some may have distract-

ed them from the road sign they were supposed to speed 

change at.  Stephen Johnson/Dave Taylor in the RS2000 were 

best here dropping 9s over 5 timing points, impressive work 

from the new pairing. 

Test 8 would be repeated was a fantastic blast round the auc-

tion mart at Murton, crews could let the cars run a bit here with 

fast hairpins and slaloms on gravel allowing a bit of slip.  

Haygarth was commanding here taking 8s from Staniforth over 

two tests, very quick piloting. 

On the homeward run now and Reg 4 saw the demise of not 

only Isherwood and Canavan in the Datsun due to a code-

board miss but also Nick Bloxham and Richard Crozier due to 

an errant exhaust, both crews ruing missing opportunity for 

HRCR points on their 2018 challenge.  We had other issues in 

the tiger as it suddenly cut out, not to be coaxed into life.  I sat 

and plotted reg 6 while John worked on the car, what can I 

say?  I was never in doubt it would come round!  Still unsure of 

the issue a change of coil got the car started and we flew down 

the A64 to catch up some of our lost time. 

Tests 10-12 were extremely slippy due to copious amounts of 

animal matter potentially causing cone penalties for front run-

ners Dave Leadbetter and Cath Woodman but it was Stan-

iforth’s to lose over the last two regs. 

Reg 5 included a “miss slot right” from the map which on the 

ground was dubious at best, shown above.  This caused my-

self a John a momentary pause as we stopped to look at the 

hairpin slot right that we did want 100m further on.  It turned 

out to be correct (thanks codeboard) and we proceeded on 

with 5s late our penalty at the reg finish, not horrendous but a 

bit scrappy. 

Our final regularity was part pre-plot and part plot and bash.  

Fortunately the speed change was at the first control.  My ap-

proach is get the driver on the right road and then leave him 

while I plot.  Giving him a speed check before we get to 2 

miles.  This proved a good tactic as we were the only crew to 

clean the first two controls.  A cheeky codeboard in a layby off 

the a19 didn’t catch out many crews, which is just as well as it 

provided a speed change as well. 
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2018 NESCRO CALENDAR 

NESCRO 
Historic Motorsport In The 

North Of England & Scotland 

HISTORIC / Classic Rounds 
May   5th/6th    Berwick   

June   10th       Shaw Trophy  

June   24th      Lake District  

July   15th       Northern Dales  

August  12th       Blue Streak 

Sept.    9th        Wearside 

Sept.  16th       Doonhamer  

October  14th      Solway Historic Rally     

November  18th  Saltire       

TARGA Rounds  
May   5th/6th    Berwick  

June     3rd.      Ilkley Targa 

June     3rd  Dumfries Targa 

June   10th       Shaw Trophy 

June   24th      Lake District  

July   15th       Northern Dales  

August  12th       Blue Streak 

Sept.    9th        Wearside 

Sept.  16th       Doonhamer  

October  14th      Solway Historic Rally   

November  18th  Saltire       

HEXHAM & DMC 
NORTHERN DALES 

Classic Trophy 

15th July 
Eastgate Weardale 

 

20 Tests  
All on Tarmac 

No Road Mileage 

Regs & Enquiries 
Ed Graham 

edgraham01@sky.com  

A lengthy section on private land took us northwards but 

the tricks weren’t over yet with a NAM junction south west 

of Stillington and a final loop to the east of Easingwold 

which if missed would mean a missed control. 

At the finish it was Darrel and Nicky Staniforth who took 

the spoils, built off the back of being fastest on the tests 

with a solid 5th place performance on the regularities.  

Crosby/Pullan took 2nd overall with Andy taking top per-

formance on the regs at 46s dropped over some 100 

miles of regularities.  I was very pleased with 3rd overall 

with John in the Tiger, especially after the tribulations on 

the 2nd half and we just snuck in front of Warren/Tullie in 

the afternoon tests who came 4th 4s later. 

Thanks must go to the York Motor club for a well-

organised and very well marshalled event.  They even 

organised that amazing sunshine which if I’m honest was 

a bit blinding at times, so room for improvement there…. 

Niall Frost  

In the Hot Seat of Car 4 Driven by John Abel 

North Yorkshire Classic 

Continued from Page 57 

Photos Courtesy of Tony North 

Tony Blair and Nigel Farage somehow ended up at the 

same barber shop. As they sat there, each being worked 

on by a different barber, not a word was spoken. The bar-

bers were both afraid to start a conversation, for fear it 

would turn to politics. 

As the barbers finished their shaves, the one who had 

Blair in his chair reached for the aftershave.  Blair was 

quick to stop him, jokingly saying, "No thanks. My wife, 

Cherie, will smell that and think I've been in a brothel." 

The second barber turned to Nigel and said, "How about 

you, Mr. Farage ?" Nigel replied, "Go right ahead, my wife 

doesn't know what the inside of a brothel smells like".  

South of Scotland Car Club Ltd  

The William Paterson  
Memorial Targa Rally  

Sunday 3rd June 2018  
Regulations available at  

http://www.soscc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/
Targa-Rally-2018-Regs-fully-complete-with-car-info1.pdf 



National Drive it Day 
Sunday 22nd April  

There was a great turnout at Dalemain for National Drive it Day,  Graeme 

Forrester and the marshals from Wigton Motor club did a great job organising 

such an event, I hope they did well with the charity collection. 

Some 2nd Wed regulars were on the run from Mockerkin which unfortunately 

saw rather nasty rain and sleet as we left the start, this persisted for first six 

miles or so before it ceased, after that it was a dry day rather blustery at 

times but at Dalemain  it remained dry  all day and even sunny at times.. 

Myke Pocock came down from Carlisle to Mockerkin and did the run in his 

immaculate Locost, Mark Powley came all the way from Penrith in his little 

Austin 7 Chummy only to drive back again to Penrith of course but via 

Caldbeck and Mungrisdale rather than the A66 following loosely the run Chris 

Spencer kindly devised. 

Terry and Harold arrived at Dalemain with their better halves after attending 

church in their Alvis and Morris Minor respectively, Edwin had a chauffeur 

driven day out in Simon Riley’s Porsche, Eric Smith arrived in his Chummy 

then went back to Bassenthwaite and did a round the lake race in the after-

noon that had some very difficult sailing conditions in the blustery conditions 

from all reports. John Hunter and Janice were in the SLK Merc, John and 

Maz Sloan gave their TR4 another run out as did Chris and Barbara Spencer 

who were in the Karman Ghia, all these folk having just done a 368 mile two 

day Galloway Gallop tour on Friday and Saturday. 

Alan Smith brought Pat De Redder in the 1928 Model A but had starter motor 

problems so parking on a hill or having some pushers had to be considered. 

A very bubbly local lady Barbara Burnyeat drove her Frogeye Sprite very 

gamely with hood down from the Mockerkin start all on her own as her friend 

was unable to come at last minute. Barbara and I went to school together and 

to the same singing teacher for private lessons on Saturday mornings. We 

each paid two shillings and sixpence per week to sing in Mrs Bennets 

“Blackbirds” choir in Workington, just how good I was  can be judged by the fact that I paid my 2s 6d each week but 

when singing in music festivals Mrs Bennett told me I had to mime, I was very good at miming but I still haven’t im-

proved at singing. 

Malcolm Bobbitt was taking photos of various cars at Dalemain including Chris Spencer’s mate Dido’s Lincoln Conti-

nental, he will probably need two images to get all of this monstrous car on it is so long and so wide. 

I introduced Dickie Milne to a chap called Phil Thompson from Brough who found the gathering was on when listening 

to his breakfast radio, Phil worked for many years building ash frames for several vintage Bentley restorers but whilst 

chatting it turned out the both worked in the aircraft industry many years ago. Dickie was a former airport manager at 

Carlisle but prior to that he worked on electronic systems on Vulcan bombers, funnily enough Phil worked on Vulcans 

at the same time before his change of trade and his foray into ash framing. Phil would enjoy coming over on the 

2nd Wednesdays I’m sure as he was a volunteer at the steam railway near Brough, these are the sort of hobbies all 

our guys seem to be involved with. 

Chris Hodson was wandering around rather furtively wondering what car to buy next probably as there were so many 

cars of the type Chris has owned. I’m sorry if I’ve missed any of you but with so much going on my brain finds it hard 

to keep up and remember who I was speaking to ! 

Robert and Di Gate probably had to get up early just to decide which car to take to the Mockerkin start venue,  it must 

be hell deciding which of their superb cars to use. 

The open Vintage Bentley could stay in garage as weather wasn’t good, 1930s vintage saloon could have been a 

contender or maybe his latest new Bentley with all the bells and whistles, there again possibly some of the Bentleys 

in his collection if latest models weren’t acceptable. How about the air cooled  Porsche 911 he’s had that since new in 

the 70s or the Merc CLK 500. The D type Jag has no hood so that’s out but E type  Reg number PEE 22 is a fixed 

head coupe although in racing trim so maybe wouldn’t get out of second gear so that one discounted too. The two 

other E Types have hardtops so they could have been serious contenders although on the narrow twisty roads the 

1966 Cooper S would have been ideal but straight cut gears are noisy so lets see what else to choose from. 

New Range Rovers aren’t sports cars so have another look in the garages, ah just the job a Jag MK2 Saloon with 

tuned engine, it’s been converted to electric windows instead of those funny fiddly things where you have to actually 

wind them up yourself, that will do nicely sir. 

I imagine that was the scenario before they left home so how much easier it is for the rest of us with only one or may-

be two cars to choose from. 

So the season is now well under way, I hope everyone has an enjoyable one and a safe one.  

Keith Thomas 



A DAY OUT IN MARENELLO 
 In times past one of my responsibilities was our truck deal-

ership. Initially Ford then in the mid 1980s Iveco, the commer-

cial vehicle arm of Fiat formed a joint venture with Ford in the 

UK to form Iveco Ford Truck (IFT). This was in fact in effect a 

Fiat takeover and some years later they bought out Ford’s 

remaining shares. From the start all day to day management 

control was in Iveco’s hand.  

 Their UK boss was a hard living hard drinking hard swear-

ing Kiwi called Alan Fox, sadly no longer with us. Ironically 

having started his UK career with Ford Trucks before moving 

to Iveco Alan ended up running the combined show. To say 

that Alan’s management style was “dictatorial” is a bit like 

saying “King Herod wasn’t very nice to children”. Our relation-

ship got off to a rocky start but surprisingly (as there were 

clearly no shared traits between us) we ended up getting on 

famously and became very good friends. 

 Iveco’s main objective was to sell maximum weight heavy 

trucks, an area in which Ford had been weak. In our area we 

of course had Eddie Stobart Ltd, one of the largest fleets in 

the country at that time (and still!). Before the Iveco takeover 

we’d had some success selling Stobarts the heaviest truck 

Ford had at the time because for a while we had advantages 

in both fuel consumption and weight. Alan was determined 

we should build on the good relationship we had with Sto-

barts to sell them lots of Iveco trucks. 

 We tried everything! Demonstrators were supplied free, as 

was driver training to ensure the best performance and econ-

omy was wrung out of the trucks. Eye watering discounts 

were offered because we faced a very uphill struggle of oust-

ing market leaders Volvo and Scania. Twice we took the late 

Edward and William Stobart and their wives for a long week-

end to the Monaco GP where everything was 5 star. 

 We made some progress, but not enough. I lost count of 

how many times my phone rang with Alan on the other end 

asking “Why aren’t we selling more ******g trucks to Stobarts? 

Then one day I was in IFT’s head office in Watford for a meet-

ing with their Sales Director, Stobarts not on the agenda. Part 

way through the door opened and Alan’s secretary popped in 

with a request that I go to his office as soon as this meeting 

was over. A LOT like being summoned to see the Headmas-

ter. So a few minutes later I walked down what looked like a very very long corridor to the big office at the end. Alan 

was on good form. “I’ve got a money can’t buy offer for Edward and William” he said. “You know Fiat own Iveco 

AND Ferrari don’t you?” 

 I explained that I was in fact aware of that. “Right” he replied “I can get a Maranello factory visit for the two Sto-

barts you and I in December. Get on that phone and fix it now.”  Then I had to get past Edward’s PA the redoubtable 

Debbie. About as easy as Hitler getting to Moscow! Having assured her in blood that the purpose of my call was 

NOT to sell trucks eventually I got through. When I offered the visit in December Edward immediately said “YES”. 

Then I asked if he needed to know what date in December. He replied that so long as it wasn’t the 25th they would 

both be there. 

  So it was arranged and early one morning after a good dinner in an airport hotel the 4 of us left Manchester for 

a short flight to Milan. On arrival we were met by a Fiat driver in one of those Lancia saloons they briefly made with 

a Ferrari V8 engine. Clearly the guy was upset that he hadn’t got an F1 seat with the Scuderia that year and pro-

ceeded to show us for the next 90 minutes that he was quick enough to deserve it. So not surprisingly we arrived in 

Marenello well ahead of schedule 

  Continued on Page 61 



A day out in Marenello 

Continued from Page 60 

 I filled in an hour by taking the guests to the museum in 

the centre of town, full of various wonderful red cars. I’d 

asked Edward the previous night if he had any interest in 

owning a Ferrari and he’d said no to that. However he began 

to warm and pointed at an F40 and asked if that was one he 

should consider if he was going to but one? I responded that 

this was in fact a race car for the road and a better starter 

would be the recently introduced F355, but that the waiting 

list for that was 3 years. 

 We then repaired to the Cavallino restaurant across the 

road from the factory where Enzo would have lunch (in a 

private room) every day. The photos and memorabilia on the 

walls were for me breathtaking. Next we started our tour. 

Now I’ve done loads of car, van, and truck factory tours over 

the years, and most of the time I simply hated them. OK the 

wood and leather shops at Browns Lane were wonderful but 

not much else.  This was very different. The alloy engine 

blocks and cylinder heads were cast on site, the same de-

partment at that time cast the F1 engines. Then every engine was “run in” in a test cell controlled by an operative 

standing just outside a bullet proof glass door. With a smile they would blip the brand new unit to max rpm just to 

hear it. 

 In every other factory I’d seen the production line moved at a pre determined speed and it was up to the workers 

to do their jobs at the speed required. At Marenello then (it may be different now) the car arrived at a work station to 

have certain operations carried out like say wiring or plumbing. Only when the team had finished that to their satis-

faction did it move in. 

 As we left darkness was falling and a batch of new cars were returning from the road test all had at that time. You 

know when a car smells HOT and everything is crackling as they gradually cool? For sure these hadn’t been for a 

gentle run round the block, in fact they’d been up in the mountains just to the north. How do you get a job like that?         

 As the afternoon went on Edward’s enthusiasm grew, and on the way back to Milan he asked was it really 3 

years’ wait for a 355. I said I’d see what I could do.  A pleasant dinner in Milan followed and next morning I had an 

early breakfast meeting with Alan whilst the Stobarts slept. A call was made and a 12 month delivery was agreed, 

which is what current F1 drivers other than Ferrari were waiting at that time. 

 Delighted with that result I relayed it to Edward on the plane home thinking I’d swum the Channel. The reply was 

simple and firm: “Thanks, but I don’t like waiting”. 

Next month: 

Episode 2.  

Does Edward get his Ferrari?  

And if so when?  

Does Father Christmas really exist?  

Paul Gilligan 
pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk         www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk  

07785 293222 

mailto:pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
http://www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
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ROB JONES  

ANNOUNCES  

RETIREMENT AS MSA  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
After twelve years at the MSA including 

the last four and a half years as Chief 

Executive, Rob Jones has announced 

that he is taking early retirement, effec-

tive from 31 May 2018.  
“Ahead is the promise of another very significant era 

with an evolving role for the MSA led by a new Chair-

man together with a new Board and I believe that the 

timing is right for me to move on, having achieved what 

I had been tasked to do,” said Jones.  

“Having travelled from marshal via competitor and kart-

ing dad to Chief Executive of the governing body, I’ve 

engaged with and enjoyed every possible aspect of the 

sport and it’s been a privilege to hold overall responsi-

bility for what has never been just a job.”  

MSA Chairman, David Richards CBE, said: “On behalf 

of the Board I would like to thank Rob for all that he’s 

achieved during his twelve years at the MSA. Securing 

the legislation for closed public road events in England 

and Wales is a legacy he can feel rightly proud of and 

we all wish him well for the future.”  

Jones, who is a solicitor, is deputy to FIA President for 

Sport, Graham Stoker, on the FIA World Motor Sport 

Council and a member of both the FIA’s ASN Develop-

ment Task Force and Anti-Doping Commission. He was 

inaugural President of the FIA Ethics Committee and is 

an FIA Steward.  

DETAILS OF INTER-
ASSOCIATION AUTOSOLO 

CONFIRMED  
Boundless by CSMA Club will host the 
2018 MSA Inter-Association AutoSOLO 
near Lymm in Cheshire on 24 June.  

The club will organise a National B & Clubman’s AutoSO-
LO, Autotest and Production Car Autotest (PCA) at Poplar 
2000 Motorway Services (M6 J20/M56 J9). The National B 
AutoSOLO event will comprise the following classes:  

(A)  Production Saloon Cars up to 13’ (3.96m) overall 
 length and up to 1400cc (Must have all seats & trim 
 fitted)  

(B)  Production Saloon Cars up to 13’ (3.96m) overall 
 length and over 1400cc (Must have all seats & trim 
 fitted)  

(C)  Production Saloon Cars over 13’ (3.96m) overall l
 ength (Must have all seats & trim fitted)  

(D)  Series Production Sports Cars hood down or hood up. 
 (Must have all seats & trim fitted)  

(E)  All other cars (including low volume sports cars e.g. 
 Westfield’s and Caterham’s) and Rally prepared cars.  

Any Regional Association may nominate an A team and a 
B team in classes A to E, with three drivers per team but 
no more than one each from classes B, D and E or two 
from B, D and E combined.  

Entries are open until Monday 18 June. All entries must be 
made on the official form and accompanied by the appro-
priate fee (£30 per competitor). Due to time constraints, 
entries will not be accepted on the day.  

For further information, please email the  
Entries Secretary and Event Secretary on  

steven.butler9@btinternet.com.  

LATEST REGULATION 
CHANGES PUBLISHED  

The latest MSA General Regulation changes proposed by 
Motor Sports Council and approved by the MSA Board 
include a return to the use of red flags in stage rallying to 
align with FIA rules. Procedural use of the reds flags has 
also been amended following the Fatal Accident Inquiry 
(FAI) report.  

Other changes include updates to section C to align the 
judicial process in long circuit karting with circuit racing, 
rather than short circuit karting.  

Changes to section K reflect new helmet standards and 
updated expiry dates, while amended rules in section P 
introduce frontal head restraints (FHRs) to certain Cross 
Country disciplines.  

Section Q has been updated to clarify that vehicles in jun-
ior car racing must comply with MSA Junior Formulae 
Technical Requirements. Meanwhile section U features a 
host of simplifications and clarifications or race stopping 
and re-starting procedures.  

For all these changes and more in detail, please visit 

www.msauk.org/assets/rulechangesapril2018.pdf 



UNDER 17 MOTOR CLUB NORTH WEST 
All motor clubs need newcomers, whether as drivers or marshals, so how does your club do it and how do you pro-
mote your discipline, asks Steve Johnson, North West RDO. 

Looking around the North West, many clubs have the same team doing the same jobs most years. Do we, as organ-
isers look, ever think, ‘Who else could do my role?’ Do we ask members of the club or drivers to help run events? 

Under 17 Motor Club North West has been trying to get new blood into the sport by running four ANWCC Champi-
onship, AutoSOLO/Production Car Autotest events per year. All drivers, passengers and marshals arrive at 10:30am 
on the Saturday and sign on. All drivers, passengers and marshals are then split into three teams that set up differ-
ent parts of the venue. These three groups stick together for driving, marshalling and resting during the day. All driv-
ers are required to marshal as well at this level of the sport! 

The leaders of these teams tend to be young members of the club but have lots of experience at driving on AutoSO-
LOs and setting up the events. Over the past 12 months the club has seen new members attend each event; about 
half tends to stay with the club until heading off to university, while the other half stay for good. 

A testimony from the February 2018 event read: “We just wanted to express our gratitude for today. We had such a 
wonderful day and it was so much more than we expected. Everyone we spoke to went above and beyond to be 
helpful and friendly. Daniel is so excited and enthusiastic about what’s to come, as are we seeing how much he en-
joyed himself today. The family-centric attitude towards everything is so appealing and refreshing. There were no 
egos, just people happy to share the joy they have for the sport and this was vividly evident. Please pass on our 
thanks to everyone. Looking forward to seeing you all again.”  

TOP TIPS FOR RADIO OPERATORS 
Following on from last month’s top tips for marshals, the MSA would like to suggest a few opera-
tional tips for Radio Operators to help them through the season: 

Always call the distant station first, i.e. clip control from clip 1 
Always acknowledge that you have received a message with an “all received” reply – do not leave the controller 
hanging 
Listen for 10 to 20 seconds before transmitting; this avoids transmitting over the top of other conversations. Remem-
ber you won’t always hear everyone 
Check your volume control 
When someone else has finished transmitting, wait two to three seconds before you transmit 
When transmitting, press the PTT button and wait for one to two seconds before speaking 
Radio controllers must issue advice to operators and not just ignore problems 
Avoid talking too quietly when transmitting 
If you are using a handheld radio, be careful where you store it. Many operators inadvertently press the PTT button 
without knowing it and therefore block the frequency 
Above all, listen to the radio traffic; you never know when you might be asked for information 
Some radio sets have a light on them that indicates when the frequency is in use, even if you are too remote to hear 
the conversation. If this is the case, please check it 
Do not transmit if the light is lit! 
Finally, do not forget to pack your sense of humour! 



Technical 
  Updates, clarification  and advice 

Regulations  

for consultation  
The latest regulation changes  

proposed by the Rallies Committee 
will shortly be available for  

consultation on the MSA website at:  

 

https://www.msauk.org/consultations 

Please have your say. Thank you! 

EXHAUST SILENCERS  
The MSA Technical Department has received reports 

of vehicles with repackable exhaust silencers failing 

noise tests as they have not been maintained correct-

ly. Exhaust silencer packing degrades over time, di-

minishing its silencing properties. Competitors are ad-

vised to check their silencer packing regularly to avoid 

failing a noise test.  

TYRE LIST CLARIFICATION  
A clarification to tyre List 1B confirms that the EX-

TREME VR2 NK is accepted under the existing VR2 

listing.  

TYRE CLEANING AT 
SPRINT AND HILL CLIMB 

EVENTS  
Following a request for clarification of MSA Yearbook 
regulation (S)9.3.1.1, it has been confirmed that clean-
ing tyres using a heat gun and scraper within the pad-
dock area remains permitted. Any other manner of 
abnormally raising the temperature of the tyres/wheels 
above the natural ambient temperature remains pro-
hibited.  

VEHICLE PASSPORTS  
There have been reports of Vehicle Passports (VPs) or 
Competition Car Log Books (CCLBs) being presented for 
scrutineering with out-of-date information, or in some cases 
unsigned by the owner (VPs only). A Vehicle Passport 
should be signed and dated immediately upon receipt in 
the appropriate boxes (pictured).  

Scrutineers have been requested to check as far as possi-
ble that VPs and CCLBs bear the correct current owner 
details. Where a car has changed ownership, the VP or 
CCLB need to be updated with the MSA.  

For further information, email technical@msauk.org.  

https://www.msauk.org/consultations


BUSY SEASON AHEAD FOR  
RESURFACED THREE SISTERS 

The recently resurfaced Three Sisters Circuit in Wigan is under new management 
and has a packed season ahead, including not only kart events but also club rallies. 

After some difficult years, the 1.5km circuit is now led by karting guru Bill Sisley, formerly of Buckmore Park Circuit, 
which was home to great talents such as Lewis Hamilton, Jenson Button and Johnny Herbert in their formative 
years. 

“I have spent a life time in motor circuit management, initially at Brands Hatch and for the last 40 years at Buckmore 
Park and I understand how specialised motor racing circuits should operate,” said Sisley. 

“Three Sisters is a fantastic circuit. I raced here in karts in the late ’70s, as did my son in the 1990s. I have man-
aged to put together some of my old team from before, including Chris Pullman, and we have combined with Ian 
Makinson and his existing team here at the circuit. I am sure there is a great future not just for karting, but many 
motorized sports here.” 

This year the circuit’s host kart club, Manchester & Buxton Kart Club, is promoting 10 race meetings, including 
some national championships. The venue is also hosting the Blackpool South Shore Motor Club and Wigan Motor 
Club rallies, plus the Longton & District Motor Club Sprint events. 

As the revived circuit expands, there are opportunities for clubs and groups looking to operate there. The new man-
agement team is particularly interested in meeting those with experience of operating a rally, race or bike school. 
Interested parties can contact Chris Pullman, Circuit Director, on 01942 719 030. 

“Three Sisters is a fantastic circuit. I raced here in karts in the late ’70s. I 
have managed to put together some of my old team from before, includ-
ing Chris Pullman, and we have combined with Ian Makinson and his ex-
isting team here at the circuit”  



All training is delivered by  
Licensed MSA Instructors and based 

on the MSA Training Modules  
PRC Books will be signed where appropriate, if you re-

quire signatures, bring your books with you, if you don't 
have a PRC Book, see below for details about how to 

register, get accredited and you will receive a registra-

tion card and PRC book.  

Please complete your online accreditation at least 3 

weeks prior to your first training course to allow time to 
receive your card and book.  

Getting Involved 

Almost all motor sport events need volunteer marshals 

(recognisable from their orange overalls) to make sure 

they are run safely and effectively.  

Marshalling is a rewarding way of getting more closely 

involved with motor sport and joining a community of 
like-minded enthusiasts; general duties range from dis-

playing flag signals to drivers and clearing debris to 

helping extract drivers and cars that have crashed or 

broken down.  

Details of how to become a marshal can be found on 

the Volunteers in Motorsport website, which outlines all 
the relevant clubs, types of motor sport marshalling and 

training days.  

If you are interested in becoming a rally/cross country 

marshal, you can become accredited in less than an 

hour by completing the new online training and accredi-
tation scheme.  

Simply visit www.msauk.org/Marshals/Online-

rally-marshals-training and either login if you are an 

existing MSA member, or register if you are new. Once 
logged in follow the links for "Online Training". 

www.volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk 

www.brmc.org.uk 

Other useful links to  
Motorsport Training:  

TRAINING DATES 

To Book Your Place On   
Training Sessions 

You Can do it on Line  
We wish all to register online if possible as it 
saves lots of admin time for our volunteers!  

http://thats-motorsport.com/training/  

Or email Tracy Smith 
tracey.amsc@hotmail.com 

Or phone  (Jon Aston) 0333 0022 510  

14th June (Evening) 

Accrington 

Marshalling (Theory) 

21st July 

Blackburn Services 

Introduction to Marshalling 
(Practical) 

18th August 

Fire Training 

Blackburn Services 

20th September (Evening) 

Marshalling 
Inc. Spectator Safety,  

First on Scene, Incident Handling 

Accrington 

1st December 

First on Scene  

Blackburn Services 

TBA 

Radio Operation (81 C System) 

Accrington 

http://thats-motorsport.com/training/


Top Ten Reasons Why  
Golf Is Better than Sex 

#10... A below par performance is considered damn 
 good. 

#09... You can stop in the middle and have a cheese
 burger and a couple of beers. 

#08... It's much easier to find the sweet spot. 

#07... Foursomes are encouraged. 

#06... You can still make money doing it as a senior. 

#05... Three times a day is possible. 

#04... Your partner doesn't hire a lawyer if you play with 
 some one else. 

#03... If you live in Florida , you can do it almost every 
 day. 

#02... You don't have to cuddle with your partner when 
 you're finished. 

And the NUMBER ONE reason why golf is better than 
sex... 

#01... When your equipment gets old you can replace it! 

TRAINING 

Date Location Description 

14th June 2018 
(Evening) 

Accrington 
Marshalling (Theory)  
Modules, New 2018 Modules Part 1 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

21st July 2018 Blackburn Services 
Introduction to Marshalling (Practical) 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

18th Aug 2018 Blackburn Services 
Fire Theory + Practical Training 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

20th Sept 2018  
Evening) 

Accrington 
Marshalling (Theory) 
Modules, New 2018 Modules Part 2 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

1st Dec 2018 Blackburn Services 
First on Scene 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

TBA Accrington 
81 C-System Radio Operation and Incident 
Handling 
(Beginners/Refresher) 

Jon Aston has created the “Application Forms” for the 2018 training events we are running and the dates etc are 

now uploaded and available at    http://thats-motorsport.com/training/ 

  
I have amended the forms for the U17 training so Tracey Smith gets a copy of the application email as well as me. 
  
My 2 new Marshal training evenings have been renamed as they will deliver the new 2018 stuff that we ran at War-
rington/York/North Wales, probably 25% different content, trimming of some of the old stuff and addition of some 
new stuff, so hopefully that will attract some people back for a refresher. 

FOR SALE 
Nissan Sunny GTIR 

Rally Car  

1. Log booked but used on Road Rallies With 
non Turbo Motor  

 

2. Proflex Suspension  

 

3. Neo Vvl 2.0 vtec Installed  with new Paddle 
 Clutch 

 

4. Loads of spares new wings doors gearboxes 
 shafts and another car with turbo Engine  

 

5. Requires seats, belts and extinguisher if go
 ing to use for stage rallying   

 

£5000  
For further details  

ring Ticker 
07811-665590   

http://thats-motorsport.com/training/


Fisher Alpha 1974 
Single Seater 

Beautifully constructed lightweight (under 400 kg) 

spaceframe car with many period Lotus compo-

nents 

Fresh Alpha Romeo wet sump twin cam mated to 

PDS rebuiltHewland Mk8 via a bespoke alloy 

adapter plate.  

High torque 2 litre engine installed and with a 

1.6Ltr as a spare 

Both engines have little running time and are good 

trouble free units. 

The car has adjustable seating for tall/short driver 

FOR SALE 
Fisher Spyder 1970 
Sports Racing Car 

Lightweight thin tube chassis with aircraft riveting 

Dural panels stiffen frame. 

Sidewinder rare and low slung Mini engine and 

box. 

Two engines, currently installed MRD 1380cc 

(140bhp + massive torque) with period Arden 

head. 

Spare is a 1071 cc Cooper S Block with period 

Race crank, rods and pistons, all to take Arden 

from another engine 

Highly successful car in period (All time lap record 

for 1100cc Ingliston) and many recent class wins 

and records. 

Many Lotus components and recent new Gropa 

bodywork. 

Beautiful Car 

£42,000 each Car 
Each car includes Spare parts & Engines 

 

Or 
Part-Ex for Jaguar XK 120 / 140 FHC 

But in Oily Rag Condition  

Peter Speakman   Tel.  01229-716016 



Lancashire AC  
Calendar of Events  

Saturday 12th May   
Fellsman  

Classic Navigational Run.  

One for the more navigationally inclined a real challenge to 

both drivers and above all navigators.  

Details from Mike Raven 01772 862364 

Sunday 10th June  
Manchester to Blackpool Classic Run  

Now in its 56th year a classic touring assembly with full 

descriptive route book. Open to Veteran, Vintage,  

Classic and Cherished vehicles (no age restrictions!)  

Details from Chris Lee 01925 727794 

Saturday 14th July  
Coast to Coast Classic Run  

A Classic Touring Assembly with full descriptive route 

book starting from Morecambe and taking in the best 

scenery and roads to Dusley Hall near Whitby. Vintage, 

Classic and Cherished vehicles (no age restrictions!)  

Details from Chris Lee 01925 727794 

Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd Sept.  
Highland 3 Day.  

Fantastic event for Vintage, Classic and Cherished Cars 

taking in the breathtaking scenery of the Scottish High-

lands. Limited entry book early  

Details from Mike Raven 01772 863642 

Sunday 18th November  
Motorsport Luncheon  

Stirk House.  
If you have petrol in your veins this is one not to miss. Bri-

an Redman (ex F1, F5000 and Can Am) brings us up to 

date on his life in motorsport.  

Details from Carolyn Taylor 01254 385413 LIVERPOOL MC 
26

th
 May Track Day 1 

9
th

 June Barbon 1 

30
th

 June Aintree Sprint 

7
th

 July Barbon 2 

1
st 

Sept Aintree Sprint 

2
nd

 Sept 
Sporting Bears 

‘Dream Rides for Kids’ 

19
th

 Sept 
Greenpower Racing 
Electric Car Races 

6
th

 Oct Track Day 2 

AutoSOLO, Autotest and  
Production Car Autotest  

MSA Inter Association  
AutoSOLO 
 24th June 2018  

Poplar 2000  
Motorway Services,  

Lymm,  
M6 J20/ M56 J9  

Food available on site!  

 

 The National B AutoSOLO event is open to;   

 Members of ANWCC and ANCC member 
clubs  

  BTRDA Members  

 Up to two teams of three competitors from any 
other regional association competing in the In-
ter Association AutoSOLO  

 

The Clubman's AutoSOLO, Autotest and PCA 
events are open to;  

 All fully elected members of the promoting club,  

 Accrington Motor Sport Club,  

 Under 17 Motor Club North West,  

 Bolton Le Moors CC, 

 BTRDA,  

 F1000 Rally Club,  

 Knutsford DMC,  

REGS : www.sd34msg.org.uk 

28th – 29th September  

Come and help run Yorkshire’s premier rally.  

We are always in need of marshals to help 
run this prestigious event.  

Please contact the Chief Marshal  
with your MSA licence number.  

marshals@rallyyorkshire.co.uk  

www.rallyyorkshire.co.uk/  

www.facebook.com/trackrodrallyyorkshire @rallyyorkshire  





See Notes on Page 72 



NB : There is a proposed  new ANWCC Championship for 2018 (subject to msa approval) :   

A TARGA CHALLENGE   
Keep checking the ANWCC website (also see page 68 for proposed dates) 



Championship Standings 
In Brief  :  Updated  

go to www.anwcc.org.uk 

 

 Road Rally   :    Following Kick Energy RoD 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Lorenzo Lee Dovey 208 

2 David Hughes Rhyl 184 

3 Mark Lennox Newtown 167 

4 Mike Webber 116 165 

5 Dylan Williams Harlech 154 

O/A  Navigator Club Points 

1 Rob Bryb Jones Cllwyd 454 

2 Michael Gilbey Aberystwyth 294 

3 Grace Pedley Knowldale 221 

4 Darren Ikin Whitchurch 174 

5 Sion Matthews C&A 170 

 Stage Rally :  Following SMC Stages 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Andrew Morris Welsh Border 444 

2 Calvin Woods Wigan 379 

3 Brandon Smith Clitheroe 240 

4 John Stone BSSMC 228 

5 Dion Rowlands Harlech 202 

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

1 Chloe Thomas Clitheroe 444 

2 Conner Aspey Wigan 379 

3 Stephen Landen Warrington 219 

4 Kia Alcock Harlech 202 

5 Catrin Jones Clwd Vale 192 

 Autotest   :  Following  R4 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Lee Mathews C&A 68 

=2 Dafydd Roberts C&A 65 

=2 Elis Matthews C&A 65 

4 Dave Evans Whitchurch 47 

5 Duncan Wild Knutsford 39 

 PCA (Under 25s only) :  Following  R8 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 James Robinson U17MC NW 56 

2 Deio Hughes G&A 40 

3 Will Hughes C&A 34 

=4 Lwi Price F1000 20 

=4 Matthew Nicholls Bolton 20 

 AutoSOLO  :  Following  R3 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Neil Jones Bala 90 

2 Howard Morris Rhyl 81 

3 Andy Williams U17MC 80 

4 Jamie Foster U17MC 78 

5 Dave Graves Bolton 66 

 Sprint  :   Following R2 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Steve Wilson Longton 208 

2 Nigel Fox Clitheroe 205 

3 Chris Boyd Longton 203 

4 Robert Tongue Liverpool 201 

5 David Barrowclough Wallasey 200 

 Hillclimb  :  Following R2 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 David Goodlad Knutsford 91 

=2 Dafydd Williams Hagley 0 

=2 Nigel Fox Clitheroe 0 

    

    

 Trials  :  1st Round 26th May 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

 Stage Rally (Forest) : Following R N Wales 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 David Roberts Bala 77 

2 David Auden Knutsford 66 

3 Hugh Hunter NWCC 40 

=4 Brynmor Pearce B&B 0 

=4 Mark Lennox Newtown 0 

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

1 Aled Edwards Harlech 67 

2 Osian Owen Rhyl 62 

3 Dei Jones Bala 56 

4 Christopher Row Knutsford 42 

5 Rob Fagg Manx AS 40 



Championship Standings 
In Brief 

 

 North Wales Rally Challenge 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Dion Rowlands Harlech 92 

2 Andrew Morris WBCC 89 

3 Ashley Morris Bolton 87 

4 Calvin Woods Wigan 80 

5 Berwyn Evans C&A 75 

O/A  Navigator Club Points 

1 Kai Alcock Harlech 92 

2 Chloe Thomas C&A 89 

3 Tomos Williams C&A 83 

4 Connor Aspey Wigan 82 

5 Mari Haf Evans C&A 75 

 North Wales Road Rally Challenge 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Lorenzo Lee Dovey 118 

2 Mark Lennox Newtown 84 

3 Huw Jones C&A 83 

4 Dylan Williams Harlech 82 

5 Andy Price Telford 68 

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

1 Michael Gilbey Aberystwyth 147 

2 Aron Jones Bala 110 

3 Michael Jones WBCC 93 

4 Ian Beamond Newtown 84 

5 Darren Irkin Whitchurch 83 

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

    

    

    

    

    

 Allrounders Championship 

O/A O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Stephen Johnson U17MC 68 

2 Michael Gilbey Aberystwyth 65 

3 Ellis Mathews C&A 48 

4 Lewis Griffiths Dovey Valley 23 

O/A Junior (U25)  Driver Club Points 

1 Ellis Matthews C&A 48 

2 James Williams U17MC 33 

O/A Driver - 100cc Club Points 

1 Stephen Johnson U17MC 57 

2 Andy Williams U17MC 38 

 Inter-Club Championship 

O/A Club Points 

1 Caernarvon & Anglesey MC 127 

2 U 17 MC 109 

= 3 Clitheroe & DMC   95 

= 3 Knutsford & DMC   95 

5 Bala & DMC   93 

6 Clwyd Vale MC   89 

7 Bolton-le-Moors CC   78 

8 North Wales CC   57 

9 Rhyl & DMC   51 

10 Welsh Border MC   47 

 Marshals Championship 

O/A  Marshal Club Points 

1 Maurice Ellison Clitheroe 77 

2 William O’Brian Warrington 25 

3 Tim Millington  24 

4 Laura Jos C&A 23 

5 Catrin Jos (junior) C&A 21 

6 Ron O’Brian Warrington 20 

=7 Alex Baron (Junior) Accrington 19 

=7 Amanda Baron Accrington 19 

9 Paul Cross C&A 18 

10 Rob Jos   16 

 Historic Road Rally Challenge 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

    

    

    

    

    

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

    

    

    

    

    



Liverpool Motor Club 
Supplementary Regs  

for the 3 popular Aintree Sprints and 2 Barbon Hillclimbs 
are all now available at www.liverpoolmotorclub.com 

Our on-line booking service is also up and running for all 
these events, but don’t delay as entries are pouring in 
already! 

Aintree Sprints:  
  28

th
 April,  

  30
th

 June & 1
st

 September 

Barbon Hillclimbs:  
  9

th
 June & 7

th
 July 

The qualifying events in the 2018 LMC Speed Champi-
onship are all now confirmed. Competitors have a great 
choice from 24 rounds at 7 of the most popular sprint & 
hillclimb venues in the North, North Midlands and North 
Wales. 

If you are contending the SD34, ANWCC or LMC Cham-
pionships, you stand a good chance in the others too, as 
many of the qualifying events are shared by all 3 cham-
pionships. Lots more information at 

www.speedchampionship.com 

TOUR of CHESHIRE 

New Date 

Saturday the 29
th

 of September 
I am delighted to announce that we have been able to 

secure a replacement date for the 2018 running of the 

Tour of Cheshire - Saturday, 29th September. 

At the end of March there will be an update on entry 

transfers and the re-opening of the entry list to provide 

the opportunity for additional competitors to join the 

event. 

Regards 

Mike Harrison - Clerk of the Course  

Championship Standings 
In Brief 
Updated  

 

 Glynne Edwards Memorial Championship 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

    

    

    

    

    

O/A  Navigator Club Points 

    

    

    

    

     Ladies Rally Championship 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1 Jade Paveley NWCC 117 

2 Ashleigh Morris Bolton 96 

    

    

    

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

1 Chloe Thomas G&A 309 

2 Grace Pedley Knowldale 134 

3 Mari Haf Evans C&A 117 

4 Lauren Groves Clwyd Vale 93 

5 Catrin Jones Clwyd Vale 67 

Three Sisters Rally Challenge 

O/A  Driver Club Points 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

O/A  Co-Driver Club Points 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

www.knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk 

http://www.liverpoolmotorclub.com/
http://www.speedchampionship.com/


GAZZARD 
ACCOUNTS 

Registered Agent with HM 
Revenue & Customs. 

Accounts and Book-
keeping services for 
Small Businesses. 

 We specialise in  
 Self Assessment, 
 CIS 
 VAT Returns. 
 

We also cater for 
SMALLER Limited 

Companies. 
Workplace or Home/

Evening  visits can be 
arranged. 

We will offer you  
the following : 

 Regular contact and 
advice  

 Assistance for Self Em-
ployed 

 Simple accounting 
practices 

 Friendly service and 
assistance 

 

Serving Greater Manchester 
and areas of  Lancashire  

and Cheshire. 

Registered Office :  
33 Acresfield Road,   

Middleton,   
Manchester. M24 2WT. 

Office Tel No : 0161 - 643 - 7845       

E-Mail :  
gazzard.accts@btinternet.com 



ADGESPEED 
Unit 14, Thames Trading Centre,  

Woodrow Way, Irlam, Manchester. M44 6BP 

Telephone 
Unit  : 0161 777 9949      
Mobile :   07960 964069 
Fax       : 0161 777 9948 
E-Mail  :   sales@adgespeed.co.uk 

SUPERCAR SUNDAY 

Sunday 3rd June 
A variety of high-performance sports cars are mak-

ing their way to Hoghton Tower to raise money for a 

good cause. 

Supercar Showtime is the free family friendly event 

coming to the Tower to help fundraise for Derian 

House children’s hospice. 

Derian House provides specialist palliative, respite and 

end of life care for children and young adults throughout 

the North West. 

Taking place on Sunday 3 June, the supercar event will 

see a wide variety of supercars on display for the public 

to view. 

Numerous supercars are already registered for the event, 

including a Lamborghini Huracan, Porsche GT3 RS, Por-

sche 911R, McLaren 720S and many more. 

Last year’s event raised a total of £29,000 for Derian 

House. 

This year’s Supercar Showtime will see a variety of at-

tractions, including face-painting, family events, a raffle 

and an auction. 

Auction prizes include a Porsche 911 for the weekend, 

two tickets to the Goodwood Festival of Speed with Rolls-

Royce Hospitality, a 30-minute Huey helicopter flight ex-

perience for four people, flowers, champagnes and choc-

olates and more. 

You can register a supercar for the event by the online 

registration form. 

Supercar Showtime will take place from 9.30am – 

12.30pm. 

There will be a £2 parking fee for visitors, which is paya-

ble on the day. 

mailto:sales@adgespeed.co.uk
https://www.derianhouse.co.uk/
https://www.derianhouse.co.uk/
https://supercarshowtime.co.uk/
https://supercarshowtime.co.uk/


Duncan Littler 
SpeedSports (Wales) Photography 

2 Pendref, Dwyran,  

Anglesey,  

Gwynedd. LL61 6YL 

Tel:01248 430015,    Mob:07740 179619  

e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com 

www.rallystageteam.co.uk 
 

Plains Rally  
12 May 

The 52nd Plains Rally will be running on the 12th May 
2018. We are busy planning the event and looking forward 
to a fantastic day of rallying. 
Rally HQ is once again at the Royal Oak in Welshpool and 
the Stages will include Dyfnant, Dyfi West, Dyfi East and 
Cwm Celli, all run by some great Stage Commanders. With 
Servicing in Dolgellau, it promises to be a great event. 
Of course, all Rallies rely on the most important people - 
those who volunteer to come out and Marshal and do Ra-
dio cover. We need as many marshals, radio operators and 
timing crews as possible, so please please volunteer and 
come along and enjoy a great days motorsport. We appre-
ciate your help! 
We need as may accredited marshals as possible so if you 
haven’t already done so then we would encourage you to 
complete the MSA Marshals training on line and get the 
accreditation, it’s easy to do! Of course, if you haven’t yet 
done the online training, we would still welcome you. 
Please register on RST if you are available to help out  

mailto:dunclitz@hotmail.com


Lancashire's Family Motorshow returns to Nelson & 

Colne College celebrating 50 years of the film Bullitt 
We are gathering together famous movie and television 

chase vehicles into a spectacular static display 

On top of this we will have our ever popular range around 

250 vehicles of all types from bikes and supercars to 

classic cars and commercials. 

The festival element is taken care of with live music and 

entertainment, food village, trade village, lots for the chil-
dren to do and more 

The aim of the show is to raise money for good causes, 

with profits from show going to a great cause 

Follow Pendle Powerfest on Social Media or visit our 

website www.pendlepowerfest.com for the latest devel-

opments  
Sunday 27th May 

Adam Morgan & Ciceley Motor-

sport to attend Pendle Powerfest 
The team at Pendle Powerfest are delighted to announce 

that Lancashire based Ciceley Motorsport will be bringing 

some of the glamour of the racetrack to this year’s show.  

The family run team along with star driver Adam Morgan 

compete in some of the premier racing series in the world 

including the British Touring Car Championship and the 

Worldwide Creventic GT Series, where he recently won in 

Dubai. Adam also competes in the Chinese Touring car 

championship and is a regular race winner.  

Subject to any unforeseen circumstances they will be bring-

ing along their state of the art racing trailer along 

with three cars. 

Loughborough Car Club has launched the 2018 edition of its 

innovative Disabled Driver Scholarship, which offers a free season of club level 

motorsport for two people. 

Applications are invited from anyone aged 14 or over who can drive but needs 

basic hand controls. The scholarship will offer two individuals the opportunity to 

participate in a range of club motorsports events in the Loughborough area. 

Loughborough Car Club members will run a suitably adapted car, enabling the 

scholars to compete against local and regional drivers on a level playing field. 

http://loughboroughcarclub.co.uk/disabled-driver-scholarship/ 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pendlepowerfest.com%2F&h=ATOvU253ebx_nxAWdShaTu9BOh0C2VKA_5zO4PTIZwhxCK9Q5Ebol2AGO6hPnbrs2x3YOPJ55azz1g8WtiBSrVQ4IelmjEYM9JLFNegEemzu6sB2_ga9UU_sXCoMAcJIWyg58Nmws6liuAguNAJ2VsGdypHE0eLgAhcA0Ee6yj749FsU8Q
http://www.btcc.net/
https://www.24hseries.com/
http://www.ctcc.com.cn/en/
http://www.ctcc.com.cn/en/


The Cetus Rally Stages 
Three Sisters Race Circuit, 

Ashton In Makerfield, Wigan. 

Sunday 13th May 
This is the sixth running of The Cetus Rally Stages, cour-

tesy of our sponsor Mike English of Cetus Solutions Ltd. 

Salford, many thanks to Mike for sponsoring the rally. 

This is the second round of The 6R4.com Three Sisters 

Rally Challenge 2018, our sponsor for the challenge is Ian 

Rowlance of 6R4.com. There is £550.00 worth of cash 

prizes to be won in this free to enter Challenge, download 

the Regulations from our motor club web site. 

The rally will be our thirty fifth stage rally that we have or-

ganised at the Three Sisters Circuit, so you should expect 

good stages and fast turnarounds as per usual, we will be 

running consecutive stages again on the Cetus 

Stages. The circuit was completely resurfaced in January 

2018 so should provide some competitive driving. 

The rally is a round of six Regional Champion-

ships, be sure to get your entry in early to avoid 

any disappointment 

1.  The A.N.W.C.C. Stage Rally Championship 42/2018. 

2.  The A.N.W.C.C. Ladies Rally Championship 48/2018. 

3.  The ANWCC Allrounders Championship 45/2018. 

4.  The 6R4.com Three Sisters Rally Challenge 28/2018. 

5.  The SD34MSG Interclub League 2018 (Supported by      Gazard 
Accounts). 

6.  The SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2018.  (Supported by 
Gazard Accounts). 

 The organising team wish all competitors a good day’s 
motor sport. 

John Stone & Alex Stone winning  
The Cetus Rally Stages in May 2017. 

061 Targa Road Rally 
5th May 

 Welcome to the inaugural running of the 061 Targa 

Road Rally.  

 The event will run on an MSA Clubman Permit and 

will be based at Buxton Raceway.  

 The event will run approximately 20 daylight tests at 

local venues on maps 118 & 119.  

 The total mileage for the event will be approximately 

165 miles of which 22 miles are tests.  

 The special tests will run on a mixture of surfaces 

from tarmac, broken concrete, gravel tracks, grass 

and maybe a bit of mud too!  

 A sump guard is recommended for the more compet-

itive driver!  

 The route handouts will be by colour photocopied 

route maps and a road book containing special test 

diagrams and details.  

Enter online at 
www.061roadrally.co.uk 

 The event is closed to club and therefore open to ful-
ly elected members of Stockport 061 Motor Club Lim-
ited. 

 All competitors MUST produce a valid Stockport 061 
Motor Club membership card at signing-on. If you 
are not a member, Stockport 061 Motor Club  mem-
bership will be available at £12 per single member-
ship for 12 months or £7 for 6 months. 

 (An MSA competition license is NOT required for this 
event). Drivers must hold a full valid Road Traffic Act 
driving license for a car. Navigators must have 
attained the age of 12 years. 





Acknowledgements 
Thanks to all contributors - and a big thanks to  

the Championship Compilers  

 

 Steve Butler  Road Rally 
 Ian Bruce   Stage Rally 
 Steve Lewis  League 
 Alan Shaw  Marshals & U18 
 Steve Price  Sprint & Hillclimb  
 Steve Lewis  Individual 
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Paul Buckel,   Jem Dale, 
Steve Butler,   Alan Barnes, 
Nick Townley,   Geoff Bengough 
George Jennings  Keith Thomas   
Tony Lynch   Sasha Heriot  
Neil Raven    Tony Vart    
Tommi Meadows  Matt Broadbent  
Bob Hargreaves   Tony North 
Songasport   Sam Spencer 
Ed Graham   Sam Collis 
Niall Frost    Simon Frost 
John Harden (LiMC)  Matt Hewlett 
Paul Slingsby   Phil Rainford  
Gareth Shepherd  Gareth Lloyd 
Chris Lee    Adrian Lloyd 
Lorraine Nixon   Dave Thomas   

Phil James of Pro-Rally,      
Sue Carter of Carter Sport 

Dave Williams & Rachel Bourne (NW Racers)             
Bill Wilmer & The Gemini Communications Team 

Keith Lamb (Gemini 9)  Ian Davies   (Gemini 23)  
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Lucy Owen-Moczadlo  (Jucy Photography) 
Andrew Shepherd  www.rally-images.co.uk 

Paul Gilligan ‘Inside the Industry’ 
Paul Commons : Paul Commons Motor Sport 
Duncan Littler  Speed Sports Photography 

Steve & Hazel Johnson - Go Motorsport 

and last but not least, Chairman / Secretary 
(& my complaints manager)  

 

Les Fragle 

& if I have left you out of the above credits,  
Sorry and PLEASE tell me 

The intention is to publish this EMag  on the last day of 
each month.  It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates 
for them to forward to their Club Members as they wish.  

 

Deadline for copy  
for the June edition is  
Tuesday the 29

th
 of  May 

which is due out on   

Thursday the 31
st

 May 

PLEASE  Email Reports etc. to  
Maurice Ellison at :     

sd34news@gmail.com 

NB : The Editorial team  reserves the right to do 
their job as  Editors and may  amend articles  

and reports as they see fit 

SD34MSG 
Wednesday  

16th May 2018 
8-00pm,  

Poachers, Bamber Bridge  
PR5 6BA 

Near Junction 29 of the M6.  

Monday May 14
th

 
8.00pm  

The Windmill  
Just off M6 Junc 19 

Chester Rd.,  
Knutsford, WA16 0HW 

www.anwcc.org 

ANCC  
 
Monday 25

th
 June 

Cleckheaton Sports Club, BB19 3UD 
Just off Chain Bar Roundabout , 

Junc 26 of the M62 

www.ancc.co.uk 

The opinions expressed in this                 
publication are those of the individual    

contributors, and not necessarily                 
those of the editor or the committee          

of  the SD34MSG 

https://www.facebook.com/Jucy555?fref=nf

